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Abstract
The international cooperation project HYDROCOIN for studying groundwater flow modelling in
the context of radioactive waste disposal was initiated in 1984. Thirteen organisations from ten
countries and two international organisations have participated in the project which has been
managed by the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, SKI.
This report summarises the results from the third phase of HYDROCOIN, Level 3, which has
addressed the issues of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis of groundwater flow problems and
how uncertainties affect the modelling results. Seven test cases were selected for the project,
representing a variety of flow situations in different media, as well as a variety of temporal and
spatial scales. These test cases were tackled by the participating organisations (Project Teams)
using a number of different codes.
An overview of the methodologies used in uncertainty and sensitivity analysis is given. Results
from the various Teams attempting the Test Cases are presented and conclusions are drawn as to
the applicability of the results obtained to the test cases being analysed as well as the general
applicability of the results. The importance of making uncertainty and sensitivity analysis as part
of a performance analysis of the safety of a nuclear waste repository is stressed. The conclusion
is drawn that the HYDROCOIN Level 3 study has greatly contributed to the understanding of
these issues.
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Preface
An international co-operation pi eject, HYDROCOIN, for studying groundwater hydrology
modelling strategies was initiated in May 1984. The following organisations have participated in
the study:
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.

CANADA

British Geological Survey

UNITED KINGDOM

Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique:
Instiiut de Protection et de Suretl
Nucllaire; Agence Nationale pour
la Gestion des D6chets Radioactifs

FRANCE

Gesellschaft fur Strahlen- und
Umweltforschung

FED. REPUBLIC
OF GERMANY

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

JAPAN

Nationale Genossenschaft fur die Lagerung
Radioaktiver Abfalle

SWITZERLAND

Nordic Liaison Committee for Atomic Energy

NKA

Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development/Nuclear Energy Agency

OECD/NEA

Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en
Milieuhygiene

NETHERLANDS

Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste
Management Co.

SWEDEN

Swedish Nu Jear Power Inspectorate

SWEDEN

Technical Research Centre of Finland

FINLAND

U.K. Atomic Energy Authority/
Harwell Laboratory

UNITED KINGDOM

U.S. Department of Energy

USA

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

USA

This is a report of the results from the third phase (Level 3) of the HYDROCOIN project which
was devoted to a study of different methods for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis of
groundwater flow problems and how uncertainties affect the modelling results. The report was
prepared by the Project Secretariat and published after approval by the Coordinating Group.
Neither the Coordinating Group nor the Project Secretariat take any legal responsibility for the
results presented in this report or their use.
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1. Introduction
Background
The search for a solution to the problem of radioactive waste disposal spans nearly
three decades. Different concepts for this have been evaluated. As the boundaries of
knowledge have expanded, an increasing confidence in disposal in geologic media has
developed. Today the majority of informed technical opinion holds that disposal in
geological repositories is the preferred method for final waste disposal.
To evaluate the various geologic media considered for disposal of nuclear wastes, it is
necessary to obtain adequate data on the characteristics of the different host rocks and
to consider different repository designs. It is also essential to develop appropriate
conceptual models and computer codes to evaluate the safety of the disposal system.
An important part of the safety analysis of disposal systems is the assessment of the
groundwater flow through the repository and the host rock to the accessible
environment. In order to be able to perform this assessment, it is necessary to use
mathematical models describing the flow mechanisms involved and corresponding
computer programs.
To improve the understanding of the influence of the different groundwater flow
modelling strategies on the safety analysis of nuclear waste repositories, an international
cooperative project HYDROCOIN (Hydrologic Code Intercomparison) was initiated in
J 984 by the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, SKI.
The HYDROCOIN project is the second project in a series of three international
projects related to geosphere transport modelling that have been initiated by SKI. The
first project, INTRACOIN [1.1, 1.2], dealt with verification, validation and uncertainty
analysis of models for transport of radionuclides in the geosphere. The third project is
INTRAVAL [1.3] which started in 1987. In INTRAVAL, the focus is on studying
validation of models for flow and transport in the geosphere. The project uses information from and cooperates with a number of laboratory and field experimental
programmes as well as natural analogue studies. As a further step in the validation
process, INTRAVAL uses results and experiences from INTRACOIN and
HYDROCOIN.
HYDROCOIN Objectives and Level Structure
The overall objective of the HYDROCOIN project was to gain a better understanding of
how various strategies for groundwater flow modelling affect the safety assessment of a
potential nuclear waste repository. The objective of HYDROCOIN is formulated in the
Agreement as follows;
The purpose of the project is to obtain improved knowledge of the influence of various
strategies for groundwater flow modelling for the safety assessment of final repositories
for nuclear waste. To this end, calculations are made with different mathematical
models used by a number of organisations. The study comprises:

-13-

- the impact on the groundwater flow calculations of different solution algorithms,
- the capabilities of different models to describefieldand laboratory experiments, and
- the impact on the groundwater flow calculations of incorporating various physical
phenomena.
Following these objectives the project was conducted at three levels addressing code
verification (Level 1), model validation (Level 2), and sensitivity and uncertainty
analysis of groundwater flow calculations (Level 3). This report presents the results
from Level 3.
Time Schedule and Reporting
The results of the HYDROCOIN effort are documented in a series of four main reports
of which the present one is the third. Level 1 and Level 2 results were published jointly
by SKI and OECD/NEA in 1988 and 1989 respectively, see \1.4] and [1.5]. The
calculations on Level 3 were completed in 1987.
A Summary Report is expected to be printed in 1991.
Project Organisation
The organisation of HYDROCOIN is regulated by an agreement between the
participating organisations. The project was directed by a Coordinating Group
consisting of one representative from each participating organisation (Party).
The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) acted as Managing Participant. Each
Party organised one or several Project Teams that were responsible for performing
calculations and evaluations associated with the test cases approved by the Coordinating
Group. The details of each case were formally defined by the Project Secretariat.
The Project Secretariat was set up by SKI in cooperation with UKAEA/AERE,
OECD/NEA and NKA (see Appendix 1 for explanation of these abbreviations).
Kemakta Consultants Co. (Sweden) has the overall responsibility of compiling the
results and supporting SKI in organising workshops. Kemakta was also the Principal
Investigator for the HYDROCOIN effort and had the main responsibility for the
technical work within the Project Secretariat.
Each Party covered the costs for its participation and was responsible for budgeting for
its Project Team(s). The administrative costs associated with the project and the costs
for the Principal Investigator were covered by SKI.
Appendix 1 gives details of the HYDROCOIN organisation and a list of the
participants, Coordinating Group members and Project Team leaders. Appendix 1 also
contains a list of abbreviations for Parths and Project Teams.
Workshops have afforded an opportunity for the participants to discuss the results and
informally exchange ideas. The progress of the project is documented in a series of
progress reports.
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Definition of Terms
Technical terms like verification, validation, and calibration may have slightly different
meanings depending on the context in which they appear. In this report, these words are
used in the sense in which they are generally understood in connection with the
performance assessment of radioactive waste repositories. In Table 1.1, the meaning of
some terms central to this report and to the HYDROCOIN study are given. These
definitions are not intended to be exhaustive.
Table 1.1

Definitions of central terms as used in this report.
DEFINITION OF TERMS

Bench-marking

The systematic comparison of computer code calculation results
for a well defined problem with known results and/or with
results of other codes. (See also "verification".)

Computer code

A set of instructions written in any computer programming
language acted upon by a computer.

Conceptual
model

A qualitative description of a system or subsystem (e.g.,
important processes and interactions) and its representation
(e.g., geometry, parameters, initial/boundary conditions) judged
to describe aspects of its behaviour relevant to the intended
usage of the model.

Goodness-of-fit
function

A mathematical/statistical expression (measure) to help quantify
how well modelling results agree with experimental observations (i.e. data) or with a given mathematical expression.

Mathematical
model

A mathematical representation of a conceptual model for a
physical, chemical, and/or biological system by mathematical
expressions designed to aid in understanding and/or predicting
the behaviour of the system under specified conditions.

Model
calibration

A process in which the conceptual model assumptions and
model parameters are varied to fit the model to observations.
Traditionally model calibration is carried out by a trial-anderror procedure although some automatic parameter estimation
(inverse modelling) approaches are available.

Performance
assessment

Analysis to predict the performance of the system or
subsystem, followed by comparison of the results of such
analysis with appropriate standards or criteria. When the
system under consideration is the overall waste disposal system
and the performance measure is radiological impact or some
other global measure of safety impact, performance assessment
becomes the same as safety assessment, IAEA [1.6].
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Table 1.1

Concluded.

Performance
measure

An entity used to present results from performance assessments
for comparison with criteria. The term is also used for entities
chosen for comparison in e.g. verification and validation
exercises by the use of goodness-of-fit functions.

Sensitivity
analysis

A technique to determine the importance of, and implications
of changes in, parameters and conceptual model assumptions
with respect to predictions of system performance.

Uncertainty
analysis

An analysis that estimates the uncertainty in a system's
performance resulting from the uncertainty of one or more
factors associated with the system. Such an analysis requires
definition of a system, description of the uncertainties in the
factors that are to be investigated, and the characteristics of the
system that is to be observed, U.S. NRC [1.7].

Validation

The term validation, which is used throughout this report, is
ambiguous in the sense that it has different meanings in
different contexts. Two short standard definitions are given
below for the meaning which has been attached to the word in
the context of performance assessment of radioactive waste
disposal:
Validation is a process carried out by comparison of model
predictions with independent field observations and experimental measurements. A model cannot be considered validated
until sufficient testing has been performed to ensure an
acceptable level of predictive accuracy, IAEA [1.6]. (Note that
the acceptable level of accuracy is judgemental and will vary
depending on the specific problem of question to be addressed
by the model.)
Validation: the process of obtaining assurance that a model as
embodied in a computer program is a correct representation of
the process or system for which it is intended. Ideally, validation is a comparison between predictions derived from the
model with empirical observation. However, as this is
frequently impractical or impossible owing to the large length
and time scales involved in high-level waste disposal, short
term testing supported by other avenues of inquiry such as peer
review is used to obtain such assurance, U.S. NRC [1.7].

Verification

A mathematical model, or the corresponding computer code, is
verified when it is shown that the code behaves as intended, i.e.
that it is a proper mathematical representation of the
conceptual model and that the equations are correctly encoded
and solved, IAEA [1.6], (See also "bench-marking".)
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1.6

Level 3 Cases
Level 3 of the HYDROCOIN project is primarily concerned with the study of different
methods for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis of groundwater flow problems and of
how uncertainties affect the modelling results. Seven test cases have been selected,
representing a variety of flow situations ranging from three-dimensional, saturated flow
on a regional scale to two-dimensional flow in an unsaturated situation on metre-scale.
Detailed descriptions of the seven test cases and the compiled results are given in
Chapters 3-9 in this report. The test cases can be briefly described as follows:
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7

Near surface disposal in argillaceous media; saturated/unsaturated flow.
Partially saturated flow in fractured tuff.
Saturated flow through a hypothetical salt repository.
Coupled saturated groundwater flow and brine transport.
Saturated groundwater flow in fractured crystalline rock.
Regional saturated groundwater flow in low permeability rocks
Accuracy and efficiency of particle-tracking algorithms.

Table 1.2 shows the parameters of concern, the temporal and spatial scales of the test
cases, and the Pilot Group responsible for each of the problem definitions.
Table 1.2

Summary of characteristics of the Level 3 test cases.
Features
studied

Spatial
scale

Temporal
scale

Pilot
Group

1

partial saturation,
layering

20-200 m

50-150 years

HAR

2

high nonlineariry,
partial saturation

500-1000 m

1 - 106 years

NNWSI

3

uncertainties in
the interpretation
of field data

2 km - 400 km

steadystate

SRP

41

saturated brine,
convection cells

300 m - 900 m

500 years

GSF

5

spatial distribution
of hydraulic conductivity

200 m - 2 km

steadystate

KEM/AECL

6

spatial variability
in low permeable rock

80 km

steadystate

SAN

7

accuracy of
particle tracking

300 in

steadystate

SAN

Case
no

1

Scales are given for the HYDROCOIN test case. The original experiment was
reported in dimensionless parameters.

-
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The methods applied at Level 3 include different statistical sampling schemes, adjoint
sensitivity analysis as well as expert choice. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the
properties and applicabilities of these methods.
1.7

Level 3 Participation
The seven cases have been tackled by the Project Teams using a number of codes. The
codes are capable of handling several types of analyses, such as steady-state groundwater flow and transient phenomena including thermal buoyancy or brine transport.
Appendix 2 gives the main characteristics of the codes used in the Level 3 effort by the
different Project Teams. Table 1.3 gives an overview of the participation on the seven
cases. In this table abbreviations have been used for the participating Project Teams and
the codes they have used. These abbreviations are used throughout the report and are
explained in Table 1.4.
The seven cases are defined in Chapters 3-9 in detail, in which the results from the
calculations are compiled and analysed, along with the conclusions drawn from each
case. As can be seen in Table 1.3, the participation on Cases 3 , 4 , and 6 has been rather
limited for different reasons. The chapters describing the results from the calculations
on these particular cases, are therefore restricted io a summary of the calculational
results and the conclusions drawn by the Project Team that tackled the case. For a
detailed information on the efforts reported by the Project Teams, the reader is referred
to "List of Project Team Reports", which can be found in the end of the present report.
Chapter 10 contains a summary of the conclusions from Level 3 of the HYDROCOIN
project, and recommendations for future research in the area of groundwater flow
modelling with regard to perfonnance assessment of radioactive waste disposal.

Table 1.3

Overview of the Level 3 participation (Abbreviations are explained in
Table 1.4).

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Case 7

AES

HAR
NNW

SAN

RIV
OSF

JAE

SAN

KEM/SGA

AEC
AES
AND
ETH
HAR
JAE
NNW
NRC
OWT
SAN
SRP
VTT

AND

BGS
CRI

SRP

SAN

MCI
UPC

EDM
HAR

JAE
NRC

SAN
SRP

-18-

Table 1.4

Abbreviations used for codes and Project Teams in this report.
Codes

CFE
DLL
FEG
FEM

FE2
FM3
GWH
INV4

LLU
MAG
MET
MOT

CFEST
DLLUVIA
FEGM
FEMWATER
FEFLOW2
FEM301
GWHRT
INVERT-4
LLUVIA
MAGUS
METIS
MOTIF

MTR
NAM
NOR

SAG
STO
SUT
SWI
SW2

TRI
UNT

USG
2DS
3DS

METROPOL
NAMMU
NORIA
SAGUARO
STOKES
SUTRA
SWIFT
SWIFT2
TRIO
UNSAT2
USGS3D
2DSEEP
3DSEEP

PROJECT TEAMS
AEC
AES
AND1
BGS
CRI
EDM
ETH
GSF
HAR
JAE
KEM
MO 2
NNW
NRC
OWT
RIV
SGA
SRP
SAN
UPC
VTT

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Canada
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2. Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis Methodologies
General
The behaviour of a radioactive waste repository is affected by many complex physical
and chemical processes, which act over very long times. In order to assess the
performance of a repository it is necessary to use mathematical and numerical models.
However, the parameters of these models are in general not well known. Sometimes
there are not even sufficient data to determine which of several models is applicable.
The techniques of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis address the problems caused by
this lack of information. Some of the many techniques for uncertainty and sensitivity
analysis are outlined below. The techniques described are mainly those that were used
or discussed in HYDROCOIN, although some other closely related techniques are also
described for completeness. In this Section some comments are also made on techniques
for estimating parameters given the available data. Such techniques play an important
role in evaluating the uncertainty for a specific system. Techniques for uncertainty and
sensitivity analysis are discussed further in [2.1].
Uncertainty Analysis
Uncertainty
In this context the term "uncertainty" means lack ot knowledge, usually lack of
knowledge of the exact state of the natural world. Thus one speaks of uncertainty in a
model, meaning lack of knowledge as to exactly which model corresponds to the
natural world. Uncertainties in a model can be broadly classified as uncertainties in
conceptual model, or as uncertainties in parameters. Although this distinction is very
useful in practice, it is to some extent artificial, since different conceptual models can
be regarded as being contained in a more complex all-embracing model, with the
different conceptual models distinguished by the value of an indicator parameter, so that
uncertainty in the conceptual model corresponds to uncertainty in the indicator
parameter. More detailed classifications of uncertainty, such as a division into
uncertainties in scenarios, conceptual models, mathematical models, computer codes
and parameters can be adopted.
Uncertainties in simple readily quantified parameters can usually be quantified to some
extent. There are hardly ever instances where nothing about the values of the
parameters is known. In practice, one will recognise that - on the basis of the available
information - some values are impossible, some values are unlikely, some values are
possible, some values are highly likely, and so on. Taking this idea to its logical
conclusion, a probability density can be defined, which gives the probability that on the
basis of the available information the parameters have given values. It should be borne
in mind that this density is a measure of one's ignorance. It is thus very subjective and
dependent upon expert opinions. Special techniques have been designed for attempting
to elicit such densities from groups of experts by structured questioning. However, it
must be stressed that the end result is just a (very) educated guess. By its nature
uncertainty can really only be reduced by gaining information, which ultimately can
only derive from measurements on the physical system.
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In complicated models some parameters, such as permeability, may be spatially varying
or changing in time. Such parameters have considerably greater potential for uncertainty
than simple parameters that are independent of position and time, and the treatment of
these uncertainties is correspondingly more complicated, see Section 2.5. Some aspects
of a model such as the geological structure are less readily quantified than quantities
such as the permeability. The treatment of uncertainties in such aspects that are difficult
to quantify is not discussed further here.
Treatment of Uncertainty
It is the uncertainty in the consequence of a model or performance measure that is
really important rather than the uncertainty in the model. Typical consequences or
performance measures are the groundwater travel time from a repository, or the flux
through the repository. Uncertainty analysis aims to determine the uncertainty in the
consequence from the uncertainty in the model. In principle the treatment of
uncertainties in parameters is easy. The approach is simply to calculate the probability
density function of the consequence using the model together with the probability
distribution for the parameters of the model. Thus consider a model with N parameters
d j , i = 1, ...,N, such mat the consequence is C(a) when the vector of parameters has the
value a s (<Xi, ....cx-,). If the joint probability density function (pdf) for tht parameters
*

*

*

is f(a), that is the probability that a j < at < a j + da), for all i is f(oc )d<Xi... dcu,, and
the probability density for the consequence is /(C), that is the probability that
C <C<C +dC is /(C )dC, then / is given by
/(C )dC = Jf(ct) da!... dotj^ , with a such that C <C(a)<C +dC.
IX

***

r*r

**

It is more common to express this in terms of the cumulative distribution G(C) which is
the probability that the consequences are less than C. Thus
G(C ) = J f(oc) doci... d o - , , with a such that C(a)<C .
a ~
Other statistical properties can be evaluated from the joint probability density function.
Such properties include the mean of a parameter
di = E [ a j = / ctj f(a) doti... d c ^ ,
the variance of a parameter
var (oti) = (<J ) = E [ (cti - ccj)2 ] = / (otj - dj)2 f(a) Aay... d o ^ ,
the mean of the consequence
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C = E [C] = I C(a) f(a) da!... do^ ,
and the variance of the consequence
var C =(c c ) 2 = E [ (C - C) 2 ] = J [C(a) -C] 2 floOda,... dc^ ,
where E [...] denotes expectation.
The variances in the parameters and consequence are simple measures of the respective
uncertainties. One measure of the correlation between the consequence and a parameter
a. is
J [C(a)-C](ai-di)f(a)da1...daN
Ki

=

=

=

'

which is a measure of the extent to which mere is a linear relationship between the
consequence and the parameter.
The integrals above can only be calculated analytically for the simplest models with
very few parameters. In practice it is necessary to calculate them numerically using a
discrete approximation or sampling scheme. Thus an approximate cumulative
distribution function for the consequence can be calculated as
*

G(C ) = Z w(oci),

*

summing over ai such that C(ou) < C ,

where m samples cu , j=l,...,m are chosen appropriately and w is a suitable weight
function such that
I w(ou) = 1 ,
ai ~
where the samples and the weight function are chosen so that the discrete sums
approximate well the desired integrals, see Section 2.4.
It was assumed above that there was just a single consequence. In practice it may be
necessary to evaluate several consequences or performance measures. The necessary
extension to the discussion is straightforward.
Note that in the special case in which the parameters are uncorrelated, the joint
probability density function f for the parameters is simply the product of pdf's f- for the
individual parameters, that is
f(a) = fi(ai)f2(a2)... f N (a N ).
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As commented above, uncertainty can only be reduced by gaining information, which
ultimately can only derive from measurements on the physical system, or closely related
systems. (In general, measurements lead to reduced uncertainty, although if the results
of the measurements are unexpected then the uncertainty may be increased.) The
uncertainty in the system before and after the measurements will be described by
different probability density functions, with that describing the system after the
measurements taking due account of the results of the measurements. It should be noted
that there will always be measurement errors, although they may be insignificant, and
the probability density function that describes the system after the results of the
measurements are known must take account of the measurement errors. A Bayesian
approach is one way to do that [2.2]. Whichever approach is adopted one special case is
that of a simple parameter that is independent of position or time and which is
accurately measured. In this case no uncertainty remains in the value of the parameter,
and any uncertainty associated with the system is then solely to uncertainties in other
parameters. Once the measurements have been made and the probability density
function describing the uncertainty in the parameters revised, then die probability
density function describing the uncertainty in the consequences can be calculated, as
can measures of its uncertainty such as the variance.

2.2.3

Parameter Estimation
Parameter estimation plays an important role in uncertainty analyses. Often the
quantities that can readily be measured are not the parameters of the model but
quantities that depend on these in a complicated fashion. For example, groundwater
heads are readily measured, but the primary parameter in normal groundwater flow
models is the permeability field, and the head depends in a complicated manner on the
permeability distribution. In such cases the parameters can be estimated by choosing the
values that give the best fit to the data in some sense. One approach is weighted least
squares, in which a weighted sum of the differences between the measured values and
the predictions of the model for particular parameter values is minimised by appropriate
choice of parameters. It is common to take the weights to be inversely proportional to
the square of the estimated errors in each measurement.
It is also possible to take account of prior information about the parameters as in the
approach of Carrera and Neuman [2.3] by including in the expression to be minimised
terms proportional to the square of the differences between the parameters and their
expected value on the basis of prior information. The weight assigned to such terms
relative to the basic weighted least squares terms depend on the relative importance
assigned to prior information.

2.3

Sensitivity Analysis

2.3.1

Sensitivity
As well as performing uncertainty analyses it is important to perform sensitivity
analyses. In essence, these provide answers to questions such as "What happens if such
and such a parameter is changed by so much?" and 'Which parameters are important?".
The simplest approach to sensitivity analysis is just to make calculations for different
combinations of parameters and compare the corresponding consequences. Generally
the parameter combinations will be chosen on the basis of expert judgement to try to
elucidate the behaviour of the system. For example a suitable base case may be chosen,
-
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and variations of this considered. The variations might address different changes in a
single parameter, or compare changes in different parameters.
The next simplest approach is to calculate local sensitivities

-j— for various

parameters. Similarly, finite sensitivities can be calculated by comparing consequences
at parameter values that differ by a finite amount; i.e, the finite sensitivities at a are
C(oci

<Xi_i,ai + Aa&M

o^) - C(ai

o^,)

Aotj

where Act; is a suitable finite change in the parameter a ; . Normally a suitable value for
A<Xi will be based on the uncertainty in a ; .
The response-surface technique is another approach. In this technique the consequence
is approximated as a simple function of the parameters. Sensitivities can then be
obtained by differentiating the response-surface function. The local sensitivities
correspond to the use of a response surface which is the tangent hyperplane to the true
response function. Global sensitivities are obtained from a response surface that is a
hyperplane, which is a best fit to the true response function in some overall sense, such
as, for example, least squares.
In order to determine the response surface it is necessary to calculate the consequence
at suitable sample points. The response surface is then chosen to fit, in some sense, the
sample points and associated consequences. In a recent development of the
response-surface technique the local sensitivities are calculated at the sample points and
the response surface is chosen as a best fit to these as well.
More complex response surfaces than hyperplanes can be used.
The sensitivities described above
varied. However, they cannot be
invortant, as it is also necessary to
One way to do this is to calculate
r
.v.-sitivities are

show how the solution changes if a parameter is
directly compared to show which parameters are
account for the expected variation in the parameters.
normalised sensitivities. Thus, the normalised local

It should be noted that these depend on the uncertainties in the parameters, and cannot
be defined independently of these uncertainties. The relative importance of the various
parameters can be analysed by comparing the normalised sensitivities.
Correlations
Another way in which to assess the relative importance of the parameters is to calculate
measures of the correlations between the parameters and the consequence. The simplest
correlation measure is
J [C«x) - CKccj - a{) f(a)dai...da N
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This has values between -1 and +1, with values near +1 or -1 indicating a high degree
of correlation between the parameter and the consequence, and values near 0 indicating
little correlation. In practice, a discrete approximation to K{ will be calculated using
sampling. The correlation coefficient defined above is a measure of the extent to which
there is a linear relationship between the consequence and the parameter. However, in
many cases of great practical interest the consequence depends non-linearly on the
parameters. Then the simple correlation coefficient may fail to indicate any strong
relationship that exists between the consequence and a parameter. One way to tackle
this problem is to calculate rank correlations instead of the simple correlations
described above. Rank correlations are obtained by ranking the parameter values and
associated consequences, in increasing order, and then calculating the correlation
coefficient using the ranks rather than the precise numerical values. The use of rank
correlations has the benefit that it shows monotonic relationships between the
consequence and parameters, rather than just linear relationships.

Regression
Often a response surface in the form of a simple polynomial in the parameters is sought.
Indeed, it is common to restrict the degree of the terms to two, that is to consider a
response surface that is a linear combination of terms of the form 1, ctj or a, ay
Regression analysis [2.4] can be used to determine the coefficients of the chosen tenns
by finding a least squares fit to the consequences at the m sample points of the form
C= Iviyi,
where the {yj are the chosen terms. The coefficients Vj are called partial regressions.
The coefficient of determination, R2, is given by:
m

R2 = I

2

m

(Ci - C) / I
i

where C = ±

2

(Ci - C) ,

m

Z Ci,

and the superscript j refers to the sample. R2 is a measure of the quality of the fit. R2
close to 1 indicates that the fit is good. However, care must be taken in the
interpretation of this. It does not necessarily mean that the response function determined
is a good fit to the consequence at points other than the sample points. It is of course
possible to achieve a perfect fit at the sample points by including sufficiently many
tenns.
Usually the best subset of the chosen terms is sought that best represents the
consequence in terms of a small number of terms without over-fitting the data. One
approach to finding such a subset is stepwise regression. This proceeds in steps, at each
step including the term that has the largest partial correlation, provided that it is
statistically significant, until no improvement can be made. The partial correlation is the
correlation taking into account the tenns already included in the regression.
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The Adjoint Technique
Models are often used to determine many primary quantities from which are calculated
a few performance measures that are complicated functions of the primary quantities.
This is particularly likely for finite-difference or finite-element discretisations of
continuum groundwater flow models. In these models, the head is calculated at many
nodes, but the only quantity of interest may be the travel time from a potential
repository site, for example. In such cases considerable computational savings may be
made in calculating local sensitivities by using a technique described below called the
adjoint method [2.5].
Consider a model with N parameters ocj , i = 1,...,N, and H primary quantities
Xj, j = 1,...,H, in which the primary quantities satisfy equations
e j (X;a) = 0 , j = l,...,H.
Suppose also that there are J performance measures Ck, k = 1.....J given as functions
Ck(X) of the primary quantities. (The extension to the case where Ck also depends
directly on a is trivial). Then the local sensitivities are
oCfc
and these are given by
3a^ = V

T^T|

(using the summation convention),

or in matrix notation

dc = acax
da

3X3a'

From the equations for the model
r)fl J)X • r)fl •
V T—i + T~J = 0

(using the summation convention),

or in matrix notation

ae dx __, ae

n

Hence
3X_
<Ja
da~

, 9 9 ^ d6

W do.

and so
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or
dC _ VYT /d8v

3a~

W*

where Y satisfies die adjoint equation

w

Y

~w-

The benefit of this manipulation is that the direct sensitivity analysis requires the
solution of N matrix equations involving the Jacobian matrix -yr,, while the adjoint
technique requires the solution of J matrix equations involving the adjoint of the
Jacobian. The solution of a matrix equation with the Jacobian or the adjoint require the
same amount of work so if N » J the use of the adjoint technique results in
considerable computational savings.
2.4

Sampling Techniques

2.4.1

Overview
Both uncertainty and sensitivity analysis require the selection from the parameter space
of combination of parameter values. Various approaches ;an be used, such as:
(0 expert-choice sampling, (») point estimate sampling, (in) simple random sampling,
(iv) Latin Hypercube sampling, and (v) Importance sampling.
The first two are deterministic, whereas the last three are random sampling techniques
that can be used in Monte-Carlo studies [2.6]. In these studies die required samples are
chosen randomly on the basis of suitable probability density functions. Computergenerated pseudo-random numbers are used to select the values. The various techniques
are described in more detail below. One difficulty with all the techniques discussed is
the treatment of correlations between the parameters.

2.4.2

Expert-Choice Sampling
This method is self-explanatory. One disadvantage of the method is that it cannot
readily be automated.

2.4.3

Point-Estimate Sampling
The point estimate method is a sampling scheme that, unlike the expert-choice method,
can readily be automated. For uncorrelated parameters the parameter values are chosen
as all possible combinations of
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2

where a; and (O) are die me i and variance respectively of the pdf for a,, that is
a i = / aifiCa^dai ,
(o^ 2 «/(ai-aj)Zfi(ai)dai.
Thus die samples are

(«t, a$, a$,..., a£),
(otT, a$, at,..., a£) etc.
The major difficulty with this approach is the large number of samples required if there
are many parameters (2N if there are N parameters). If the model is a complicated twoor three-dimensional groundwater flow model, the computational cost of this approach
will be prohibitive if there are many parameters. The method also has the disadvantage
of not exploring unlikely regions of parameter space.
One approach that has been suggested to reduce the number of samples is to group
related parameters together and treat these groups effectively as a single parameter.
Thus if di, 04 and a$ are grouped together the samples are
(ai, a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , as,..., a^,
(cti, 02, a 3 , a 4 , a5,..., ctj^),
(at, at, a t , 04", at,..., ajjj),
(a], c£, a;, 04", at,..., aj), etc.
Simple Random Sampling
Monte-Carlo methods can also be readily automated. The simplest Monte-Carlo method
samples the parameters directly from their probability density functions, and then
integrals such as the cumulative distribution function
*

*

.

G(C ) = J f(a)da1...daN , with a such that C(a)<C , are approximated as
a ~
~
at

*

1

*

0(C ) = I (^), with the sum taken over all the samples such that C(a) < C ,
where m is the total number of samples.
UN*
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This method contrasts with the point-estimate method in which the sample values are
deterministic. The main advantage of the method is its simplicity. It also offers at least
some chance of exploring unlikely regions of parameter space. However, very many
samples may be needed to obtain a converged result, that is to obtain an approximation
to the integral which differs sufficiently little from the analytic value, particularly if
there are regions of parameter space which are very unlikely, but have a very high
consequence.
It should be noted that random sampling techniques introduce their own (numerical)
uncertainties into the analysis. If another set of m random samples is chosen then of
course a different result will be obtained. The difference between the results for
different sets of samples will decrease as the number of samples in each set is
increased. The uncertainty due to sampling can be quantified statistically and
confidence intervals evaluated.
Latin Hypercube Sampling
The Latin Hypercube sampling approach attempts to reduce the number of samples
required by the simple random sampling. The method proceeds as follows. A number m
is chosen and the range for each parameter is divided into m non-overlapning equally
probable intervals whose union is the complete range for that parameter. Tl ;n for each
parameter one value is chosen at random from each interval, by sampling from the
distribution for that parameter restricted to the interval. This gives m sample values
oci, j=l,..., m for each parameter, with a\ < a\ < ... < a!\. The set of all these sample
i

values can be regarded as an m x N matrix whose columns are the sample values for
each parameter. Each column of this matrix is then randomly permuted, and the desired
samples are chosen as the in rows of the matrix.
The main benefit of Latin Hypercube sampling is that in favourable conditions fewer
samples are needed than are required using simple random sampling. One such
favourable case occurs when the consequence is a monotonic function of the
parameters. Latin Hypercube sampling also has the property that it ensures a more
uniform coverage of parameter space in some sense, since the samples include values
from the extremes and middles of the ranges of all the parameters. However, it is
difficult to evaluate confidence intervals.
Importance Sampling
Importance sampling is another approach that seeks to reduce the number of samples
required for uncertainty analysis compared to simple random sampling. Often the
consequence is only significant in small regions of parameter space. The number of
samples needed to obtain converged results can sometimes be reduced by increasing the
weight given to these regions in the sampling. For example, in order to calculate the
mean of the consequence
C = / f(a)C(a)da 1 ...da N ,
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rather than sample a from the distribution f, a can be sampled from a distribution f'
and C estimated using:
[f«x)C(a)

C=

—

— f' (a) d a i . . . AfUj .

f(a)

-

N

If f' (a) could be chosen to be
f(a) C(a)

then only one sample would be necessary. Clearly it is not possible to make this choice
for f ' since to do this it would be necessary to know the result in advance. However,
the required f' can be approximated on the basis of earlier samples.
Importance sampling sometimes leads to considerable reductions in the number of
samples required compared to simpler methods. However, it is difficult to handle
correlations with importance sampling and also difficult to evaluate confidence
intervals.
Spatial Variation
One major source of uncertainty in groundwater flow modelling arises because the
permeability usually varies in space in an irregular unpredictable fashion, even within a
single rock type. Other hydrogeological properties exhibit similar behaviour. The
treatment of the effects of spatial variation on the consequences of a groundwater flow
model is more complicated than the treatment of uncertainty in simple parameters. It
should be noted that whereas one accurate measurement of a homogeneous parameter
suffices to eliminate the uncertainty associated with the parameter, many accurate
measurements of a spatially varying quantity may be needed to reduce the associated
uncertainty significantly. Geostatistics [2.7, 2.8] is one approach to handling spatial
variation. In this approach a spatially varying quantity, such as the permeability k is
taken to be a random field, that is k is given by a single realisation k(x,A), where x is
position and A the point in the sample space of realisations. Normally k is taken to have
a log-normal distribution. The permeability values at separated points are taken to be
correlated, with a correlation that decreases with separation distance.
It should be noted that geostatistics requires various assumptions to be made which may
not be applicable in a specific instance. The necessary assumptions include the ergodic
hypothesis and the intrinsic hypothesis. Normally in statistical analysis many samples
are available from which the underlying distribution can be estimated. However, in
geostatistics only one realisation of a random field, Z(x,A), such as permeability is
available. In essence, the ergodic hypothesis is that the spatial statistics of the field are
the same as the underlying statistics of the field. The intrinsic hypothesis is that the
increment of Z(x,A) are stationary, that is
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E[ Z(x + Ax) - Z(x) ] = 0, and
1/2 var( Z(x + Ax) - Z(x) ) = 1/2 E[( Z(x + Ax) - Z(x) )2] = T(Ax) only,
where T(Ax) is called the semi-variogram.
The semi-variogram plays a crucial role in geostatistics. In order to estimate it from the
data the separation vectors between the various measurements points are grouped
together and the experimental variogram calculated. Then a suitable functional form for
r is fitted to this. The choice of the most appropriate form for T is a topic of current
research. Many measurements are needed to determine T. It is common to make a
further assumption about the directional behaviour of T such as to take T to be
isotropic, that is a function only of the magnitude of its argument. This reduces the
number of measurements required to determine T.
2.S.1

Simulations
In finite-element or finite-difference models the permeability of each finite-element or
grid block can be treated as a random variable to be sampled from the appropriate
random distribution. In this way the permeability field has been discretised in terms of a
large number of correlated parameters, which can be treated in the way described above
for simple parameters. The main difficulty with this approach is that it is likely to be
very expensive because there are many parameters and so many simulations have to be
made for sensitivity or uncertainty analyses. The number of parameters can be reduced
by zoning, that is taking groups of elements or blocks to have a common permeability,
although this reduces the resolution of the spatial variation.
In order to undertake uncertainty and sensitivity analyses that take spatial variation into
account it is necessary to generate realisations of the spatially varying fields. The
Turning Bands Method [2.7] is one way this can be done. It produces unconditional
simulations of the random field, that is realisations which have the right statistics, but
which do not match the measured values at the measurement locations. The
geostatistical technique of kriging, which is discussed below, can be combined with the
Turning Band Method to yield conditional simulations, that is realisations that have the
right statistics, and match the measured values at the measurement points.

2.5.2

Kriging
As well as generating realisations of a spatially varying field it is usually necessary to
estimate the value of the field at locations other than the measurement points. Kriging
[2.5, 2.6] is one method for interpolating from the measured values. The kriged
interpolate Zk of a spatially varying field Z at a point x k is the best unbiased linear
estimate of Z. That is
n
k
Zk=I SjZi ,
i=l

k

where Z; (i = l,..,n) are the available measurements at point x;, and the weights s,\ are
determined from the requirements that the estimator is optimum and unbiased, which
lead to
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z s* r(x r xj) + T| = r(xi-xk) ,

zs*=i,

where r) is a Lagrange multiplier.
One of the benefits of kriging is that it provides an estimate of the error in the
interpolate, namely the variance of the estimator, which is given by:
n

k

Z Si r(Xi-xk) + Tl.
i=l
Another feature of the kriged estimator is that it is exact at the measurement points.
This can be exploited to provide conditional simulations of the random field as follows.
An unconditional simulation Zu of Z with the required spatial structure can be generated
using, for example the Turning Bands Method. Zu can be kriged to give the estimator
Z u k , and then
Zc = Z*+(Z<>-Z»k)
is a conditional simulation of Z uk which is consistent with the observations and has the
required spatial structure.
Measurement Correlations
One difficulty in the technique for treating spatial variation whereby the permeability of
each grid block or finite element is treated as a random variable, is die handling of head
measurements, since these are correlated with permeability measurements.
However, this can be handled to some extent by treating the random variations as small
perturbations from the mean. Expanding the head and penneability about their means
and substituting in the groundwater flow equations leads to equations for the mean head
and the perturbation in head. The mean head satisfies the normal groundwater flow
equation with ihe mean permeability; and the perturbation in head satisfies a similar
equation with a forcing term that is linear in the spatial variation in penneability, and
that depends on the mean head. Using a discretised form of this equation, unknown
correlations can be related to known ones. Then the parameters for the statistical
distribution for k can be estimated on the basis of the available measurements of head
and permeability. Finally, conditional simulations of quantities such as groundwater
travel time can be made.
Concluding remarks
Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses are very important parts of performance
assessments. They have a lot in common. In particular, both involve sampling. Both
expert-choice and random-choice sampling techniques have major roles to play. They
each have their peculiarities, advantages and disadvantages.
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Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses are likely to be considerably more expensive than
simple groundwater flow calculations for a fixed set of parameter values, as they will
probably involve many such calculations. Computational costs may therefore limit the
practical application of the techniques discussed above.
The discussion has concentrated on the treatment of uncertainties in parameters. One
possible approach to the treatment of uncertainties in conceptual models is to attempt to
assign probabilities to the various models using expert judgement, which are then
treated in a way similar to the treatment of probability distributions for the parameters.
However, the probabilities for different models are even more subjective than the pdf's
for the parameters.
The treatment of parameters that vary in space or time presents yet further
complications, and is a subject which is still not mature. Interesting techniques are
currently being developed such as the study of synthetic permeability distributions.
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3. Case 1: Near Surface Disposal in Argillaceous Media
3.1

Definition of Case 1

3.1.1

Introduction
The present test Case is an extension of Case 7 at Level 1 of the HYDROCOIN-project.
The case deals with sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of the groundwater flow in an
argillaceous medium.
Ideally, a sensitivity study should allow the freedom to formulate different conceptual
models of a given site from the available experimental information. This notion is
incorporated into this case by defining two base case scenarios, each of which derives
from a slightly different conceptual model together with some approximations and
idealisations. The two scenarios treat the medium as being saturated and unsaturated
respectively.

3.1.2

Scope of the Test Case
The problem as formulated was to perform sensitivity analyses for the base case
scenarios outlined above. The scenarios are defined by:
-

a conceptual model and assumptions,
a mathematical model,
base case parameters,
a description of possible variations consisting of parameter ranges and alternative site
attributes.

The primary purpose of the exercise was to determine the most important hydrogeological attributes and parameters of near-surface argillaceous disposal sites.
Three levels of participation were envisaged. The first (Case la) was to perform a
sensitivity analysis for one or both of the base case scenarios described in Sections 3.2
and 3.3 using an unspecified methodology and/or calculational technique. The second
(Case lb) was to carry out some or all of a programmed set of calculations with fairly
closely defined parameter values, described in Section 3.4. The third (Case 1c) allowed
the possibility of amending and extending the above set of calculations in order to highlight a particular sensitivity.
3.1.3

Saturated Media Scenario
The first scenario was chosen to be identical to that used for Level 1 Case 7 [3.1, 1.4].
This assumes that the medium is fully saturated.
The radioactive waste is considered to be disposed of in trenches excavated from the
surface. These trenches are concrete lined, filled with concrete encapsulated waste and
grouted with cement. For the purposes of the study, this is treated as a homogeneous
mass of concrete. The region above the cemented waste is assumed to be backfilled
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with compacted clay. In some situations, a concrete anti-intrusion shield is assumed to
be placed above each trench within the clay backfill.
The site consists of horizontally bedded argillaceous medium. The modelled domain is
limited to a two-dimensional cross-section which is perpendicular to the backfilled
trenches and parallel to the major flow direction.
The first performance measure is taken to be the shortest water travel time between any
part of the concrete vaults and a boundary of the modelled region. The second measure
is the volumetric flow rate of water passing through the vaults.
• Conceptual Model and Assumptions
The site consists of horizontally bedded clay varying between 17 m and 22 m in
thickness, resting conformably on a 3 m thick aquifer. The aquifer overlies an
impermeable clay formation and the boundary between them is abrupt.
The hydraulic conductivity of the clay varies vertically as a result of weathering,
compaction and textural variation. In particular, the boundary between the clay and the
aquifer is lithologically gradational with the clay becoming sUty near its base.
The geometry of the modelled domain is shown in Figure 3.1. The positions of the
numbered points relative to a rectangular coordinate system (x,z) with die origin at the
bottom left hand comer, are given in Table 3.1. The overall length of the region is
200 m while the surface falls linearly from 25 m to 20 m between the left and right
hand edges.
Table 3.1

Coordinates of the numbered points in Figure 3.1.
Point

x(m)

z(m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0
200
200
0

25
20
0
0
15
15
10
10
15
15
10
10
20
20
19
19
20
20
19
19

72.5
92.5
92.5
72.5
107.5
127.5
127.5
107.5

70
95
95
70
105
130
130
105
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The clay has an isotropic hydraulic conductivity that varies continuously with depth,
while the hydraulic conductivity of concrete is assumed to be homogeneous and
isotropic. The clay and the underlying aquifer are considered to form one physically
continuous unit.
The boundary conditions that have been selected impose a hydraulic gradient across the
domain. The water table is coincident with the sloping ground surface and reinforces
the hydraulic gradient. At the left of the domain a flooded clay pit is located, whilst at
the right hand end water seeps out of the vertical face of an empty clay pit.
Flow through the clay and concrete is assumed to be fully saturated and to obey
Darcy's law. The seepage face boundary condition at the right hand end of the domain
has been considerably simplified for the test case. Essentially, a free surface boundary
condition is assumed to hold on a vertical face, with the fully saturated medium on one
side and air on the other.
• Mathematical Model
From Darcy's law and the equation of continuity, the steady-state hydraulic head,
h(x,z), is given by
V K V h = 0.

(3.1)

The pressure in the water relative to atmospheric is p = pw g(h-z). The Darcy flux is
defined by
q(x,z) = - KV h(x, z)

(3.2)

At the interface between the media, the head and the normal component of the Darcy
flux, q • n, are continuous.
The horizontal base of the domain (z = 0) is taken to be a no-flow boundary, giving
q n

z

= 0,

(3.3)

At the left-hand boundary (x = 0) a fixed head of 25 m is assumed, so that
h(0,z) = 25.

(3.4)

Along the top surface the head is specified by the height of the water table, namely
h(x,25-x/40) = 25-X/40 f o r 0 £ x £ 2 0 0

(3.5)

Finally, along the right hand vertical boundary
h(200,z) = z f o r 0 £ z £ 2 0

(3.6)

Water flow pathlines are defined by
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da

df = h -

<3-7>

A complete list of symbols i- given at the end of the report.
• Base Case Parameters
For the base case calculations, the hydraulic conductivity of the rock is assumed to be
isotropic and to vary continuously with depth. The form of this depth dependence is
taken to be
K ffl (z)=10- l(z) m/s,

(3.8)

where i(z) is tabulated for a number of values of z in Table 3.2. Between these values,
linear interpolation of i(z) is to be used. The concrete is assumed to be homogeneous
and isotropic with a hydraulic conductivity of Kc = 1(H m/s.
Table 3.2

Exponent of the hydraulic conductivity of the argillaceous medium at
selected heights, z, above the datum for the saturated mediut scenario.
z(m)
25
20
15
10
7.5
5
3
0

I

6
7
8
9
8
7
6
6

The kinematic porosity of the argillaceous medium and concrete is listed in Table 3.3
for a number of values of z. Between these values it is assumed to vary linearly.

Table 3.3

Kinematic porosity, e, of the argillaceous medium and concrete at
selected heights, z, above the datum.
z(m)

£ (dimensionless)

25
20
5
3
0

0.3
0.25
0.2
0.1
0.1
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• Variations
The hydraulic conductivity of the argillaceous medium is likely to have measurement
uncertainties of about an order of magnitude. The uncertainty could be a systematic
error, in which case the conductivity at each point would change by the same factor, or
a statistical error where the conductivities at different depths are uncorrected. Partial
correlations are also possible.
A further uncertainty concerning the hydraulic conductivity of the site, is its anisotropy.
The base case assumption is that it is isotropic. However, in sedimentary layers the
vertical component is often significantly lower than the horizontal component. For the
test case it was assumed appropriate to consider the effect of reducing the vertical
component between one and two orders of magnitude from the base case values.
One aspect of the base case conceptual model is that the hydraulic conductivity varies
continuously with depth. However, it is likely that a more realistic representation would
be to consider four or five uniform horizontal layers with the hydraulic conductivity
changing discontinuously at the interfaces. Initially, the conductivities of the layers
could be chosen to have the same average values as the base case. However, an
interesting situation which is worthy of investigation, is the possibility of a horizontal
inter-bedded gravel layer increasing the transmissivity of one of the layers by up to two
orders of magnitude.
An attribute of the site which might be overlooked by an incomplete characterisation, is
the presence of vertical fault zones. In such argillaceous environments faults might be
about 5 m wide, having a vertical throw of up to 6 m and be of either higher or lower
permeability than the surrounding medium. Thus there would be a discontinuous
realignment of the sedimentary layers. The position of the fault, either upstream or
downstream of the repository, could be important.
The hydraulic conductivity of concrete is likely to range between KH° m/s and
lth 6 m/s. The lower value corresponds to good quality intact concrete while the higher
value is appropriate for relatively poor quality concrete which may have resulted from
physical, chemical or biological degradation. The base case value should be taken as the
geometric mean of these two extremes.
The kinematic porosity of the argillaceous medium and concrete could be lower than
that given in Table 3.3 if the water was to pass preferentially through channels and
cracks rather than through the interconnected pore structure. This might lower the
porosity by up to one order of magnitude.
The clay surrounding and overlaying the vaults could have altered properties arising
from physical and chemical disturbances during construction. This might increase the
permeability of the clay within a metre of the vault by an order of magnitude, and the
replaced clay above the vault by one order of magnitude and decrease the anisotropy.
The lower no-flow boundary has been chosen to coincide with the top of an
impermeable clay layer. However, some vertical flow might be expected through this
clay layer if there is a second aquifer below it. This seepage might range between ± 20
mm/year.
The concrete caps above the cemented waste are one possible way of reducing the risks
arising from human intrusion. However, they might not have a very large impact on the
water-borne transport of radionuclides. For the case it would be of interest to investigate
the hydrogeological effect of omitting them from the design.
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3.1.4

Undersaturated Medium Scenario
The previous scenario assumes that the argillaceous medium and concrete are always
completely saturated with water. Thus it is only applicable after die concrete vaults
have become resaturated, and if there is always sufficient rainfall to maintain the water
table very close to the surface. However, the rainfall could change over times of interest
to geological disposal. Another problem with the saturated medium approach is that the
seepage face boundary condition on the right hand side of the domain has to be
drastically simplified. For these reasons, the second scenario considers the media to be
variably saturated.
• Conceptual Model and Assumptions
The geometry of the modelled domain is essentially the same as in the saturated case,
except that the medium is assumed to consist of four distinct sedimentary layers, rather
than having a continuously varying hydraulic conductivity. Also, the concrete caps
above the vaults are omitted for simplicity. The dimensions of the region are shown in
Figure 3.2, with the coordinates of the numbered points being listed in Table 3.4.
The surface layer is assumed to consist of weathered material with a relatively high
permeability. The vaults are situated in a low permeability layer. This is underlain by a
layer of intermediate permeability and a silty sand aquifer which is situated above an
impermeable clay layer. The argillaceous layers and concrete are assumed to behave as
variably saturated permeable media.

Table 3.4

Coordinates of the numbered points in Figure 3.2.
Point

x(m)

z(m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0
200
200
0

25
20
0
0
15
15
10
10
15
15
10
10
17
17
8
8
3
3

72.5
92.5
92.5
72.5
107.5
127.5
127.5
107.5

0
200
0
200
0
200
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Precipitation is assumed to occur uniformly over the top surface of the region, and to
£ive rise to a uniform accretion which infiltrates into the medium. Otherwise it would
cause a build up of water at the surface (ponding). In that case the excess water is
assumed to run off at the surface. The sensitivity to the accretion is examined in order
to gauge possible effects of altered future climatic conditions.
It is pessimistically assumed that disused clay pits exist at the right and left hand sides
of the domain. These are assumed to have specified water levels with die remainder of
the vertical surfaces acting as seepage faces. For the base case scenario the left hand pit
is assumed to be full and the right hand one is assumed to be empty, but the sensitivity
to water levels in these pits might be examined. The lower boundary of the domain is
taken to be impermeable.
The base case scenario and the variations only required a steady-state solution.
However, the problem was formulated as a transient one, since time-stepping procedure
to reach the steady-state solution might be used.
• Mathematical Model
The geometry of the modelled region is shown in Figure 3.2. The problem is formulated
in terms of the time-dependent pressure head, y(x,z,t), referred to rectangular
coordinates whose origin is in the bottom left hand comer of the domain. The pressure
in the water relative to atmospheric is p = p w gy.
The pressure head is assumed to obey the following equation [3.2]:

S„S

<£-»

Kk ie ,(S)(Vy + n l )

(3.9)

S is the saturation of the fluid, which is the fraction of the pore volume that is occupied
by the fluid. It is a function of the capillary pressure head, y p c . The relationship
between the capillary pressure head and the pressure head is taken to be
V=-VPc(S),

(3.10)

where the air has been assumed to be immobile and at atmospheric pressure.
The hydraulic conductivity tensor is written as a product of its saturated value, K, and
the relative permeability, k re | (S), which is a function of saturation. A complete list of
symbols is given at the end of the report.
The boundary conditions to be used at the interfaces between the different media are
that the pressure (y) and the normal component of the undersaturated Darcy flux (q) are
continuous. By analogy with the saturated case, q is defined by
Mr

q = -Kkrel(S)(Vy + nz)

(3.11)
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An infiltration boundary condition is used along the top surface. This requires that
either there is a specified flux into the boundary, or the pressure head is specified to be
atmospheric if there is ponding. This is a complicated non-linear boundary which is
determined self-consistently by the solution.
At the sides of the domain, there are two pits containing specified depths of water. In
the base case, the left hand pit is full and the right hand one is empty. However,
partially full pits are considered in the sensitivity analysis. Below the water surface the
sides of the domain have simple specified pressure head boundary conditions. Above
this they have seepage face boundary conditions. This requires that either there is a zero
flux into the boundary, or the pressure head is atmospheric, with water flowing out of
the boundary. This is a complicated non-linear boundary condition which depends
implicitly on the solution to the problem. The lower boundary of the region is assumed
to be impermeable.
The initial condition is not specified since only the steady-state solution is required for
the base case and most of the variations.
The pathlines of water flow are defined by
d#

a?= kj

(312)

• Base Case Parameters
The base case parameters for the four argillaceous strata and concrete, are listed in
Table 3.5. The dependence of the saturation and relative permeability on pressure head
are parameterised using the forms
S(Vpc ) =

r ,
1 + IVpc/Vco

(3.14)

S

and
k re ,(S) = ST,

(3.15)

where \|/co, % and t are experimental constants. The hydraulic conductivity is assumed
to be isotropic within each medium, and the kinematic porosity, e, is assumed to be one
half of the total porosity, (J).
The values of V|/, % and t for concrete in Table 3.5 are estimated values.
The accretion is taken to be F = 20 mm/year which corresponds approximately to the
average surface flux in the saturated scenario.
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Table 3.5

Parameter

Parameters of the argillaceous strata and concrete for the unsaturated
medium scenario.
Layer A

Layer B

Layer C

Layer D

Concrete

Dimension

10-3
10-6
0.6
10
2
6

10^

1(H
10-7
0.4
10
2
6

1(H
10-6
0.2
10
2
6

10^
10-9
0.015
10
2
6

m-i

K

r-

10-9
0.5

10
2
6

ms - 1
—

m
—
—

• Variations

Many of the uncertainties for the saturated medium scenario also apply to unsaturated
media. These should be included in the sensitivity analysis of the present scenario,
where appropriate. For example the anisotropy of the argillaceous media could be
investigated, although this might prove to be a rather difficult numerical problem.
There are a large number of uncertainties which can only be evaluated with an
unsaturated medium model. Some of these are outlined below.
It is interesting to investigate the effect of altered climatic conditions. In the model this
is parameterised according to the accretion, F, and the depths of water, d, in the pits at
x = 0 and x=200 m (d(x=0) and d(x=200)). Values of F between ± 20 mm/year could be
studied, with corresponding changes in d. The upward movement at the surface could
arise from the effects of transpiration. In some situations where the infiltration and
water levels in the pits are low, the upper regions of the domain will have a very low
saturation. In such cases it may be advantageous to site the repository in the unsaturated
region.
The "saturated permeability" values are as uncertain as in the saturated scenario.
However, further uncertainty is introduced by the lack of detailed knowledge of the
parameters in Equations 3.14 and 3.15 which characterise the undersaturated medium.
Within the study it was proposed to examine the sensitivity to using some different sets
of characteristic parameters.
3.2

Structure of the Analyses
The exercise consists of a sensitivity analysis for near-surface disposal in argillaceous
media. In addition to the two base case scenarios described in the previous sections, a
number of possible variations have been loosely defined by qualitative descriptions of
alternative attributes and appropriate parameter ranges. However, the methodology to be
used was not defined.
The test case was specified at three levels of complexity (Cases la, lb and lc), as
discussed below.
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3.2.1

case la
The general specification of Case 1 allowed a free choice of methodology and
numerical technique for performing the sensitivity analysis. Some sort of statistical
sampling of the parameter values and including some degree of correlation among the
input parameters was thought to be adequate [3.3]. Furthermore, altering parameters one
at a time from the base case situation, perhaps using a parameter stepping technique
[3.4] to calculate efficiently the response as a function of particular parameters, could
also be considered. A related approach is to calculate partial derivatives at one or more
points using the adjoint method [3.5]. Thus either local or global sensitivity analyses
could be performed using a variety of different methodologies and numerical
techniques.
Also extra phenomena such as transpiration, or alternative conceptual models could be
considered. For example, the unsaturated scenario could be compared with an
alternative formulation in terms of a sharply defined water table, whose position is
determined by two boundary conditions: that the pressure is atmospheric; and that the
normal components of Darcy flux and infiltration are equal. The importance of threedimensional effects could also be studied.

3.2.2

Case lb
A simplified specification of Case 1 consisted of a set of 15 variations, each of which
probes an important part of the parameter space. The methodology is to use the base
case scenarios and sub-cases derived from them, and to vary a single parameter within
each variation. Even these calculations are not too strictly defined in order to allow for
the participation of codes with slightly different features and to avoid repeating the
Level 1 verification exercise. The variations are detailed below in Section 3.3, where
the intended purpose of each variation is described.

3.2.3

Case ic
This case uses the same methodology as case lb but extends the number of variations in
order to high-light important sensitivities. Combinations of the variations in lb could be
considered. For example, in the highly non-linear unsaturated flow scenario the
combined effects of faults and anisotropy might be much greater than the sum of the
two effects taken separately. Suggestions for further variations that might be considered
are given in Section 3.3.

3.3

Suggested Variations

3.3.1

Variations for Case 1 b
51.

The first calculation is the saturated medium scenario base case described in
Section 3.1.3.

52,

This variation is to determine the response to changes in the hydraulic
conductivity of concrete. The range should correspond to degraded and good
quality intact concrete, that is from ICh6 m s _ 1 down to 1(H0 rns-1 respectively.

-
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53.

This investigates the effect of altered hydraulic conductivities of the argillaceous
media in a region surrounding and overlying the vaults, which is presumed to
arise from physical and chemical disturbances during construction. The
permeability within a metre of the sides and bottom of each vault is assumed to
increase by a factor of ten. Also, the replaced clay overlaying the vaults is
assumed to have a hydraulic conductivity of 1(H m- s_1.

54.

In this calculation, the sensitivity to the lower boundary condition is investigated
by assuming a uniform vertical flux within the range ± 10 -9 m'-m-Z-s-1 across
this boundary.

55.

This investigates the effect of removing the concrete intrusion shields. They are
considered to be absent in all subsequent calculations.

SLl.

The effect of changing the depth dependence of hydraulic conductivity is
investigated by considering the argillaceous media to be composed of four
distinct layers. The dimensions and saturated hydraulic properties are the same
as those described in Section 3.1.4.

SL2.

This variation examines the effect of layer C having an increased hydraulic
conductivity. It is assumed to be fractured bedded limestone layer with an
isotropic conductivity of 1(H m • s_1 and a kinematic porosity of 0.05.

SL3.

The anisotropy of the saturated layered medium is considered by assuming that
the vertical component of all layers are reduced by up to two orders of
magnitude. If a single calculations is performed, it would be appropriate to
reduce the vertical conductivity of each layer so that the horizontal to vertical
conductivity ratios are 10:1, 100:1, 10:1 and 5:1 for layers A, B, C and D
respectively.

SLF1 This considers the effect of vertical transparent faults on the saturated layered
medium. A fault is assumed to cut the entire vertical cross-section, and to be
situated at x=50 m or at x=150 m. It is assumed that the media between
x=0-50 m or x=150-200 m are lowered by 4 m, with the surface level being
maintained by adding extra material with the properties of layer A.
SLF2 This variation considers the effect of faults which are several metres wide and
filled with altered material. The fault is assumed to cut the entire vertical
cross-section, and to be situated either at x=50-55 m or at x=145-150 m. It is
assumed that the media at x=0-50 m or x= 150-200 m are lowered by 4 m with
the surface level being maintained by adding extra material with properties of
layer A. Within the fault the region from z=0 to 3 m (D') has a conductivity ten
times greater than D; z=3-8 m ( C ) has a conductivity ten times greater than C;
z=8-17 m (B') has a conductivity ten times greater than B; z=17 m to the
surface (A') has a conductivity ten times greater than A. The media in the fault
are isotropic. A', B ' , C and D ' have the same porosity and characteristic
curves as A, B, C and D respectively.
Ul.

This is the unsaturated medium base case scenario described in Section 3.1.4.

U2.

This considers the effect of anisotropy, with the vertical hydraulic conductivity
in the argillaceous media being reduced by up to two orders of magnitude. If a
single calculation is performed then the conductivities should be the same as in
SL3.
-
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U3.

The effect of altered climatic conditions and vegetation cover in the future is to
be investigated by assuming an accretion of ± 20 mm/year.

U4.

Human perturbations to the groundwater flow system are examined by varying
the water levels in die two pits. If a single calculation is performed then the
level of the left hand pit should be reduced by half.

U5.

The low water level scenario considered in U4 provides an opportunity to study
the location of disposal vaults in near-surface unsaturated zones. Thus it would
be interesting to investigate the effect of burying at shallower depths, e.g. S m
higher than the base case.

U6.

The effect of uncertainty in the knowledge of the characteristics of the
unsaturated media is investigated by using alternative values of y c o , 2;, and x.
The likely range of these parameters is given in Table 3.6 for clay, silt and sand.
Values for concrete must be estimated on the basis of this data.

Table 3.6

Parameter ranges for various media for the unsaturated scenario
Parameter
Vco
X

Clay

Medium silt

Sand

1 to 10
2
6

ltolO
2
6

1 to 10
2 to 4
3 to 6

Variations for Case lc
CI.

In some designs of repository a mound is built over the repository. Similar
mounds may arise from spoil heaps. The effects of these could be studied for
unsaturated or saturated flow scenarios.

C2.

Subsidence above a repository without a mound, or human activity could lead to
a shallow pit above the repository and hence a pond at high accretion rates. The
effect of this could be examined for unsaturated flow.

C3.

Strata may thin out. Thus it would be interesting to investigate the effect of the
aquifer layer D decreasing in thickness from 3 m at the left to 0 m at the right of
the domain for example.

C4.

Inhomogeneities are always present in real media. Their effects could be studied
by increasing the permeability of randomly selected areas on a suitable length
scale within layer B by up to three orders of magnitude. This could represent the
effects of sand lenses.

C5.

The importance of initial conditions could be investigated for a time-dependent
unsaturated scenario. The time scale to reach steady state is the dominant
contribution to travel time for flow paths through the repository.

C6.

The sensitivity of calculated travel times to the numerical method used to
evaluate them might also be examined.
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3.4.

Compilation of Results

3.4.1

Overview of Approaches
This test case was tackled by ten Project Teams (NRC/SAN, EDM, CRI, AES, AND,
SRP, JAE, HAR, BGS) using various approaches, which are summarised in Table 3.7.
Nearly all the Project Teams presented results variations chosen on the basis of expert
judgement. This approach is primarily a technique for sensitivity analysis, that provides
information on parameters and features of the conceptual model that are important (see
Chapter 2). NRC/SAN, EDM and SRP also undertook uncertainty analyses using Latin
Hypercube Sampling and SRP made a local sensitivity analysis in which one parameter
at a time was varied by a small amount. The results of the various studies are discussed
below.
The studies of parameter variations more or less correspond to Case lb, and the
uncertainty analyses and local sensitivity analysis correspond to Case la.
It is worth noting that for all the variations considered the flow fields were broadly
similar. The flow was predominantly from left to right with a slight downward
component. The path lines from the repository moved down and to the right and exited
through the right-hand boundary. See Figure 3.3 which shows the flow calculated by the
SAN-team for one of the realisations in the uncertainty analyses for the unsaturated
scenario.
Table 3.7
Project
team

Code

Local
sensitivity

NRC/SAN

FEM
SUT
MET

X
X
X
X
X

EDM

CRI
AES
AND

SRP
JAE
HAR

BGS

3.4.2

Participation and approaches used in Case 1.

FEG
NAM

TRI
CFE
2DS
NAM
FEM

X
X
X
X

Finite
sensitivity

X

Correlation and
regression

Latin
Hypercube

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Results for Parameter Variations
The combined NRC/SAN Project Team undertook calculations for the unsaturated
scenario using the codes FEM and SUT. Using FEM it was found that the two
perfonnance measures, flux through the vaults and minimum travel time from the
vaults, varied very little for head on the left-hand boundary in the range 18 m to 25 m.
The sensitivities of the perfornance measures to the saturated hydraulic conductivity of
concrete were examined for the range 10 -10 m s_1 - 1(H i n s - 1 , It was found that the
minimum travel time measure was not significantly affected, whereas the flux through
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the vaults was fairly sensitive, increasing with increasing conductivity. The flux varied
by a factor of more than 4 over the given range. As expected, the flux through the
vaults was limited by the hydraulic conductivity of the unit surrounding the vaults.
It was also found that both performance measures were sensitive to the hydraulic
conductivity of a "disturbed zone" around the vaults with a conductivity in the range
10"9 m-s-1 to 1(H m-s -1 . Indeed the flux through the vaults increased by more for an
increase in the conductivity in the disturbed zone than for a similar increase in the
conductivity of the vaults themselves. The sensitivity of the performance measures to
the anisotropy of the hydraulic conductivities of the formations was examined by
making calculations with the vertical conductivity of all formations decreased first by a
factor of ten, and then by a factor of 100. Both performance measures were sensitive to
the anisotropy.
It was found that the performance measures were very insensitive to variations in
infiltration rate in the range 10 mm • y 1 to 40 mm • y-1.
Further studies of the sensitivity to the boundary conditions were undertaken us'ng
SUT, with a wider range of left-hand boundary conditions to be studied. The fraction of
the domain that was unsaturated increased considerably as the head on the left-hand
boundary decreased. It was found that the flux through the vaults varied only slightly
for the head on the left-hand boundary varying over the range 3 m to 25 m, whereas the
minimum travel time increased by about a factor of 2 as the head was decreased over
the range.
EDM made calculations with MET for the unsaturated scenario. Four cases were
considered: (/') a reference case, (it) the reference case plus a fault on the left hand side
of the vaults, (Hi) the reference case plus a fault on the right hand side of the vaults,
and (iv) the reference case plus faults on both sides of the vaults. The values of the
performance measures varied little between these cases.
The CRI-team undertook calculations with FEG (a variant of FEM) on a 49x21 grid of
linear finite elements. They considered twelve variants - eight saturated and four
unsaturated cases. Results were presented for a slightly different performance measure
to that used by the other Teams, namely the minimum water travel time from the
boundary to the vaults.
The value of this measure (about 110 years) was almost the same in most of the
saturated variations. Figure 3.4 presents the results for variation SI. The only significant
differences occurred for variation S3 (with a disturbed zone 1 m thick with a
conductivity of 10~5 m • s -1 around each vault) for which the minimum travel time was
85 years, and SL1 for which the minimum travel time was 198 years. The minimum
travel times for the unsaturated variants were 21 years for Ul, 416 years for U2, 28
years for U3 (with an infiltration rate of 20 mm-y-1), and 30 years for U4 (with the
vaults 5 m higher than suggested in the test case description). These results imply that
the most important sensitivity is the sensitivity to the conceptual model. It is worth
noting that the velocity had numerical oscillations on the scale of the elements in many
of the variants, particularly near the areas with contrasts in hydraulic conductivity.
Figure 3.5 illustrates these oscillations for variation SI. A reasonable explanation may
be that the grid was not adequate for accurate results or there may have been a
numerical difficulty with the method adopted in FEG to calculate the velocity.
Consequently, the travel times obtained may be somewhat doubtful.
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The AES-team made calculations with the NAM-code. Ten saturated variations were
considered: SI, S2 (either increased or reduced conductivity of the concrete), SS, SL1,
SL3 (horizontal to vertical conductivity ratios being 10:1, 100:1, 10:1 and 5:1 for layers
A, B, C, and D resp.), SLF1 (the fault either to the left or to the right of the vaults), and
SLF2 (fault zone either to the left or to the right of the vaults).
In variant SI the total water flux through the vaults was 13.0 10 -8 m ^ n v ^ s - 1 , and the
minimum water travel time (from the lower right-hand comer of the right-hand vault)
was 14 years. Increasing the hydraulic conductivity of the concrete led to significantly
increased flux through the repository and significantly reduced travel times, and
conversely. The anti-intrusion shields were found to have little effect on the
performance measures. The results for the layered model are different from the base
case. Anisotropy was found to have a marked effect on the travel times. The presence
of faults was found to have a significant effect on the performance measures. The
performance of the repository may be degraded with increased flux and shorter travel
times, or conversely improved, depending upon the position of the fault relative to the
repository and the hydraulic properties of the fault infill material.
Most of the calculations were carried out using an 84x33 grid of quadratic finite
elements. The calculations for variants SI and S5 were carried out using a coarser grid
of 49x26 quadratic finite elements. The results from the AES-team are summarised in
Figures 3.6 and 3.7.
The HAR-team performed calculations with the NAM-code. They considered variations
SI, S2, SL1, SL2, SL3 and further variants of SL1 with the conductivity of the concrete
10-10 m s-i.
In the variant SI the total water flux through the vaults was 1.3-10 -7 m 3 -m- 2 s _ 1 and
the minimum travel time was 14 years. Increasing the hydraulic conductivity of the
concrete led to significantly increased flux through the repository (1.9-10 -7 m'm-^.s -1 )
and slightly reduced travel time (12 years for concrete conductivity 10 -6 m s _ 1 )
although the flux was limited by the hydraulic conductivity of the surrounding medium.
Conversely, decreasing the hydraulic conductivity of the concrete led to significantly
decreased fluxes through the vaults (9.4-10 -9 m 3 m - 2 s - 1 for concrete conductivity of
10 -10 m s _ 1 ) and increased travel time (29 years for concrete conductivity of
l O - ^ m s - 1 . For the layered variant SL1 the flux was 3.5 10-* m ^ n v ^ s - 1 and the
travel time was 40 years. In the SL2 variant the flux was 3.3-10 -8 m'-nr^s - 1 and the
travel time was 16 years, while in the anisotropic layered SL3 variant the flux was
8.8 • 10 -9 m3 • nr 2 • s_1 and the travel time was 14.8 years. Thus, anisotropy was found to
be very significant.
Most of the calculations were carried out on a 65x20 grid of quadratic finite elements.
The HAR-team commented on the need for such a refined grid in order to obtain
accurate results.
The AND-team made calculations using the TRI-code. Nine cases were considered: SI,
S2 (both increased and reduced conductivity of the concrete), S4 (vertical flux at the
base of the domain 10"9 m s - 1 or 10*9 m s-1), S5, SL1, SL3 (ratio of horizontal to
vertical conductivity 10:1, 100:1, 10:1 and 5:1 for layers A, B, C, and D resp.). Two
different techniques were used to calculate the velocity field. One technique gave a
continuous velocity over the whole domain, which is an approximation of reality at
interfaces between different materials. The other technique gave a continuous velocity
over subdomains corresponding to the same material.
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The flux through the vaults was found to be sensitive to the conductivity of the
concrete, but to be limited by the penneability of the surrounding medium. The
anti-intrusion shields had little effect on the performance measures. The minimum
travel time increased significantly as the permeability of the concrete decreased. It
should be noted that travel times were calculated for starting points significantly inside
the vaults. The layered model gave a significantly lower flux through the vaults, but had
less effect on the minimum travel time measure. Anisotropy was found to be very
important for the flux performance measure.
The results from the AND-team are summarised in Figures 3.8 and 3.9.
SRP undertook calculations using the CFE-code. The calculations for SI used a
basically 62x20 grid of quadrilateral finite-elements with local refinement near the
lower right-hand comer to handle the rapid variation in flow there. The other
calculations used a basically 54x23 grid with local refinement near the lower right-hand
comer. Five variants were considered: SI, SS, SL1, SL2 and SL3.
In the base case the net flux through the vaults was 1.3 • 10-7 ra'ra^T1 and the
minimum travel time was 10 years. The anti-intrusion shields had little effect on the
performance measures. In the layered variant SL1, the flux through the vaults was much
less than in the base case, and the travel time was longer. In the SL2 variant, the flow
rate was similar to that in SL1, but the travel time was significantly shorter. In the
anisotropic SL3 variant, the flow rate was much higher than in SL1, and the travel time
was slightly less.
The JAE-team undertook calculations using the 2DS-code. Nine unsaturated variants
were considered: a base case, two variations of infiltration rate, two variations of
hydraulic property curves, two variations of the right-hand boundary condition, and two
variations of the anisotropy. The calculations used a 34x22 grid.
The minimum travel time and flux performance measures were found to be very
insensitive to the infiltration rate in the range 0 mm-y-1 to 40 m m y 1 and to the
variations considered in the hydraulic property curves. Both performance measures were
affected significantly by the right-hand boundary head in the range 0 m to 8 m. The
variants that gave the greatest change in the performance measures were the variants
with increased anisotropy.
The results from the JAE-team are summarised in Figures 3.10 and 3.11.
Results of Uncertainty Analyses
Three Project Teams addressed uncertainty analyses, NRC/SAN, EDM and SRP.
NRC/SAN carried out calculations for the unsaturated scenario using FEM. The
probability density functions assumed for the parameters are given in Table 3.8. The
performance measures were evaluated for 20 realisations with parameter values chosen
by Latin Hypercube sampling, and regression analyses performed on the results and
their ranks. The flux through the vaults was found to be most sensitive to the saturated
hydraulic conductivity of the concrete, and sensitive to a lesser extent to the
conductivity of the unit surrounding the vaults.

-
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The parameter that was considered most important for the minimum travel time
performance measure depended on whether stepwise regression, or rank regression was
used. Stepwise regression implied that the infiltration rate was the most important
parameter, and the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the units surrounding and below
the vaults were the next most important parameters. Rank regression implied that the
minimum travel time was most sensitive to the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the
unit below the vaults.
The cumulative probability distribution functions for the performance measures were
calculated. The travel times ranged between 20 and ISO years, with most realisations
having travel times less than SO years.
The results are summarised in Figures 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14
Table 3.8
Parameter
Conductivity1
Conductivity1
Conductivity1
Conductivity1
Conductivity1
Porosity
Porosity
Porosity
Porosity
Porosity
Infiltration rate
1

Probability density functions used by the NRCISAN-team.
Unit
no

Base case
value

Range

Type of
distribution

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

1.0 HHm/s
1.0 10-9 m/s
1.0 10-7m/s
1.0 10-6 m/s
1.0-10-9 m/s
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.10
0.0075
20 mm/year

1.0 1CF-1.0 1(H
1.0 HHO-1.0 1(H
1.0 10-8-1.0-KH
1.0 10-7-1.0 10-5
1.0 10-10-1.0 10-8
0.22-0.37
0.19-0.31
0.15-0.25
0.075-0.125
0.0055-0.0095
0.0-40

Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Uniform

Saturated hydraulic conductivity

The EDM-team undertook uncertainty analyses using the MET-code. Five variants were
considered corresponding to the four variants discussed in Section 3.4.2, and another
case in which the properties of the two fractures were sampled separately. The
probability density functions assumed for the parameters are given in Table 3.9. The
performance measures were evaluated for 200 realisations for each variant, with
parameter values chosen by Latin-Hypercube Sampling, and then regression analyses
performed in order to rank the parameters in order of importance. It was found that the
permeability of layer B, which surrounds the vaults, was the most important parameter
for both performance measures. The R2 correlation coefficients for the regression were
in the range 0.7 to 0.85.
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Table 3.9
Parameter

Probability density functions used by the EDM-team.
Unit

A
Conductivity Kx
Conductivity Kx
B
Conductivity Kx
C
Conductivity Kx
D
Porosity
A
Porosity
B
Porosity
C
Porosity
D
Conductivity Kx
Concrete
Porosity
Concrete
Conductivity Kx
A
(left-hand fracture)
Conductivity Kx
A
(right-hand fracture)
Conductivity
B
(left-hand fracture)
Conductivity
B
(right-hand fracture)
Conductivity
C
(left-hand fracture)
Conductivity
C
(right-hand fracture)
Conductivity
D
(left-hand fracture)
Conductivity
D
(right-hand fracture)
Conductivity K,i/Kz
A
Conductivity K„/Kz
B
Conductivity K*/Kz
C
Conductivity K,(/Kz
D
Conductivity
Concrete
(1 m zone around the blocks)

Base case
value

Range

Type of
distribution

l(H>m/s
10-9 m/s
10- 7 m/s
HHm/s
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.10
10-9 m/s
0.0075
10-5 m/s

10-7_10-5
10-io_io-8
10-8-10-6
10^-10-5
0.2-0.4
0.15-0.35
0.1-0.3
0.05-0.15
10-n_10-7
0.0065-0.0085
1(H-1(H

Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Lognormal
Normal
Lognormal

10-5 m/s

10-6-10-*

Lognormal

10-* m/s

10-9-KH

Lognormal

HH m/s

10-9_io-7

Lognormal

HHm/s

10-7-10-5

Lognormal

10-6 m/s

KH-10-5

Lognormal

10-5 m/s

10-6-10-4

Lognormal

10-5 m/s

10-6-KH

Lognormal

10
100
10
5

5-15
50-150
5-15
2.5-7.5
KH-10-7

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Lognormal

HH m/s

The SRP-team undertook uncertainty analyses for the layered variant SLl. The
probability distribution functions assumed for the parameters are given in Table 3.10.
The performance measures were calculated for 25 realisations with the parameter values
chosen using Latin Hypercube sampling. The sample statistics were tested for normality
and stepwise regression analyses performed using first- and second-order models. The
flow rates and minimum travel times were found to be lognormally distributed to a very
good approximation.
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Table 3.10
Parameter
Conductivity
Conductivity
Conductivity
Conductivity
Conductivity
Porosity
Porosity
Porosity
Porosity
Porosity

Probability density functions used by the SRP-team.
Unit

A
B
C
D
Concrete

A
B
C
D
Concrete

Range

Type of
distribution

1.0 K H - 1 . 0 1(H
1.0 iO-n-1.0 10-7
1.0 10-4-1.0 10-5
1.0 10-8-1.0 1(H
1.0 10-iW-l.O 10-6
0.2-0.4
0.15-0.35
01-0.3
0.01-0.2
0.0025-0.0125

Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

The regression analysis for the first-order model indicated that the hydraulic
conductivity of the concrete was the most important parameter for the flux, and the
hydraulic conductivity of layer D was the most important parameter for the minimum
travel time. However, the sign of the coefficient in die model for the latter was positive
which is not reasonable. The R2 correlation coefficient for the first order models was
very low, indicating that the models are not appropriate. Therefore regression was
performed with a second-order model. This yielded much higher R2 values, indicating
that the second-order model is more appropriate. The most important parameter for the
flux was found to be the product of the hydraulic conductivities of layers B and D, and
the conductivity of the concrete was also important.
The results are summarised in Figures 3.15 and 3.16.
Results of Local Sensitivity Analyses
The SRP-team undertook a local sensitivity analysis about SLl varying the values of
the parameters by a small fraction of their value and calculating standardised sensitivity
coefficients. This analysis indicated that the conductivity of the concrete was the most
important variable for the flow rate, and the porosity of layer C and the permeability of
layer D were the most important parameters for the minimum travel time.
Conclusions
The general conclusion that can be drawn from this test case is that the important
parameters to a very high degree depend upon the performance measure chosen. Several
performance measures should be used in order to obtain a full understanding of the
system, not just one.
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It is highly likely that the important parameters will vary over the position in parameter
space for a realistic system with a complicated hydrogeology. Thus each case must be
examined on its own merits. Great care is necessary in transferring results from one
case to another, which seem similar at first sight, and in drawing the conclusion that a
particular parameter is important.
It is difficult to judge which parameters are important, as different techniques lead to
different conclusions. However, all the techniques that were employed for the test case
contributed to the understanding of the system. Variants chosen on the basis of expert
judgement are the easiest to implement, as they do not require supplementary code
beyond a standard groundwater flow code. Techniques for uncertainty analysis require
some additional code, even if simply to generate input data sets for each realisation or
sample. Uncertainty analyses are likely to be the most expensive of the different
techniques as they require calculations for many different sets of parameter values.
Uncertainty analyses using multidimensional models are likely to be particularly costly.
No single method used by the Teams emerged as superior. The best overall structure is
probably that of SRP, in which, for the variants considered, uncertainty analyses are
undertaken with regression analyses using different models, statistical analyses are
uncertain, and local sensitivity analyses are performed.
The very fine grids used by the Project Teams should be noted. If signifies ice is to be
attached to the results of sensitivity and uncertainty analyses, then it is necessary to
have sufficient confidence in the accuracy of the calculations, and to be sure that the
sensitivities and uncertainties under study are not swamped by numerical errors. It is
particularly important that a sufficiently fine grid be designed a priori if an automated
uncertainty analysis is to be undertaken. The calculation of measures of solution quality
is a technique that was not used by any of the Teams, but which would probably be
useful.
The results of the sensitivity and uncertainty analyses were as expected, with the
exception of the regression analyses using a first-order model reported by SRP. For the
particular case and parameter ranges considered, most Project Teams found the
conductivity of the concrete fomiing the vaults to be an important parameter which
determined the flux through the vaults. Also the conductivity of the unit surrounding the
vaults was found to be important, although less so than the conductivity of the concrete.
The conductivity of the low permeability "barrier layer" surrounding the vaults was
determined to be an important parameter for the travel time. The anti-intrusion shields
had very little effect on either of the performance measures considered.
There were considerable differences in the values of the performance measures
calculated for different conceptual models or scenarios. Although these differences were
considered by various Project Teams, no Team addressed the issue of how to quantify
the associated uncertainties. This may be a topic for future research.
The studies carried out by the Project Teams only addressed calculational techniques for
sensitivity and uncertainty analysis. The issues associated with the determination of the
necessary data, in particular the probability density functions required for uncertainty
analysis, should not be forgotten.
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Figure 3.1

Geometry of the modelled domain for the saturated medium scenario.

Figure 3.2

Geometry of the modelled domain for the variably saturated medium
scenario.
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Figure 3.3

Calculated pathlines for one of the realisations in the uncertainty
analysis undertaken by the SAN-team.
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Figure 3.5

Vertical velocity along a horizontal line through the vaults as calculated
by the CRI-team, showing oscillations in the velocity on the scale of the
elements.
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Summary of the values for the flux performance measure for the
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4. Case 2: Groundwater Flow in Partially
Saturated, Fractured Tuff
Introduction
One of the potential repository sites being evaluated by the U.S. Department of Energy
is made up of a sequence of layers of volcanic tuff. The hydrologic characteristics vary
greatly from one layer to another because of large differences in the degree of welding,
fracturing, and chemical alteration. The proposed repository horizon lies entirely within
the unsaturated zone. The test case involved a sensitivity analysis of models that could
be used to describe partially saturated flow through fractured tuff. The proposed
analyses addressed the effects of a nonlinear mathematical model and materials with
highly nonlinear hydrological properties. The test case comprises modelling of
nonlinearity, partially saturated flow, combined matrix and fracture flow, volcanic tuffs,
layered materials with sharp layer boundaries and large contrasts in material properties.
Purpose and Scope
The purpose of the analyses was to evaluate the sensitivity of output from a particular
mathematical model for isothermal, partially saturated flow through fractured tuff to
variations in the input to that model. Inputs that would be varied included:
- parameters in the mathematical model, and
- conceptual models that describe the hydrogeology and geological structure
of a tuff site.
Sensitivity should be evaluated by observing the changes in performance measures
based on model output. The performance measures chosen for these sensitivity analyses
were to be directly related to the long-term performance of the tuff site for a repository
for high-level nuclear waste.
The test case was to perform sensitivity analyses about six base cases. These included
high and low flux cases of one-dimensional steady-state and transient flow as well as
two-dimensional steady-state flow. The cases were:
One-dimensional
Base Case 1: low flux, steady-state flow
Base Case 2: high flux, steady-state flow
Base Case 3: low flux, transient flow
Base Case 4: high flux, transient flow
Two-dimensional
Base Case 5: low flux, steady-state flow
Base Case 6: high flux, steady-state flow
At low flux the water transport is expected to be matrix dominated whereas at high
fluxes it is expected to be fracture dominated.
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For some of the base cases, (Base Cases 1 and 2), analytical solutions~ofTieHHow"
equation are available so that methods of sensitivity analysis appropriate to highly
non-linear problems can be examined without need for finite-element or finite-different
codes. The relationship between hydraulic conductivity, K, and pressure head, y , in
partially saturated tuff is so non-linear that even one-dimensional, steady-flow
calculations with finite-element or finite-difference codes are numerically difficult and
could require considerable computing time. Therefore, only local sensitivity analyses
were suggested for the ID transient and 2D analyses.
4.3

Definition of Case 2

4.3.1

Site Description
The hydrogeological system described is shown schematically in Figure 4.1. The site is
made up of a sequence of ash-fall and ash-flow tuffs. The amount of welding,
fracturing, and chemical alteration varies greatly from one layer to the next. Fracturing
in all units is dominated by two sets of nearly vertical fractures and one set of
horizontal fractures. Major fault zones cut through the entire vertical section.
The water table is relatively flat beneath most of the proposed repository site. The
repository horizon lies entirely within the partially saturated zone in the tilted Unit D.
The principal hydrogeological units that make up the unsaturated zone and had to be
considered in the analyses are briefly described in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1

Hydrogeological units in the unsaturated zone [4.1 J.

Unit

Description

Unit A, welded

Moderately to densely welded devitrified ash-flow tuff.

Unit B, non-welded

Partially welded to non-welded vitric tuff.

Unit C, welded,
lithophysae-rich

Moderately to densely welded, devitrified ash-flow
tuffs that locally contain more than approximately
10 % by volume lithophysal cavities.

Unit D, welded
lithophysae-poor

Moderately to densely welded, devitrified ash-flow
tuffs that locally contain less than approximately
10 % by volume lithophysal cavities.

Unit E, non-welded

Non-welded ash-flows, bedded and reworked tuffs;
includes both the zeolitic (Ez) and vitric (Ev)
sections.
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The hydrogeological units at the tuff site can be grouped into three broad categories
according to [4.2]:
- Densely welded tuffs that are highly fractured. These units have low saturated matrix
conductivities (lO-11 m s_1 or less) and high saturated fracture conductivities. For a
unit volume of rock, the total saturated conductivity of the fracture system is
probably several orders of magnitude higher than the total saturated conductivity of
the matrix. This group includes Units A, C and D.
- Non-welded, vitric tuffs that have few fractures. These units have high saturated
matrix conductivities (in the range of 10 -6 to 1(H m s_1) and relatively low
saturated fracture conductivities. This group includes Units B and Ev.
- Non-welded, zeolitized tuffs that have few fractures. These units have low saturated
matrix conductivities (10 -11 m-s- 1 or less) and low saturated fracture conductivities.
The unit above the water table in this group is Unit Ez.
The contacts between these units generally tend to be very sharp; thus there can be
extreme contrasts in hydraulic conductivities occurring over very short distances.
Conceptual Models
Two conceptual models of flow for current or possible future climatic conditions can be
characterised as
- one-dimensional, vertical, downward flow,
- multi-dimensional flow, in particular with flow diverted laterally into the major
structural features of the site from within the non-welded units and at layer contacts.
Both conceptual models appear reasonable for the tuff site, although for different ranges
of flux as described below.
Under current climatic conditions, with estimates of average flux through the mountain
on the order of 0.1 mm/yr or less, the flow regime is dominated by flow through the
rock matrix and is probably one-dimensional, downward in a vertical direction. If the
flow is in fact one-dimensional, then performance assessment analyses can be greatly
simplified. In this conceptual model, as long as conditions are isothermal, all of the
water that percolates past the zone where evapotranspiration occurs ultimately passes
through the repository horizon and flows down to the water table.
At higher fluxes (approximately 1.0 mm/yr or greater), flow in fractures begins to
predominate over flow through the rock matrix, and the existence of sharp permeability
contrasts and fault zones may cause the flow to be diverted either above or below the
repository horizon into the fault zones. If water is diverted above the repository horizon,
the amount of water available to contact waste packages and leach radionuclides could
be significantly less than the average recharge n»*es might indicate. This could greatly
benefit the performance of the waste packages.
It is necessary to distinguish the conditions that will or will not give rise to lateral
diversion of flow in order to apply appropriate analysis methods for the chosen
conceptual model.
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The six base cases chosen are defined below; four for the one-dimensional conceptual
model and two for the two-dimensional conceptual model. Analyses of both steady-state
and transient flow were suggested for the one-dimensional base cases. With currently
available numerical techniques, it was expected to be difficult to achieve convergence
of numerical solutions at intermediate times for analyses of transient flow in partially
saturated tuff, so only steady-flow analyses were suggested for the two-dimensional
base cases.
Mathematical Model for Partially Saturated Flow in a Compressible, Fractured Tuff
The model for partially saturated flow that was suggested for these analyses has been
described in detail in 14.2]. This highly non-linear model uses a composite continuum
approach to describe the flow using effective hydrological properties of the fractured
rock mass that represent the combined effect of the matrix and the fractures. The
following important assumptions used in the derivation of the flow equations are
presented here:
- the continuity equation for the matrix grain mass,
- the three-dimensional bulk rock consolidation equation with only vertical displacement [4.3J,
- the assumption that a unit change in the quantity "total saturation times pressure
head" at a point causes a unit change in the local stress field [4.4],
- Darcy's equation for flow,
- identical pressure head in the fractures and the matrix in the direction perpendicular
to flow, and
- total head is defined as the sum of pressure head and the elevation above some
reference surface.
The equation and definitions of variables are given below. The same mathematical
model is applicable to the conceptual models for both ID and 2D flow. This
mathematical model was derived specifically for the problem of partially saturated flow
in layered, fractured tuffs. The complete derivation with discussion of the assumptions
can be found in [4.2].
• Transient Flow Equation
The following non-linear equation can be used to describe water flow under transient
conditions:
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This mathematical model for transient, partially saturated flow includes the effects of
the compressibilities of water and of the bulk rock mass. Including these effects makes
the equation both more correct physically and, for some of the hydrogeologic units,
more stable numerically. In this formulation of the mathematical model, compressibility
effects are included as capacitance coefficients. Five components in the capacitance
term are given in Equations 4.2-4.6.
Matrix Sat.:

e-dS-

(4.2)
(4.3)

Fracture Sat.:
Water Comp.:

CwCSmEm + SfEf)

Bulk Rock Comp.:

®b

(SnE,, + S f £f )
Em + Ef

(4.4)

[Sm-£f(Sm-Sf)]-

^tOfcSS
Fracture Comp.:

d£f

(4.5)

( S ^ + Sf ef )
Em + Ef

g ^ S m (Sm-Sf ).

(S.-S,)

(4.6)

The effective stress <j'=<J,ot+p, where a' 01 is the total stress acting on the groundwater
and rock (positive for tension), and p is the fluid pressure (positive for compression).
The capacitance coefficients shown above were derived from fundamental relationships
among porosity, e, saturation, S, water density, p w , pressure head, y, and effective
stress, a'.The effects of the compressibilities of water and the bulk rock mass could
also be incorporated into the model by explicitly retaining the fundamental relationships
among pressure head, effective stress, porosity, and saturation rather than by using the
derived capacitance coefficient?.
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• Steady-Slate Flow Equation
The steady-state version of the flow equation is formulated in [4.2]:
(4.7)

- (Km,b + Kf,b) • V(v + z) = qn, + q f = q tota ,

• Saturation
Saturation, S, is a nonlinear function of the pressure head \|f. The functional form of the
relationship suggested for these analyses is that developed in [4.5].
S = (S,-S r e s )

•X

1

1 + Iw [P

+ S reg

for V < 0, and

(4.8)

S = 1 for y £ 0, where \ = 1 - 1/0
• Hydraulic Conductivity
The following equation was used to describe the relationship between the permeability
and the pressure head [4.5,4.6]:
K( V ) = K,

1+ | w | P

-yi

JM P

i-

(49)

1 + |YV|'
for y > 0; K(y) = K, at saturation; X, = 1 - 1/3
• Flow Velocity qf Water
The following formulation can be used to calculate the average linear flow velocities of
water in the matrix (vm) and fractures (vf). The average water velocity is the Darcy flux
(q) divided by the area through which the water moves. It is assumed that the water
present at residual saturation does not contribute to the effective flow area [4.7].

qm

1
£m Wm

Sm,ret)

(4.10)

qf

I ' - E f t f f - S t - ) - ^ ' V(^ + z) [E, (S f - S f , Wi )
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(4.11)

Sensitivity Analyses For One-Dimensional Flow
Description
In the conceptual model for one-dimensional flow, it is assumed that all moisture that
infiltrates past the zone of evapotranspiration flows vertically downward to the water
table. In this model, it is assumed that, at all fluxes being considered, the existence of
the following conditions would not be sufficient to cause water to be diverted laterally:
-

anisotropic hydraulic conductivities;
conductivity contrasts at contacts between hydrogeologic units;
structural tilting of the hydrogeologic units;
distortions of the flow field caused by die presence of major structural features
having hydraulic properties that are different from the surrounding rock mass.

Table 4.2

Coordinates of the numbered points for the one-dimensional flow
analyses (see Figure 42).
Point

Elevation z (m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

530.4
503.6
465.5
335.4
224.0
219.5
130.3

0.0

The vertical column for the one-dimensional base cases is shown in Figure 4.2. It is
made up of five distinct, effectively horizontal, hydrogeological units referred to as
-

Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

A : welded,
B : non-welded,
C : welded,
D : welded, and
E : non-welded, vitric (Ev) or zeolitized (Ez).

Unit D is the location for the repository. Coordinates for the locations numbered in
Figure 4.2 are listed in Table 4.2.
The overall height of the modelled column is 530.4 meters. In the column being
modelled, the water table, defined as the point at which y = 0, is located in Unit E.
Since the purpose of these analyses was to test the sensitivity of model outputs (i.e. the
performance measures) to variations in the parameters for the zone of partially saturated
flow, the water table was taken as the lower boundary of the modelled region. The
water table was also taken as the reference datum, z = 0.0 m. A known flux equal to
q, is applied at the upper boundary, z=530.4 m. Temperature conditions are isothermal.
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It was assumed that the presence of the repository would not affect the hydrological
properties of Unit D. The properties were thus taken to be uniform from elevation
z = 130.3 m to z = 335.4 m. Unit E consists of all zeolitized material (Ez). Each unit
was initially assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic.
Performance Measures
One of the performance measures used for both the steady and non-steady analyses was
the shortest groundwater travel time. There are potential difficulties in the interpretation
of the water travel times because there are several definitions of the velocities given in
the original test case definition which could be used for calculating the travel time, c.f.
Equations 4.10 and 4.11. In a revised version of the test case definition which was
issued after most of the analyses undertaken by the Project Teams were reported, a
precise interpretation according to that below was given.
• Steady Flow
The performance measure for the one-dimensional, steady-flow calculations is the
shortest water-travel time between the base of the repository and the water table. In
steady-state analyses, water-travel time is a function of the flux and of (he effective
volume of water along the flow path. The effective water volume is
nonlinear
function of pressure head, \\f. Thus, the travel time is a nonlinear function o f all of the
parameters that affect the distribution of moisture and pressure head in the column,
Equations. 4.7-4.9, and could be used as a performance measure to test the sensitivity of
the mathematical model to these parameters.
• Non-steady Flow
The first performance measure for the non-steady flow cases is again taken to be the
shortest water-travel time between the base of the repository and the water table. The
second and third performance measures are, respectively, the normalised volume of
flow passing the base of the repository, z = 219.5 m, and the normalised volume of flow
passing the water table, z = 0.0 m. The flow volume at any time, t, should be calculated
for a 1.0 m2 flow area and should be normalised by the initial flow volume, q(t)/q(t0).
Base Case Parameters
Because of the non-linear nature of this problem, sensitivities were expected to depend
on the flux chosen for the base cases. Thus, two base cases each were proposed for
steady and non-steady analyses. For steady-flow conditions, the base-case fluxes are
Base Case 1

q • nz = 0.1 mm/yr for matrix-dominated flow;

Base Case 2

qnz

= 1.0 mm/yr for conditions near the transition

from

matrix-dominated to fracture-dominated flow.
For the non-steady flow cases, it was assumed that steady-flow conditions prevail under
the initial flux and then a step change in flux is applied (t=0). Transient flow is then
observed until a new steady-flow condition is reached. For non-steady flow conditions,
the base-case fluxes were
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Base Case 3

q-n z changes from 0.1 mm/yr to 0.2 mm/yr for transient, matrixdominated flow;
A

Base Case 4

q n z changes from 0.5 mm/yr to 1.0 mm/yr for transient flow in the
transition from matrix-dominated to combined matrix and fracture
flow.

(These fluxes represent the net flux into the column after the effects
evapotranspiration have been accounted for).

of

Base case values for the hydrological properties are given in Tables 4.4-4.6 for each of
the hydrological units. The base-case value for each parameter is given first and then,
for those parameters to be varied, a suggested range of values to use for sensitivity
analyses is given below it in parentheses. Base-case capacitance coefficients calculated
from Equations 4.2-4.6 are displayed graphically in Figures 4.4-4.9 for each of the
hydrogeological units included in these analyses. The base case hydraulic conductivities
for each unit are plotted in Figures 4.10-4.15. Calculations using parameters similar to
these are described in [4.7].
Suggested Variations
- Estimates of the current flux at the site and possible future fluxes that could result
from a change in the climate vary widely. For the steady-flow analyses, two flux
ranges should be considered:
A

A

0.01 mm/yr £ q • n z £ 0.5 rnm/yr for base cases 1 and 2 with q • n z = 0.1 mm/yr;
A

A

0.50 mm/yr £ q • n z £ 4.0 mm/yr for base cases 3 and 4 with q • n z = 1.0 mm/yr.
- Saturated hydraulic conductivities for both matrix and fractures are known to have
significant natural variability within each of the hydrogeologic units. The low
measured conductivities are also subject to experimental errors. Possible ranges for
the saturated conductivities for each unit are listed in Tables 4.4-4.5. Uncertainties
in these values are not expected to be correlated between units.
- A further uncertainty in the hydraulic conductivity values is introduced by the model
being used to relate pressure head, degree of saturation, and conductivity for
conditions of partial saturation, and by the experimental techniques used to estimate
the parameters for that model. Neither the model nor the experimental techniques
have been validated for welded or non-welded, fractured tuffs. Possible ranges for
residual saturation, S re , , and the modelling parameters y and p are suggested in
Tables 4.4-4.5.
- Matrix and fracture porosities are known to be highly variable. The distributions of
matrix porosities are moderately well known but the distributions of fracture
porosities are poorly known. Porosity is thought to be correlated with hydraulic
conductivity but the exact relationship is not known. Possible ranges of porosity for
sensitivity analyses are listed in Tables 4.4-4.5.
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- Water-travel time from the repository to the water table is non-linearly related to the
location of the water table because of the dependence of the moisture distribution on
the lower boundary condition. The water table may previously has been higher than
its current level. A climate change could raise the level and shorten the water-travel
time from the repository to the accessible environment. For these analyses, the water
table could be considered to rise from 0.0 to 20.0 m above its current elevation.
- Portions of the Unit E in the unsaturated zone have been thermally and chemically
altered from their original vitric form (Ev) to a zeolitized form (Ez). The relative
thickness of vitric and zeolitized materials varies across the repository site. Any
given column could contain all vitric material, all zeolitic material, or any
combination in between these two extremes. Whenever both forms are present, the
vitric (Ev) always overlies the zeolitized (Ez) materials. Because saturated hydraulic
conductivities of the matrix material in the zeolitized unit (Ez) are several orders of
magnitude lower than in the vitric (Ev), water-travel time could be very sensitive to
the thickness of each material present in the geologic column.
4.5

Sensitivity Analyses For Two-Dimensional Flow

4.5.1

D. ^"notion
In ...v two-dimensional analyses, all of the factors that could cause lateral flow are
allowed to act. As in the one-dimensional flow model, it was assumed that the flux
entering the top of the column has migrated past the zone of evapotranspiration.
The hydrogeological units involved in the conceptual model for two-dimensional flow
are those described in Table 4.1. Figure 4.3 shows the geological section for these
analyses. The earlier one-dimensional column has simply been expanded to a twodimensional section and the units have been tilted to an average dip of 6°. The dip of
the units ranges from 5° to 8°. The modelled region is bounded on the right by a fault
zone and it was assumed that the repository extends across the fault zone. The overall
height of the modelled section is 635.5 meters; the width is 1000.0 meters. Coordinates
for the locations numbered in Figure 4.3 are listed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3
Point

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Coordinates of the numbered points for the 2D flow analyses.
x(m)

z(m)

Point

x(m)

z(m)

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

635.5
608.7
570.6
440.5
329.1
324.6
235.4
530.4
503.6
465.5
335.4

1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.5
1000.5
1000.5
1000.5
1000.5
1000.5
1000.5
1000.5

224.0
219.5
130.3

1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

0.0
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0.0
530.4
503.6
465.5
335.4
224.0
219.5
130.3

0.0

Each unit was taken to be homogeneous and isotropic. A known vertical flux, q n z ,
independent of horizontal location was applied along the upper boundary. The left
boundary, x=0.0 m, is a no-flow boundary; the fault zone along the right boundary,
x=1000.0 m, was initially to be taken to be represented by a seepage face. The water
table, \|f=0 at z=0.0 m, was again taken as the lower boundary of the modelled region; it
is located within Unit E and was assumed to be horizontal. Temperature conditions
were isothermal.
Performance Measures
Performance measures for the two-dimensional base cases were intended to assess the
magnitude of lateral diversion of flow and its impact on the performance of the
repository. The first measure is the volumetric flow rate of water passing through the
repository horizon. There are two volumes of interest: (i) the volume of water flowing
through the bulk rock mass at the level of the repository; and (ii) the volume of water
diverted above the repository into the fault zone.
All volumes should be calculated for a 1.0 m thickness of the vertical section.
The shortest water-travel time from any portion of the repository to the water table is
the second performance measure. It would be of interest to observe what portion of the
water flowing through the bulk rock mass at the level of the repository would be
diverted below the repository into the fault zone and what effect this would have on
calculated water-travel times.
Base Case Parameters
Two base case fluxes were proposed for the two-dimensional, steady-flow analyses:
Base Case 5

q • n^=0.1 mm/yr for matrix-dominated flow

Base Case 6

qn.pl.0

A

mm/yr

for

conditions

near

the

transition

from

matrix-dominated tofracture-dominatedflow.
Base case values for the hydrological properties for each of the hydrological units were
those given in Tables 4.4-4.6. No base case values were given for hydrological
properties of the fault zone because the fault was being treated as a seepage face in the
base case.
Suggested Variations
All of the variations suggested for the one-dimensional flow analyses also apply to the
two-dimensional cases: changes in applied flux; saturated conductivities and parameters
for conductivities for partially saturated flow; porosities; location of the water table;
relative proportions of vitric (Ev) and zeolitic (Ez) materials in Unit E. The
two-dimensionality of these analyses introduces additional sources of uncertainty. Some
of these are discussed below.
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- Little is known about the conditions at the lateral boundaries or even what is an
appropriate boundary for site-scale analyses. In the base cases, the fault zone along
the right boundary, x= 1000.0 m, is treated as a seepage face; it can also be modelled
as an unfractured, porous material. The porous materials in the fault zone could have
hydraulic conductivities that are
slightly lower than those of the adjacent material from which they were derived;
comparable to those in the adjacent rock mass; or
several orders of magnitude greater than those in the adjacent rock.
In these variations, the saturated conductivities and parameters for partially saturated
conductivities in the fault zone should be taken to be correlated with the properties
of the matrix of the parent rock. For simplicity, porosities in the fault zone may be
taken to be identical to those of the matrix of the adjacent rock mass.
- It has been suggested that, when the non-welded Unit E is sheared at high confining
stress, the hydrological properties of the sheared material may be very similar to
those of the intact rock. The result is that the fault zone may be hydraulically
discontinuous and may not act as an effective conduit for flow through the Unit E.
To observe the effect this might have on the performance measure, the hydrologic
properties of the Unit E can be taken to be the same as those of the adjacent rock
while the properties of the fault zone where it passes through the units higher in the
section are varied as described above.
- The effective width of materials in the fault zone having altered hydraulic properties
is not yet known. For analyses with the fault modelled as a porous material, the
width is initially taken to be 0.5 m and should be varied over a range of 0.1 m to
3.0 m (0.0 m to 3.0 m in Unit E). The right hand boundary of the porous material
representing the fault can be taken as a no-flow boundary.
- Hydraulic conductivities were assumed to be isotropic in the two-dimensional base
case analyses. There is a little evidence that the effective bulk saturated
conductivities of the various tuff units are not isotropic. The correlation between
measured anisotropy in saturated conductivities and in conductivities for partially
saturated flow is very poorly known. The magnitudes of the relative contributions to
anisotropy from matrix and fractures are also uncertain. Ratios of horizontal to
vertical conductivity could range from 0.1 to 1000. Here "horizontal" means parallel
to the dip of the hydrogeologic units and "vertical" means perpendicular to dip.
Anisotropy can be varied unit by unit, or the same relative degree of anisotropy can
be applied simultaneously to all units. It may be of particular interest to investigate
sensitivity to anisotropy in Unit B which, though primarily non-welded, contains
numerous lenses of less permeable welded materials. This heterogeneous unit could
reasonably be modelled as a homogeneous unit with effectively anisotropic hydraulic
conductivity.
- If there is a significant volume of water diverted above the repository from the rock
mass into the fault zone, the volume of water contacting the waste could be reduced
by not storing waste close to the fault. Another possible variation is therefore to
consider truncating the repository 0.0 m to 50.0 m to the left of the fault zone to
observe the effect of the distance between the repository and the fault zone on the
volumetric rate of water flow through the repository.
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Table 4.4 Base case values and ranges ofproperties for the hydrological units in the unsaturated zone; matrix properties (a).

Unit Sample
Code

Grain
Density
(kg/m3)

Porosity

Saturated Hydraulic
Conductivity, K„„b
(m/s) (b)

Residual
Saturation, Sre s

Alpha a
(m-i)

Beta

P

A

G4-1

2490

0.08
(0.00-0.18)

9.7 10-"
(1.0 KH3-5.0 10-W)

0.002
(0.00-0.18)

0.00821
(0.003-0.024)

1.558
(1.3-2.4)

B

GU3-7

2350

0.40
(0.20-0.70)

3.9 10-"»
(1.0-10-9-5.0-10-5)

0.100
(0.00-0.15)

0.015
(0.001-0.031)

6.872
(1.2-15.0)

C

G4-6

2580

0.11
(0.05-0.20)

1.9 10-11
(1.0 KH3-5.0 10-10)

0.080
(0.00-0.23)

0.00567
(0.001-0.020)

1.798
(1.2-2.5)

D

G4-6

2580

0.11
(0.05-0.20)

1.9 10-11
(1.0 10-13-1.0 10-4)

0.080
(0.00-0.32)

0.00567
(0.001-0.020)

1.798
(1.2-2.5)

Ev

GU3-14

2370

0.46
(0.30-0.55)

2.7 10-7
(1.0-KH3-5.0 10-6)

0.041
(0.00-0.25)

0.01600
(0.005-0.060)

3.872
(1.3-7.0)

Ez

G4-11

2230

0.28
(0.20-0.45)

2.0 10-11
(1.0 10-14-5.0 1(H0)

0.110
(0.00-0.30)

0.00308
(0.001-0.030)

1.602
(1.2-3.5)

Notes:
a)
b)

All base case matrix data in this section arefrom[4.8].
The matrix saturated conductivity and the bulk matrix saturated conductivity (Km,\,) are essentially the same because the fac
which converts the matrix value to the bulk matrix value, (l-n^), is nearly equal to unity.

Table 45

Base case values and ranges ofproperties for the hydrohgical units in the unsaturated zone; fracture properties (c).

Unit Sample Horizontal
Code Stress (d)
(MPa)

^i

o

Fracture
Aperture
(Hm)

Saturated
Fracture
Fracture
Density
Porosity (f)
Fracture
(e)
n,
Hydr. Cond.
(no/mJ)
(m/s)
3.8 HH
20
1.4 10-*
(1.010-M.O 10-S)
(5.0-HH-5.0-1(H)

Residual
Saturation,

Alpha a
(m-»)

Beta

1.3 10-6
5.3 10-»
(1.0 10-M.0-10-*) (5.0 10-«i-5.0 10-«)

0.0395
(0.00-0.15)

1.2851
(0.2-6.0)

4.23
(1.2-7.0)

Fracture
1Bulk Fracture Saturated
Compressibility
Hydr. Cond.
(nH)
K,,b(ra/s) (g)

A

G4-2F

0.11

6.74

B

G4-3F

0.33

27.0

6.1 10-«
(5.0 HH-5.0 10-2)

1

2.7 10^
(2.0-10-*-2.0 1(H)

1.9 KH
1.61 1(H
(2.0HH-2.0 10-«) (1.0-HHM.0-10-«)

0.0395
(0.00-0.15)

1.2851
(0.2-6.0)

4.23
(1.2-7.0)

C

G4-2F

0.95

5.13

2.2 10-»
(5.0 10^-1.0 10^)

8

4.1-HH
(2.0 KH-1.0 10^»)

5.6 1(H
0.9 10-»
(6.9 10-9-6.0 10^) (l.O-HHM.O-KH)

0.0395
(0.00-0,15)

1.2851
(0.2-6.0)

4.23
(1.2-7.0)

D

G4-2F

2.19

4.53

1.7 HH
(10HH-1.0 1(H)

40

1.8 10-*
(1.0 KH-5.0 1(H)

1.2HH
3.1 10-9
(1.0 HH-1.0 1(H) (1.0 10-u-5.01fr<)

0.0395
(0.00-0.15)

1.2851
(0.2-6.0)

4.23
(1.2-7,0)

Ev

G4-4F

3.43

15.5

2.0 HH
(2.0 10-«-2.0 10-*)

3

4.6 1(H
(5.0 KH-5.0 1(H)

2.8 HH
9.2 HH
(3.0 KH-3.0-10-*) (1.0 irHM.O 10-S)

0.0395
(0.00-0.15)

1.2851
(0.2-6.0)

4.23
(1.2-7.0)

Ex

G4-^»F

3.43

15.5

2.0 10-«
(2.0 10-6-2.0 10-5)

3

4.6 10-»
(5.0 10-*-5.0 1(H)

2.8 10-*
9.2 10-»
(3.0-10-»-3.0 1(H) (1.0 HHM.O • KH)

0.0395
(0.00-O.15)

1.2851
(0.2-6.0)

4.23
(1.2-7.0)

Notts:

c>
d)
e)

f)
8>

Unless otherwise noted, base casefractureinformation is based on data in [4.8).
Horizontal stress is assumed to be one third of the over burden weight, evaluated at the average unit depth.
Based on data in [4.9].
Calculated asfracturevolume, (aperturerimesI square meter), times the number offracturesper cubic meter.
This value ofK^ was obtained by multiplying thefractureconductivity by thefractureporosity.

Table 4.6

Coefficient of consolidation for the units in the unsaturated zone.

Unit

A

B

C

D

Coeff.of

6.2

82.0

12.0

5.8

39

26

(0.1-50)

(10-250)

(0.1-50)

(0.1-50)

(1-150)

(1-150)

Consolid.i

Ev

Ez

(Db = (1.10-7m-i)
The compressibility of water, cw , is 9.8 • 10-7 nr 1
1
Based on data in [4.10].

4.6

Compilation of Results

4.6.1

General
The aim of this test case was to gain insight into the types of hydrologic behaviour that
could affect the performance of a nuclear waste repository sited in unsaturated, layered,
fractured tuffs. The test case involved one-dimensional steady and transient flow and
two-dimensional flow. Two Project Teams (SAN and NNW) reported results concerning
one-dimensional steady-state flow, while NNW also reported results on
two-dimensional flow. Three Project Teams (SAN, NNW and HAR) reported results for
one-dimensional transient flow, and NNW and HAR reported results for
two-dimensional flow. The NNW-team applied the LLU-code for the ID steady-state
analysis and the NOR-code for the 2D-analysis. The SAN-team used the DLL-code,
while the HAR-team used the NAM-code.
The non-linearities of this test case were extreme and thus posed a very challenging
numerical problem for the Project Teams. The NNW-team used approximately 1500
hours of CPU time on the Cray X/MP 416 computer.

4.6.2

One-Dimensional Steady-State Flow
For this sub-case, the NNW-team performed a sensitivity analysis consisting of a series
of variations from a base case set of parameter values, whereas the SAN-team
performed a global sensitivity analysis (simultaneous variation of all parameters over
specified ranges) and did an uncertainty analysis.
The HAR-team used the parameter-stepping technique to derive steady-state solutions to
this highly non-linear problem and to study the sensitivity of the solution to some of the
parameters. They also examined the sensitivity of the results to the grid used.
The NNW-team performed a conditional variation of parameters. The following matrix
and fracture parameters were varied: porosity, saturated hydraulic conductivity, residual
saturation, and curve fitting parameters used to describe the pressure versus saturation
relationship (see Tables 4.4 and 4.5). Other model variations included input flux, water
table location and the composition of Unit E (Unit E was either assumed to be vitric or
zeolitic). The performance measure used was the minimum groundwater travel time
from the repository to the water table.
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1092 simulations were performed by the NNW-team in examining the sensitivities in
the one-dimensional steady-state flow case. For all the simulations, the most dramatic
change in travel times was observed when there was a transition from matrix flow to
fracture flow. Based on the characteristic curves of the geologic units and assuming a
continuity in pressure between fracture and matrix, a transition from matrix to fracture
flow should occur when the matrix is near full saturation. Physically this type of
behaviour can be described as resulting from the difference in capillary forces due to
average pore size in the matrix compared to the average fracture width.
The parameters which most influenced saturations, and thus the transition to fracture
flow were found to mostly affect the calculation of the performance measure (minimum
groundwater travel time). These parameters were input flux, matrix hydraulic
conductivity, fracture curve fitting parameters which describe the saturation versus
pressure relationship, and whether Unit E was vitric or zeolitic.
The NNW-team results also demonstrates two very important issues. First, the
transition to matrix flow results in a non-linear behaviour in the performance measure
(see Figure 4.16). Sensitivity analysis methods will need to be able to handle this
non-linear behaviour to be applicable to this problem. Second, it is observed that as
matrix conductivity decreases, the minimum travel time also decreases (see Figure
4.17). This behaviour results from the fact that as the matrix conductivity oecreases the
transition to fracture flow occurs at a lower flux.
The SAN-team performed an uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. The analysis made
use of a Monte Carlo Approach (using a Latin Hypercube sampling, LHS, technique to
reduce the number of required simulations and a purely random sampling of parametric
values) and evaluated the regression of the values, combinations of values, and their
ranks to analyse sensitivity. A listing of the sampled parameters and their ranges and
distributions are listed in Table 4.7.
Results from all of the uncertainty analyses are shown in Table 4.8. The predicted range
in travel times is generally from a few years to several million years with a median
value of approximately 60 000 years and a probability that the travel time will be less
than 1000 years of about 10 percent. The use of a larger recharge value resulted in a
significant (over an order of magnitude) reduction in the median groundwater travel
time. This result is consistent with the NNW analysis which showed the sensitivity of
the model to the transition to fracture flow caused by increased flux.
In any sampling procedure there is always the question of how many samples are
needed adequately to characterise the problem under investigation. Given that this test
case was highly non-linear, there was concern that a LHS sampling procedure would
not adequately cover all parameter space compared to pure random sampling. It is
believed that LHS requires fewer samples than pure random sampling to achieve the
same characterisation of the uncertainty. To examine this issue, multiple LHS
uncertainty analyses were conducted using sample sizes of: 63 (equal to the number of
parameters), 84 (1.5 times the number of parameters), and 200. In addition, sample
sizes of 63, 84, 200, and 400 were used for the purely random sampling.
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Table 4.7

Distribution and ranges of the parameters used for the matrix properties
by the SAN-team, compare the corresponding parameter values as
specified in the test case description; Tables 4.4-4.6.

Parameter

Unit

Infiltration, (nun/year)
Rise of water table, (m)
Percent of vitric in Unit E
Porosity, £„,

Sat. Cond.,
Kn.Gn/s)

Resid. saturation,
"IBS

Alpha,
On (m-1)

Beta, pm

Ez
Ev
D
C
B
A
Ez
Ev
D
C
B
A
Ez
Ev
D
C
B
A
Ez
Ev
D
C
B
A
Ez
Ev
D
C
B
A

Distribution

Range

Uniform
Uniform
Uniform

0.01--1.5
0.0- -20.0
0.0- -100.0

Uniform

0.2--0.45
0.3- -0.55
0.05--0.2
0.05--0.2
0.2--0.7
0.05--0.15
1 10-»4 --5 UH5
1 HH 3 -- 1 10-6
1 10-«
-- 5 10-9
1 10-13 - 5 IO-10
1 10-9--5-10-5
1 10-13 - 5 10-10
0.0- -0.3
0.0- -0.25
0.0- -0.32
0.0--0.23
0.0--0.15
0.0--0.18
0.001--0.03
0.005--0.06
0.001--0.02
0.001--0.02
0.001-- 0.031
0.003--0.024
0.8 -2.4
0.5--0.5
1.2--2.5
1.2--2.5
0.5 -10.0
1.3 -2.4

Loguniform

Uniibrm

Uni brm

Unii orm
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Table 4.7

(Concluded.distribution and ranges of the parameters used for the
fracture properties by the SAN-team, compare Tables 4.4-4.6.

Parameter

Unit

Distribution

Porosity, e f

Ez
Ev
D
C
B
A
Ez
Ev
D
C
B
A
Ez
Ev
D
C
B
A
Ez
Ev
D
C
B
A
Ez
Ev
D
C
B
A

Loguniform

Sat. Cond.,
Kf(m/s)

s« s
Alpha,
<xf (rrr1)

Beta, Bf

Table 4.8
Recharge
(mm/yr)
0.5-1.0

Unilbrm

10-6--5 10-*
10-6 -5 10-*
10-6-- 1 H H
10-6-- 1 1 ( H
10-6 - 2 1(H
10-5.-1-10-3
10-6 - 2 1(H
10-6-- 2 10-2
H F - -1 10-3
10-7-- 1 1 ( H
10-6-- 5 1(H
10-7-- 5 1 0 ^
0.0--0.15
-0.15
-0.15
-0.15
-0.15
-0.15
0.2--6.0
0.2--6.0
0.2 -6.0
0.2--6.0
0.2--6.0
0.2--6.0
0.5 -7.0
0.5--7.0
0.5 -7.0
0.5--7.0
0.5 -7.0
0.5--7.0

Unil orm

Unil orm

Resultsfromall of the uncertainty analyses by the SAN-team (ID).
Sampling No of
technique samples
LHS
Monte Carlo

0.5-4.0

5
5
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
5
5
5

ooooo
bbobo

Resid. saturation,

Loguniform

Range

LHS

63
84
200
63
84
200
400
200

Travel time (yrs)
range
median
5 - 2 370 000
5-2710000
4 - 4 980 000
5-91000
61 - 1 660 000
13-5 100 000
4 - 1 970 000
0.7 - 62 000
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76 000
65 000
59 000
59 000
58 000
66 000
55 600
4660

Probability
K1000 yrs
0.13
0.04
0.10
0.11
0.06
0.07
0.11
0.32

The results of the LHS sampling and the random sampling are shown in Figures 4.18
and 4.19, respectively. For travel times greater than about 10 000 years the cumulative
distribution functions are nearly identical for both methods and all the sample sizes. The
tails of the distribution (for time less than 10 000 years) are less well converged. Within
the curves produced by LHS sampling there is little deviation. The cumulative
distributions of travel times are nearly identical for times greater than 10 000 years. For
times less than 10,000 years, the analysis of 84 samples differs from the others by
displaying a lower probability for times less than 10 000 years. As with the LHS
analysis, the random sampling results in differences in the distributions at times less
than 10 000 years. Most important to note, however, is that the mean travel time of the
63 samples agree very well with that obtained with the 200 samples.
Finally, the SAN-team performed regression analyses on the 200 LHS simulations to
examine parameter sensitivity. Although analyses were conducted using the sampled
values, the ranks of the sampled values, and combinations of parameters, a good fitness
value for the regression was not obtained. The analyses identified recharge as the most
important parameter and the saturated conductivity of the layers below the repository as
the next most important. However, the analyses also indicated parameters (i.e., porosity
for the layer above the repository) to be important although these parameters physically
affect the travel time for this one-dimensional steady-state problem. In order to gain
insight into this difficulty, the model-predicted groundwater travel times were plotted
versus the sampled infiltration rate (see Figure 4.20). Although there is no apparent
relation between the two, it is interesting to note that the travel times cluster into two
general groups, one around 100 years and the other around 100 000 years. This
clustering results from whether or not the flow is predicted to be in the rock matrix
(long travel times) or in the fractures (short travel times). Therefore, the regression
analysis is trying to find correlation between uncorrected variables, fracture flow travel
times and matrix parameters and vice versa. The SAN-team suggested that a future
approach could separate the fracture flow travel times and their associated sampled
parameters from the matrix flow travel times and parameters and perform separate
regressions.
The HAR-team used the parameter-stepping technique for solving highly non-linear,
steady-state problems. In essence, the basis of this method is to solve a series of
interrelated problems by varying a parameter in a stepwise manner, starting with a
problem that is easy to solve, at each step using an extrapolation from the solution of a
previous step as the initial guess and thereby gradually approaching the solution to the
desired problem. If the change in the parameter is small, the resulting initial guess at
each step is very close to the desired solution at that step, and methods for solving the
non-linear problem at each step, such as Newton-Raphson iteration rapidly converge.
The technique can be automated and provides a robust method for solving highly
non-linear problems. It also provides a tool for exploring the sensitivity of the solution
to the parameters. The parameter varied can be one of the physical parameters or an
artificial parameter in terms of which the physical parameters are expressed.
The HAR-team used the NAM-code and parameter stepping to solve the high-flux,
steady-state base case. The parameter varied scaled y for each unit.
Although an analytical solution exists for the steady-state cases the HAR-team sought to
study techniques that would have to be used in general for non-linear problems, and so
used a finite-element program. However, the results were compared against the
analytical solution as a check. The HAR-team explored the sensitivity of the solution to
the computation and grid. They found that it was necessary to use a very fine grid in
regions where the solutions changed rapidly, which usually took place at the interfaces
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between the different units. In a grid that gave acceptable accuracy the size of the
elements varied from 1 mm to 50 m. Coarser grids led to ripples on the scale of the
elements in the solutions and velocities, which in turn led to large errors in calculated
travel times. Indeed, in very coarse grids the velocities were found to be directed
upwards in some elements. The HAR-team commented on the implications of these
observations for automated methods of sensitivity and uncertainty analysis. Such
methods involve the solution of the problem of interest for many different sets of
parameter values. If the problem is highly non-linear, and is solved by finite-element or
finite-difference techniques, the Project Team considered it essential to check that the
grid is adequate to give acceptable solution for each set of parameter values and they
suggested that automated methods of checking solution quality would be useful. Such
methods could be based on the magnitude of the gradients.
As commented above, in the process of deriving the solution the parameter-stepping
technique also provides information on the sensitivity of the solution to the parameter
varied. Examination of the results led to the conclusion that the solutions were highly
sensitive to the non-linearity as expressed by the parameter y.
Once the Project Team had established a suitable grid they used the parameter-stepping
technique to explore the sensitivities of the performance measures to the parameters of
the three lower units. In the base case the travel times calculated using the total
velocity, matrix velocity and fracture velocity were respectively 4.1 • 103 years, 1.14-105
years and 9.5 years. (They tackled the case before the definition of the performance
measure was finalised.) The travel time calculated using the average velocity was found
to be insensitive to the various parameters, the travel time calculated using the matrix
velocity was found to be the most sensitive performance measure, and this was found to
be most sensitive to the parameters of unit E. The sensitivity of the travel time
calculated using the matrix velocity was associated with the transition between matrix
and fracture flow.
One-Dimensional Transient Flow
The NNW-team performed four simulations (high and low flux conditions and either
vitric or zeolitic hydraulic conditions for Unit E) for the one-dimensional, transient
sub-case. The performance measures were time distribution of flux at the repository and
water table, and the minimum groundwater travel time.
The term "normalised flux" has been used in the notation in some of the figures; see
Section 4.4.2 for the explanation of normalised flux. For the low flux (0.1 to 0.2 mm/yr)
simulations, whether Unit E was vitric or zeolitic had minimal effect on the fluxes at
the repository or at the water table (see Figure 4.21) and the travel times (see Table
4.9). The primary reason for the similarity between the two simulations is that the flux
is low enough to keep the entire column in matrix dominated flow and the high storage
capacity of Unit B controls the rate of flux increase in each of the units below it.
For the high flux (0.5 to 1.0 mm/yr) simulations, there was a significant difference in
the calculated performance measures when Unit E was vitric as compared to zeolitic
(with respect to flux at the water table see Figure 4.22, and with respect to groundwater
travel times, see Table 4.9). As was seen in the steady-state analysis, the most
pronounced effect is seen when a transition from matrix to fracture flow occurs. When
Unit E is zeolitic (low saturated matrix conductivity), flow is fracture dominated, the
flux front passes very quickly and the groundwater travel time is very short.
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Table 4.9

Summary of minimum groundwater travel times for the ID transient
flow analyses as reported by the NNW-team.
Applied flux
(mm/year)
0.1 - 0.2
|
0.5 - 1.0
I

Unit E
properties

Minimum groundwater
travel time (years)

Zeolitic
Vitric
Zeolitic
Vitric

222 000
226 000
400
37 300

Two-Dimensional Steady-State Flow
A two-dimensional, steady-state sub-case was defined to examine how flow diversion
(due to the slope of the units and the contrast in properties between units) would affect
spatial distribution of flux through the repository and groundwater travel times. The
NNW-team performed 93 simulations to investigate the effects of the upper units and of
the fault zone on the flux distribution at the repository level, the ability of the lower
units to redistribute flux below the repository, and the effects of flux redistribution on
the groundwater travel time performance measure.
The following three types of model variations were used:
- a change of the value of a given model parameter simultaneously in all units
combined with a variation of the applied flux,
- a change of the values of a group of parameters in one or more units combined with
a variation of the applied flux, and
- explicit modelling of the fault zone with a change in fault zone properties combined
with a variation in the applied flux. Table 4.10 provides a complete list of all the
variations considered.
Results were compared using four different types of plots:
-

particle paths between the ground surface and the water table,
spatial distribution of flux normal to the repository,
spatial distribution of flux normal to the water table, and
spatial distribution of ground-water travel times for flow between the repository and
the water table.

The first variation made use of the base case values for all hydraulic parameters,
zeolitic properties for Unit E, a fault zone which was a flow boundary, and a range of
applied fluxes of 0.01 to 4.0 mm/yr. As was the case for the one-dimensional analysis,
the two-dimensional results are very sensitive to the applied flux. For the lowest flux
(0.01 mm/yr), the flow is matrix dominated and vertical in all units. Therefore, uniform
distributions of flux exist at both the repository and the water table. As the starting
position moves from left to right, the groundwater travel tunes vary from left to right
partly due to the decrease in the length of the flow path.
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As the applied flux increases, the amount of flow diverted laterally by the conductivity
contrast between Units B and C increases. At the higher fluxes, the conductivity
contrasts between Units B and C and the slope of the units combine to effectively shield
most of the repository from the effects of increases in the applied flux by diverting the
flow through Unit B to the fractures near the right boundary (see Figure 4.23). The
result is that, after lateral diversion becomes significant (i.e., for fluxes greater than
0.2 mm/yr), groundwater travel times for particles released from 80% to 90% of the
repository decrease very slowly with increasing applied flux. However, near the right
boundary, travel times plunge to very small values because the diverted water creates
saturated fracture flow conditions at this location (see Figure 4.24).
Many of the variations (saturated conductivity, shape of the pressure versus saturation
curve, and degree of anisotropy) affected the conductivity contrast between Units B and
C and, therefore affected the flow diversion above the repository. When flow diversion
increased, a majority of the repository was shielded from the applied flux and compared
to base case results travel times increased for most of the repository (away from the
location of diverted water on the right side). It was interesting to observe that for low
fluxes (less than 0.3 mm/yr), anisotropy induced a significant amount of lateral
diversion as compared to the base case. For high fluxes (0.3 mm/yr and greater), the
existing tendency for lateral diversion in Unit B with isotropic properties completely
masks any possible effects of anisotropy. Finally, the variation of residual saturation in
all the units had no significant effect on the performance measures.
The change in Unit E from zeolitic to vitric properties (low saturated matrix
conductivity to high saturated matrix conductivity) resulted in increased travel times
due to the matrix being able to accommodate all of the applied flux and therefore, the
transition to fracture flow would occur at much higher fluxes (see Figure 4.25).
Another set of variations examined anisotropy in Unit E which resulted in significant
changes in the flow behaviour. There is lateral diversion that change^ the spatial
distribution of the flux, see Figures 4.26 and 4.27, significantly altering the flow paths
and the associated groundwater travel times.
From Figures 4.28 and 4.29, it is apparent that the particle paths are not vertical.
Comparison with the one-dimensional model results shows that such one-dimensional
vertical models could significantly overestimate travel time.
The final group of simulations concerned the properties and size of the fault zone. As
the conductivity of the fault zone increases its capacity to carry all of the diverted water
also increases. Very small travel times occur in the vicinity of the fault zone as result of
the large fluxes (see Figure 4.30) and long travel times occur over the remainder of the
repository length.
Table 4.11 provides a summary of the base case groundwater travel times as calculated
by the NNW-team.
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Table 4 JO Variations considered in the 2D steady-state flow analyses as reported by the NNW team.

0.01

Applied flux (mm/year)
0.10 0.20 0.30 0.50 1.00

Description of variation
4.00

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1
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X
X

Base case properties (zeolitic materials in Unit E).
Vitric materials in Unit E.
Modification 1 of Ksat> a, and p in Units B and C.
Modification 2 of KsatJ a, and 6 in Units B and C.
Modification 3 of Ksat> a, and p in Units B and C.
Residual saturation set to maximum specified value in all units.
Residual saturation set to greater than maximum specified value in all units.
p reduced (slope of conductivity curve flattened) in all units.
Zero fracture conductivity in Unit E,
Anisotropic conductivities in Unit B; 1 vertical/5 horizontal (1 v/5 h).
Anisotropic conductivities in Unit B; (1 v/20 h).
Anisotropic conductivities in Unit B; (1 v/50 h).
Anisotropic conductivities in Unit B; (1 v/100 h).
Anisotropic conductivities in Unit B; (1 v/200 h).
Anisotropic conductivities in Unit B; (1 v/500 h).
Anisotropic conductivities in Unit B; (1 v/1000 h).
Anisotropic conductivities in Unit E; 1 v/20 h).
Anisotropic conductivities in Unit E; (1 v/100 h).
Anisotropic conductivities in Unit E; 1 v/500 h).
Anisotropic conductivities in Unit E; (1 v/100 h), and modification 3 of Ksatl
a, and P in Units B and C .
Fault zone explicitly modelled: fault zone width = 0.5 m; fault-zone fracture
K sat increased by a factor of 200 relative to adjacent unfaulted material.
Fault zone explicidy modelled: fault zone width = 0.5 m; fault-zone fracture
K sa , increased by a factor of 1000 relative to adjacent unfaulted material.
Fault zone explicitly modelled: fault zone width = 1.0 m; fault-zone fracture
K sat increased by a factor of 1000 relative to adjacent unfaulted material.
Fault zone explicitly modelled: fault zone width = 2.0 m; fault-zone fracture
K sa , increased by a factor of 1000 relative to adjacent unfaulted material.
Fault zone explicidy modelled: fault zone width = 5.0 m; fault-zone fracture
K sat increased by a factor of 1000 relative to adjacent unfaulted material.

Table 4.11

Summaryof base case groundwatertravel time results as reported by
the NNW-i
team.

Applied flux
(mm/year)

Time
domain

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1-0.2

Steady
Steady
Steady
Steady
Transient

Zeolitic
Zeolitic
Zeolitic
Zeolitic
Zeolitic

0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
0.5-1.0

Steady
Steady
Steady
Steady
Transient

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1-0.2
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
0.5-1.0

UnitE
Dimension
properties

Minimum
groundwater
travel time
(years)

Factor for ID
overestimate of
min. groundwater
travel time

ID
2D
ID
2D
ID

381000
363 000
193 000
126000
222000

1.05

Zeolitic
Zeolitic
Zeolitic
Zeolitic
Zeolitic

ID
2D
ID
2D
ID

58 200
0.9
9.5
0.6
400

64700

Steady
Steady
Steady
Steady
Transient

Vitric
Vitric
Vitric
Vitric
Vitric

ID
2D
ID
2D
ID

399000
400000
202 000
137 000
226000

1.0

Steady
Steady
Steady
Steady
Transient

Vitric
Vitric
Vitric
Vitric
Vitric

ID
2D
ID
2D
ID

81800
8690
36500
2890
37 300

10

1.5
-

16
-

1.5
-

13
-

The HAR-team undertook preliminary studies of the two-dimensional steady-state case
using the same methodology as they had used for the one-dimensional case. They had
to use a grid that was highly refined in the vertical direction. As the stepping parameter
which scaled the y parameters for the units was varied and the length scale of the
nonlinearities effectively became smaller, significant flow diversion to the right
occurred. This led to very high vertical flow velocities near the right hand edge of the
domain because of fluid conservation. Accurate modelling of this would have required a
highly refined grid near the right hand edge, which would have been expensive
computationally, so the Project Team limited their investigation to a preliminary study.
The HAR-team reiterated the need for automated sensitivity and uncertainty analyses of
non-linear problems to check the quality of numerical solutions for all the sets of
parameters considered. Finally they stressed the importance of careful study of all
aspects of non-linear problems. It is not sufficient just to examine the behaviour of one
or two simple performance measures. The behaviour of the underlying fields should
also be examined. This helps to build a foundation for understanding as well as to check
the quality of the solutions. In the present case examination of the matrix and fracture
retentions assists to explain the behaviour of the performance measures.
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Conclusions
This test case highlighted a number of issues which may be important in analysing
unsaturated fractured media.
- The behaviour of the flow may be very different when the flow is matrix dominated
compared to the case when the flow is fracture dominated (in the sense of this
model).
- Conductivity contrasts and a tilt in bedding planes can result in a significant
diversion of flow. Above the repository flow diversion can reduce flux through the
repository, while diversion below the repository can lead to a reduced travel times.
- Flow diversion created a high flux region near the fault on the right-hand boundary.
This area was characterised by very short travel times.
- For this system, anisotropy can imply nonvertical flow paths, see also Table 4.11.
- Several conceptual models need to be used in order to analyse the current system.
- Difficulties may arise in applying sensitivity analysis for multiple conceptual models.
- Non-linear behaviour of the performance measures can lead to difficulties when
applying global sensitivity analyses because simple regression response surfaces can
not represent the behaviour of the performance measures. Although regression of the
ranks can cope with some types of non-linearities, it cannot deal with non-monotonic
response surfaces. In addition, local sensitivities can lead to wrong conclusions if
extrapolated over significant distances in the parameter space.
- In order to understand complex systems, it is useful to have several performance
measures and examine the behaviour of the underlying fields, such as pressure,
matrix saturation and fracture saturation.
- In automated methods of sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of non-linear problems
it is important to check the quality of numerical solutions for each set of parameter
values.
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ELEVATION IN METERS

ELEVATION IN FEET

REPOSITORY-

Figure 4.2

Stratigraphy for one-dimensional base cases. Base Cases 1-4.

Figure 4.3

Stratigraphy for two-dimensional base cases, Base Cases 5-6.
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Capacitance coefficients for the lower welded Unit D.
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Capacitance coefficients for the non-welded, zeolitized Unit E (Ez).
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Figure 4.10

Hydraulic conductivity versus pressure head for the welded Unit A.
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Figure 4.11

Hydraulic conductivity versus pressure head for the non-welded
UnitB.
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Hydraulic conductivity versus pressure head for the upper welded
UnitC.
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Hydraulic conductivity versus pressure head for the non-welded,
zeolitized Unit E (Ez).
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Variation of travel time versus applied flux assuming Unit E is zeolitic
(ID, steady-state, using the LLU-code).
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Figure 4.18

Results of the groundwater travel time calculations for different LHS
sample sizes (ID, steady-state, using the LLU-code).
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Figure 4.19

Results of the groundwater travel time calculations for different
random sample sizes (ID, steady-state, using the LLU-code).
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Model predicted groundwater travel times plotted against the sampled
infiltration rate or appliedflux(ID, steady-state, using the LLU-code).
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Normalised flux versus time as calculated at the water table; the
appliedfluxincreasesfrom0J to 1.0 mm/year (ID, transient, using an
unnamed code).
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Figure 4.23

Spatial distribution of flux at the repository level assuming base case
parameter values and Unit E to be zeolitic (2D, steady-state, using the
NOR-code).
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Spatial distribution of groundwater travel times at the repository level
assuming base case parameter values and Unit E to be zeolitic (2D,
steady-state, using the NOR-code).
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Figure 4.26

Spatial distribution afflux at the water table assuming Unit E to be
zeolitic and anisotropic with a saturated conductivity ratio of 1
vertical to 100 horizontal (2D, steady-state, using the NOR-code).
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Figure 4.27

Spatial distribution of flux at the water table assuming base case
parameter values and Unit E to be zeolitic (2D, steady-state, using the
NOR-code).
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Figure 4.28

Spatial distribution of groundwater travel times assuming Unit E to be
zeolitic and anisotropic with a saturated conductivity ratio of 1
vertical to 100 horizontal (2D, steady-state, using the NOR-code).
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Figure 4.29

Particle trajectoriesfrom20 locations on the surface assuming Unit E
to be zeolitic and anisotropic with a saturated conductivity ratio of 1
vertical to 100 horizontal (2D, steady-state, using the NOR-code).
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Figure 4.30

Spatial distribution of groundwater travel times, assuming the fault
zone to have a fracture conductivity 1000 times greater than the
adjacent rock and the surface infiltration or applied flux to be
0.5 mm/year (2D, steady-state, using the NOR-code).
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5.

Case 3: Groundwater Row Through a
Hypothetical Salt Repository

Introduction
This test case is a refined version of Level 1 Case 6 of the HYDROCOIN-study [1.4], a
hypothetical salt repository in a regional geological setting. The objective was to
examine sensitivity and uncertainty analysis techniques and other steps, like conceptual
model development and model calibration, that are important to the estimation of
performance measures such as groundwater travel time from the repository to the
accessible environment. A detailed data base was supplied with data representative of a
realistic potential repository location. The information supplied was described in detail
along with the uncertainties in the system description. Participants were encouraged to
examine the conceptual model and document the issues that arise during conceptual
model development, for instance simplification of stratifications. The participants were
also invited to examine the utility of various model calibration strategies.
Background on the Hydrologic System
The regional hydrologic system extends from the recharge areas in the mountains west
of the Pecos River in New Mexico where the Precambrian and other deep basin rocks
outcrop through the Tucumcari, Palo Duro, and Hardeman Basins to major discharge
areas in Texas and Oklahoma to the east (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Flow in the regional
system is dcminantly west to east and the flow system is partially bound on the south
by various structural features which include the Matador Arch, Milnesand Dome, Red
River Arch, and other small structures. Flow to the north is also partially bound by
structures that include the Amarillo Uplift, Oldham Nose, and the Wichita Mountains.
The system is bounded from above by the water table which for the most part follows a
subdued version of the topography, and is bounded from below by low permeability
Precambrian crystalline rocks which form the basement aquiclude.
There are local circulation systems in the shallow sediments related to the influence of
local topographic relief associated with the Caprock Escarpment and the isolation
provided by the thick low permeability sequence of evaporites (Figure 5.2). This local
circulation results in water movement toward the Pecos and Canadian rivers, and the
springs and seeps of the Rolling Plains. The intermediate and deeper regional systems
generally have west to east movement resulting from the consistent loss of topographic
relief from west to east.
The groundwater system at any given scale is dependent upon how the various geologic
layers are combined and classified into hydrostratigraphic units. At the regional scale
the system has been classified as the Upper Freshwater Aquifer, the shale and Evaporite
Aquitard, and the Deep-Basin Brine Aquifer. However, it should be realised that
variations that might be appropriately grouped and described as one heterogeneous
hydrostratigraphic unit at the regional scale, in general need to be more appropriately
characterised and classified on a smaller scale to be able to resolve actual flow
pathways at this smaller scale.
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5.2

Purpose and Scope
The purpose of the test case was to examine sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
techniques for groundwater travel time and important steps of conceptual model
development and model calibration on both a regional and local scale. The modelling
was to involve estimation of groundwater travel times and calibration studies using
specified head values as displayed in Figure 5.3. Local-seal^ modelling was to provide a
means to examine scale related issues associated with the parameter averaging.
Local-scale model boundary values and ranges were to be determined from calibrated
regional-scale models.
Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses were to be used to determine groundwater travel
time from the edge of the repository to the accessible environment. Since groundwater
travel time analyses from the repository to the environment required detailed
consideration of interbeds, it was desirable to use as much detail as possible in the
local-scale models.
An optional problem was to include the probability of a groundwater pathway
intersecting a fracture in one of the brittle interbeds. Although no open fractures had
been identified at the potential salt repository locations, this option addressed
uncertainties in the data base.

5.3

Definition of Case 3

5.3.1

Site Description and Conceptual Model
Figure 5.4 depicts the regional geological setting supplied as part of the test case
description. 22 materials were defined for the regional system. Geological layering of
the materials was assumed to vary as shown in the cross section and the lower boundary
was to be considered as no-flow. The approximate boundaries of the local model are
also shown in Figure 5.4. The local model was to be approximately 15 km in extent
incorporating a 2 km repository at a depth of approximately 750 m located in the LSA4
salt layer and a 5 km accessible environment. For local-scale analyses, the Permian salt
layers were refined as compared to those in specified in the regional model, deeper
units were grouped together, and all layers were assumed to be horizontal (Figure 5.5).
A correlation between the regional and local layering is given in Table 5.1.
The following parameters for the regional model were found to be the best estimates in
a previous model calibration study [5.1]:
- Flux across the western boundary = 0.37 m 3 yr-1 m_1,
- flux across the eastern boundary = 2.4 m 3 yr- 1 m- 1 , and
- natural recharge to the Ogallala = 7.5 mm-yr 1 .
The northern and southern boundaries are not strictly no-flow since the structures that
form these boundaries are only complete cutoff barriers in some places.
The geothermal gradient in the region has been estimated to be 2 °C/100 m and it was
to be assumed that the ambient repository temperature was 30.5 °C. Overburden
materials were to be considered to have a density of 2100 kg/m3.

-
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Table 5.1

Correlation of regional to local layering
REGIONAL

LOCAL

Ogallala
Dockum
PRST
PRST
PRSH
PRSA
PRSD
PRSD
PRSD
PRSD
PRSD
PRSD
PRSD
PRSD
PRSD
PRST
PRST
PRSL
WCR-18
WCR-14
WCFU-20
WCL-20
WCO-15
WCC-3
WCD-4
PNRE-1
REEF-1
LSPC-57
SHDF-62
SHPC
GWPC-52
WCFT-19
ELDO
CASA

Ogallala
Dockum
Alibates
Sal ado
Queen/Grayburg
Upper San Andres salt
Upper San Andres interbed
Lower San Andres S salt
Lower San Andres 5 interbed
Lower San Andres 4 salt
Lower San Andres 4 interbed
Lower San Andres 3 salt
Lower San Andres 3 interbed
Lower San Andres 2 salt
Lower San Andres 2 interbed
Upper Clear Fork-Glorieta
Tubb
Lower Clear Fork-Red Cave
Wolfcamp
Wolfcamp
Wolfcamp
Wolfcamp
Wolfcamp
Wolfcamp
Wolfcamp
Pennsylvanian
Pennsylvanian
Pennsylvanian
Pennsylvanian
Pennsylvanian
Pennsylvanian
Pennsylvanian
none
none

Hydrogeological Parameters and Associated Uncertainties
Model inputs were to be sampled from the ranges provided for each of the parameters
discussed below. Except for pressure distributions, the ranges also represent expected
parameter variations for regional simulations. The following hydrogeological properties
were to be considered uncertain for the local-scale modelling;
-

Permeability
Porosity
Total dissolved solids (TDS)
Pressure^ead distribution
Optional fracture flow
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•

Permeability

The permeability distributions for each local-scale material or lithology are outlined
below. For each lithology, except salt, a horizontal-to-vertical permeability anisotropy
of 10 to 1 was to be assumed, whereas salt structures were to be considered isotropic.
As a result only horizontal permeabilities are presented in the following sections.
Sufficient data was available for some materials to deduce that the permeability
distributions were lognonnal and thus mean and standard deviation values were
supplied. For most lithologies only parameter ranges were available and participants
were to assume lognonnal distributions. (The approach used by participants to deduce
mean and variance from a range is discussed later.)
Ogallala:
Available data on the Ogallala conductivity indicated that a log-normal distribution
within the range of 5.4 • KH1 - 5.4 • 10 -6 m • s_1 was to be considered.
Sandstone:
The sandstone layers include the Tubb, the Queen/Grayburg, and the Dockum. For the
Tubb and Queen/Grayburg layers, a conductivity range of 5.4-10-12 to 5.4-10-* m-s -1
was to be considered as reasonable and a lognormal distribution with a mean of
1.7-10-8 m s - 1 and a standard deviation of 4.7-10 -8 m s _ 1 was selected. For the
Dockum sandstone, a range of 3.1 10-11 to 3.1 10-* m s - 1 with log-normal distribution
should be assumed.
Siltstone/Shale:
This group includes the Upper Clear Fork-Glorieta, and the Lower Qear Fork-Tubb. A
log-normal distribution with a range of 9.7-10~14 to 9.7-10 -10 m s_1 was to be assumed.
Salt:
The Upper San Andres salt and the LSA Unit 5, 4, 3 and 2 salts (Figure 5.5) were
considered under this group. A range of salt conductivity (9.7 10 -16 to 9.7-10 -11 m s_1)
with log-normal distribution was to be assumed.
Dolomite:
The dolomite layers are the Alibates, the Upper San Andres interbed, and the LSA Unit
2, 3, 4, and 5 interbeds. The permeability distribution for dolomite was taken to be
log-normal with a mean of 1.4-10-8 m- s_1 and a standard deviation of 3.6 10 -8 m s - 1 .
Limestone/Dolomite:
The Wolfcamp permeability was assumed to be lognormal with a mean of 9.1 10-*
m • s_1 and a standard deviation of 4.3 • 10 -7 m • s-1.
Pennsylvanian permeabilities were taken to be analogous to those used for the
Wolfcamp except in areas where Granite Wash is present (see Figure 5.4).
Permeabilities of Granite Wash was to be increased two to three orders of magnitude
from those of the Wolfcamp and the same distribution was to be assumed.
-
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• Porosity
The definition of appropriate porosity for travel time assessments is closely related to
the likely flow mechanism along the travel path, which was assumed to be flow in
porous media. In the optional analyses that included fractures, the porous media
porosity was to be reduced appropriately. In the analysis, a normal distribution of
porosity was to be assumed having the following ranges:
Ogallala
Sandstone
Dolomite
Salt

10 50.4 0.3 -

20 %
30 %
8%
1.65 %

The porosities measured in Wolfcamp and Pennsylvanian had a normal distribution with
mean of 0.11 and a standard deviation of 0.06.
• Pressure Head
Table 5.2 presents the results from a drill stem lest (DST) from a pumping well in the
vicinity of the site showing a typical example of the pressure head versus depth
relationship observed beneath the salt sequence.
• Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)
The TDS of the formation waters affects the environmental head and flow field. The
Ogallala and Dockum were considered to be freshwater. The Alibates was assumed to
be brackish with a mean TDS of 10 g/1 and a minimum and maximum of 5 to 15 g/1
with a triangular distribution. The Salado through Queen/Grayburg layers were assumed
to have a TDS value of 175 g/1 with a minimum and maximum of 150 and 200 g/1 and
a triangular distribution. All salt and interbed layers from the bases of the
Queen/Grayburg sandstone through the Upper Clear Fork-Glorieta were assumed to be a
salt saturated brine with a TDS of 350 g/1 and a density of 1230 kg/m*. The Tubb
sandstone, Lower Clear Fork-Red Cave, Wolfcamp, and Pennsylvanian layers were
considered to have a mean TDS value of 150 g/1 with a minimum value of 100 to 200
g/1 and to follow a triangular distribution.
Table 5.2

Formation

Resultsfroma drill stem test (DST)froma pumping well in the vicinity
of the site.
Midpoint of
Test Interval
Elc (m)

Mean Pressure
(Pa)

Pressure
Range
(Pa)

Standard
Deviation
(Pa)

Queen/
Grayburg

699.5

3.415 10*

2.881 10*3.949-106

1.72 10'

LSA4/
Interbed

380.7

6.277 10«

6.063 1066.490 10*

6.9 10*

-564.1

1.176-107

11.23 10«-

1.72 10*

Wolfcamp

12.30 10*
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Suggested Output
Suggested outputs in the problem description are oudined below, but it was recognised
that the type of output would depend on the analysis performed. The suggested outputs
included:
- Representation of cases analysed and hydrogeological parameters used.
- Hydrogeological parameters that give realistic head distributions.
- Hydrogeological parameters that give unrealistic head distributions.
- Particle trajectories from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment.
- Distribution of groundwater travel path according to exit layers.
- Relative frequency histograms for pre-waste emplacement groundwater travel-times
to the accessible environment.
- Complementary cumulative frequency distributions or travel times that define the
probability for a given travel time to be exceeded.
- Relevant statistical descriptions of travel time distributions which includes:
-

probability of the groundwater travel time exceeding 1000 years,
probability of the groundwater travel time exceeding 10 000 years,
the 95th percentile ground water travel time,
the 50th percentile (median) ground water travel time, and
the 5th percentile ground water travel time.

- Estimates of, and bounds on, boundary conditions for detailed local-scale analysis.
- Optional Fracture Flow.
Summary of Participation
This test case was analysed by two Project Teams: the SRP-team and the SAN-team.
Two finite element codes and one finite difference code were used by the SRP-team
while the SAN-team used a finite difference code. A brief synopsis of each study is
presented in this section. This synopsis and further discussion and results summarised in
subsequent sections of this report are taken from the draft reports for the four studies
that were performed as part of the efforts on this test case. Table 5.3 summarises
participation in the test case and presents study identifiers (REG-1,2,3 and LOC-1) used
to refer to these studies in subsequent sections of this report. Three of the studies
(REG-1 through 3) involved regional analyses and one (LOC-1) a local travel time
analysis.
No participants undertook the optional fracture flow problem which involved the
probability of intercepting a fracture path at some distance from the repository.)
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Table 5.3

Summary of the participation in Level 3 Case 3, including references for
each study.
Study
Code used
Team
REG-1
SW2
SAN

5.4.1

Purpose and approach
(dimensionality and scale)
reference
Regional model study to demonstrate deterministic
sensitivity/uncertainty analysis techniques.
(2D-cross sectional model appr. 700 km by 4 km);
described in [52].

REG-2
CFE/INV
SRP

Regional model travel time estimates to natural
discharge areas, trial-and-error calibration and
calibration using inverse methods with point estimates
of equivalent freshwater heads, sensitivity to variable
density driving forces, and limited uncertainty analysis;
(2D-cross sectional model appr. 700 km by 4 km);
described in [5.3], [5.4], [5.5].

REG-3
CFE/INV
SRP

Regional model stochastic travel time analysis using
statistical inverse model calibration using kriged
freshwater heads (2D-cross sectional model appr.
700 km by 4 km); described in [5.14].

LOCI
MAG
SRP

Assessment of uncertainty in groundwater travel time
due to uncertainty in material properties using a highly
refined local (possibly intermediate) scale model and a
Monte Carlo stochastic analysis approach (2D-cross
sectional model approximately 20 km by 2.5 km);
described in [5.15].

Synopsis of the REG-1 Study
The REG-1 study [5.2] was undertaken to demonstrate how sensitivity and uncertainty
analysis techniques could be applied to the various hydraulic parameters to calibrate a
model of the Palo Duro basin and determine the uncertainty in the groundwater travel
time. The complexity of this problem and time constraints prevented an extensive
sensitivity/uncertainty analysis from being completed. A series of runs were made to
test model sensitivity to recharge and hydraulic conductivity distributions in an attempt
to develop a calibrated model of the regional system.

5.4.2

Synopsis of the REG-2 Study
The REG-2 modelling studies are described in draft reports [5.3], [5 4], and [5.5], The
purpose of the study was to develop a simplified regional model for estimating
groundwater travel time from the hypothetical repository location to groundwater
cischarge areas and intermediate points of potential biosphere uptake for a preliminary
nsk assessment and to perform a sensitivity/uncertainty analysis on these estimates of
-
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groundwater travel time. An additional focus was development and documentation o
the evidence supporting the conceptual model and identification of various conceptual
modelling issues. Both an equivalent freshwater head approach and a variable density
approach was investigated. The two different model calibration approaches used in this
study were standard trial-and-error [5.3] and [5.4], and automatic calibration using an
isotropic, equivalent freshwater head model calibrated only against point data for
potentials [5.5].
5.4.3

Synopsis of the REG-3 Study
The purpose of the REG-3 study was to evaluate uncertainty in groundwater travel
paths and travel times for the test case using a preliminary version of the CFE/INV
code and stochastic hydrology software library [5.6]. The CFE/INV code and library
provides for model calibration, performance prediction, and error propagation through
modules for kriging, adjoint-sensitivity, statistical-inverse, first-order variance, and
Monte-Carlo sampling techniques. Statistical inverse algorithms were used to calibrate a
steady flow model to kriged hydraulic heads (prepared from available point head data)
while constraining parameter values to prior estimates for hydraulic conductivity and
recharge. The mean 5 kilometer travel path and travel time from the hypothetical
repository was estimated by Monte Carlo simulations techniques to determine the effect
of parameter estimation uncertainty on groundwater travel paths and travel times.

5.4.4

Synopsis of the LOC-1 Study
The primary goal of the LOC-1 study was to develop a hydrologic simulation approach
for assessing uncertainties in pre-emplacement groundwater travel time estimates
resulting from spatial variations in material hydrologic properties. The Level 3 Case 3
data was supplemented from existing literature for this higher resolution local-scale
study. The local part of the regional-aquifer system was developed using the finite
difference groundwater flow code MAG [5.7]. The MAG-code uses a multigrid
approach described in [5.8] which enabled this study to focus on the effects of smaller
scale variations in hydraulic conductivity using a 1025 by 129 node grid with a uniform
20 meter grid. Calibrated model results from the REG-2 regional modelling study were
used for specification of all the boundary conditions. A stochastic parameter generation
model was developed to model the uncertainty in material hydrologic properties
(permeability and porosity) resulting from spatial variability and the effects of limited
sampling. These two models were integrated to form an uncertainty model used to
perform a simplified stochastic analysis of groundwater travel tunes via Monte Carlo
techniques. In the course of this study various numerical simulation tools were modified
and developed to perform the Monte Carlo simulations.

5.5

Discussion of Study Approaches and Numerical Implementations

5.5.1

Basic Hydrologic Equations and Assumptions
Except for one sensitivity analysis performed in the REG-2 study all the groundwater
flow codes solve the steady-state, two-dimensional, continuum, mass balance equation
for saturated, confined groundwater flow according to:
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9(KX dh/dx)/dx+ d(Kz dh/9z)/dz = f

(5.1)

Along the domain boundaries arbitrary combinations of boundary conditions can be
prescribed. These include prescribed flux and prescribed head.
Code documentation reports should be consulted for the complete list of assumptions,
equations, and implementation details. Assumptions used in the development of the
basic mathematical model (Eq. S.l) are:
-

fluid flow is steady state, laminar, and Darcian,
permeability and coordinate axes are collinear,
gradients in equivalent freshwater head correctly represent driving forces,
fluid viscosity and density are constants,
aquifer properties (e.g., porosity, permeability, and thickness) vary spatially, and
boundary conditions permit natural water movement in the aquifer; wells (injection,
production, and observation) can be located anywhere within the system.

Additional assumptions of the variable density mathematical model are as follows:
-

fluid density is a function of pressure, temperature, and solute concentration,
fluid viscosity is a function of temperature and concentration,
injected fluid is miscible with the resident aquifer fluids,
hydrodynamic dispersion is a function of fluid velocity,
boundary conditions permit heat losses or gains to adjacent formations,
porous media and fluid are in thermal equilibrium,
rock density and heat capacity remain constant,
viscous dissipation is negligible with respect to energy balance, and
salt dissolution does not affect aquifer properties (e.g., porosity and permeability).

Codes Used ior Hydrologic Modelling and Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analysis
Complete descriptions of equations and assumptions of the codes used in the studies for
model calibration and sensitivity and uncertainty (S/U) analysis can be found in the
following references:
- REG-1:
- REG-2:

- REG-3:
- LOC-1:

SW2, a 3-D finite difference code [5.9].
Statistically based inverse method and code described in [5.10],
modified as described in [5.11] for steady state, two-dimensional
groundwater flow using the finite element method.
CFE, a 3-D finite element code [5.12]
Latin hypercube sampling program described in [5.13]
CFE/INV, a stochastic hydrologic extension to CFE with an associated
stochastic hydrologic library [5.6] and [5.14].
MAG, a 2-D finite difference code [5.7]
TRAK2D, a streamline/travel time code [5.15]
TBM2D, a code developed as described in [5.15] for generation of 2-D
realisations of log permeability and porosity random fields via Turning
bands.
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Domain Geometry and Discretisation
Domain geometry and spatial discretisation in regional modelling studies generally
corresponded to geologic layers of Figure 5.4. The 80 by 11 finite difference grid of the
REG-1 study (Figure 5.6) and the 1550 node and 1502 finite element mesh used by the
three codes of the REG-2 and REG-3 studies (Figure 5.7) are similar in gross detail.
The REG-2 and REG-3 discretisation represents a simplification that ignores faulting
along the bottom and an extension of the model to the recharge area to the west in New
Mexico.
The two-dimensional region of the LOC-1 study (Figure 5.8) is located around the
repository in Figure 5.4. Overall length of the model region was selected to allow
calculation of travel times from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment and
small enough for small-scale spatial fluctuations in material hydrologic properties and
the groundwater velocity field to be numerically resolved. The 20 km by 2.5 km region
was modeled with a uniform 19.5 m rectangular grid having 1,025 nodes in the
horizontal direction and 129 nodes in the vertical. Note that this local-scale model is
somewhat thicker than the corresponding regional-model cross section 2.1 km so that
some extrapolation was required to match boundary conditions.
The parameter estimation approach to model calibration used in the REG-2 and REG-3
studies required additional discretisation, known as parameter zonation, to be developed
for each parameter to be estimated. Hydraulic conductivity parameter zones are
generally selected according to interpreted similarities in facies and factors that would
lead one to believe that hydraulic conductivities in the zone would be similar. Two
different parameter zonations were used in the REG-2 study.
One set of runs used 99 hydraulic conductivity parameter zones, while 105 zones as
shown in Figure 5.9 were used in all other runs. The REG-3 study used two hydraulic
conductivity zonation schemes based on the geology of Figure 5.4. One scheme used 11
hydraulic conductivity zones and one used 22 zones as shown in Figure 5.10.
Boundary Conditions
All three regional studies (REG-1, REG-2, and REG-3) used the same spatial
distribution and type of boundary conditions illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 5.11,
but the distribution of recharge varied considerably from the uniform 7.50 mm/yr
specified in the problem description.
The LOC-1 study used a hierarchical approach to obtain boundary conditions. Boundary
conditions, see Figure 5.8, included a no-flow condition along the bottom boundary.
The western, upper, and eastern boundaries were prescribed head boundaries. The
prescribed values were obtained by interpolation of results from the REG-2 study. The
inconsistency in thickness between the local and region scale models required that
hydraulic head did not vary with depth along the lower portions of the eastern and
western boundaries.

-
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5.5.5

Data Used in Models
This section discusses how different studies interpreted and supplemented the basic data
set according to the specific emphasis and approach used. When only parameter ranges
were supplied study teams assumed a lognormal distribution for the parameter and
calculated the parameter mean and variance by assuming that the parameter range
(A-B) is equal to ±3 standard deviations about the mean using the following formula:
Parameter Median = exp ((ln(A) + ln(B))/2)
Variance ln(Paramctcr) = ((ln(B) - ln(A))/6)2
•

Permeability

Permeability distributions for the major lithologic units considered in the REG-2 and
REG-3 studies were derived from test case descriptions ranges as discussed above.
Hydraulic conductivity zones used in these studies represented regions of constant
conductivity and a lognormal distribution described the uncertainty in the conductivity
value for each zone. Correlation lengths assumed by this approach are thus specifically
selected when the hydraulic conductivity zonation is developed. Table 5.4 gives median
values of the assumed lognormal distribution for horizontal hj uraulic conductivity (Kx),
the range of Kx value (±3 sigma percentiles), and the geohydrologic material for the 22
hydraulic conductivity zones. Vertical components of hydraulic conductivity (KJ were
set equal to 0.1 Kx except for the salt zones where Kx = Kz.
Each of the 99 and 105 hydraulic conductivity zones used in the REG-2 parameter
estimation approach were assigned median values and ranges in the same way. Use of
more zones allowed more of the variability to be represented by providing smaller
correlation lengths, but it also introduced more degrees of freedom into the parameter
estimation problem.
Initial parameter values for the REG-1 study were generally computed as discussed
above, however, parameter values for grid blocks with more than one rock type were
harmonic means based on the thickness, median Kx values, and series/parallel flow
considerations. REG-1 study authors noted that basin lithology was so variable that no
rock type was continuous across the model grid. As a result conductivity was computed
and input on a grid block by grid block basis implying a correlation length on the order
of the model grid block spacing.
Calibrated hydraulic conductivities for the nineteen material zones of the REG-2 study
were developed from trial-and-error runs with the equivalent freshwater head model.
Calibrated values were used in a sensitivity study and a limited LHS uncertainty
analysis (5 realisations). Calibrated permeability values were taken as the mean value of
a log-normal penneability distribution and the appropriate variance from the test case
definition was assumed in order to perform the uncertainty analysis.
Figure 5.12 shows the cross-section and 23 material subregions used in the LOC-1
study. This cross-section corresponds to a portion of the cross-section shown in Figure
5.4, but includes the Dockum and the Lower San Andres Unit 4 basal dolomite (LSA4
Dolo). Variations in material properties between material subregions can be treated as
23 distinct, statistically independent, bivariate subfields. The joint probability
distribution functions were assumed to follow a lognormal distribution. Table 5.5 lists
the lithologies, the log 10 of the expected value for hydraulic conductivity (m • s_1), and
the variance in the logio hydraulic conductivity for each subregion. Materials within the
-
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region were assumed to be anisotropic with respect to intrinsic permeability, to have the
direction of maximum penneability parallel to the horizontal (x) coordinate axis, and to
have an anisotropy ratio equal to 0.1. An exponential model represented the spatial
autocorrelation of both the log permeability and porosity random fields. Integral scales
of the spatial autocorrelation function for log permeability and porosity were assumed
to be 9766 m and 976.6 m in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. It
should be noted that log permeability and porosity random fields were assumed to be
uncorrelated with one another.
Table 5.4

Zone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Hydraulic conductivity zonation scheme for 22 zone model used in
REG-3 study.
Median Value-Kx
(ms - 1 )

Description

1.29
1.29
3.06
9.67
1.72
1.72
1.72
1.72
3.06
3.06
3.06
1.29
3.06
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29

Ogallala
Dockum
Permian PRST
Permian PRST
Permian PRSH
Permian PRSS
Permian PRSS
Permian PRSS
Permian PRSA
Permian PRSD
Permian PRSL
Penn. SHPC
Permian PRAD
Wolfcamp WCO
Wolfcamp WCL
Wolfcamp WCFU
Penn. OWPCa
Wolfcamp REEF
Penn. SHDF
Wolfcamp WCR
Penn. GWPCb
Penn. LSPC

1<H
10-8
10-9
10-12
10-9
10-9
10-9
1(H>
10-"
10-"
It)-"
10-8

10^
1(H
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-8
10-7
10-8
10-7

HF

Range-Kx
(ms-i)
3.05 10-11-5.43 10-6
3.05 10-11 - 5.43 1(H

1.72 10-11-5.43 1(H
9.66 10-W - 9.66 10-10
5.43 10-12 _ 5.43 10-7
5.43 10-12-5.43 10-7
5.43 i(H2 _ 5.43 10-7
5.43 10-12 _ 5.43 10-7
9.66 10-fc _ 9.66 10-11
9.66 10-16 - 9.66 10-11
9.66 10-16 _ 9.66 10-11
1.72 10-11 - 9.66 1(H
1.72 • 10-11 - 5.43 10-7
1.72 10-io _ 9.66 10-5
1.72 1(H0 _ 9.66 10-5
1.72 1(H0 - 9.66 10-5
1.72 10-10-9.66 10-5
1.72 . lo-n _ 9.66 10-6
1.72 10-10 _ 9.66 10-5
1.72 • 10-11 _ 9.66 10-6
172 lO-io - 9.66 10-5
1.72-1(H0-9.66-10-5

• Porosity
REG-2 and REG-3 studies used constant effective porosities of 0.05 to calculate travel
times. Only the LOC-1 study used the recommended normal distribution for porosity as
shown in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5

Material
SubRegion*
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Material subregions, hydrogeologic units, and associated means and
variances for: 1) the log hydraulic conductivity probability density
functions and 2) the porosity pdf used in the LOC-1 study. Values are
log \Q of horizontal hydraulic conductivity in m • s~l.

Unit
Descr.
DOC
PRST
PRST
PRST
PRSH
PRSD
PRSA
PRSD
PRSD
PRSD
PRSD
PRST
PRST
PRST
PRSD
PRSS
PRAD
WCO&
WCC
WCL

Lithology

Ss,Sh,Cg
Sa,An,Ssh
Sa,An,Ssh
Sa,An,Ssh
Ssh.Ss
Sa,Do,An
Sa,An
Sa,Do,An
Sa,Do,An
Sa,Do,An
Sa,Do,An
Sa,An,Ssh
Sa,An,Ssh
Sa,An,Ssh
Sa,Do,An
Ssh
An.Do
Do and
Do with Sh
Ls,Als, &
Csh,Sh,Do
LSPC
Ls
GWPC(a)& Gw,Sh,Ls
WCFT(a)
SHPC&
Ls,Sh,Gw
SHAL
GWPC(a)& Gw, Sh, Ls
WCPT(a)

logu)K x (m/s)
Exp.
Value Variance

Porosity
Exp.
Value
Variance

-8.00
-11.0
-11.0
-12.0
-8.75
-12.0
-12.0
-12.0
-12.0
-8.35
-11.0
-11.0
-11.0
-9.0
-11.0
-11.0
-8.18
-8.18

0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69

0.0505
0.0505
0.0505
0.0505
0.0505
0.0097
0.0097
0.0097
0.0097
0.0420
0.0097
0.0505
0.0505
0.0750
0.0505
0.0505
0.1100
0.1100

2.7-HH
2.7 HH
2.7 KH
2.7-1(H
2.7 HH
7.3 10-6
7.3 1(H
7.3 10-6
7.3 10-6
1.6 KH
7.3 10-6
2.7-10^
2.7-10^
6.3 KM
2.7-10^
2.7 KH
3.6 1(H
3.6 1(H

-10.5

0.69

0.1100

3.6-10-3

-7.00
-7.50

0.69
0.69

0.1100
0.1100

3.6 10-3
3.6 10^

-7.00

0.69

0.1100

3.6 KH

-7.50

0.69

0.1100

3.6 10-3

* Abbreviations are for lithologies: Als = argillaceous limestone, An - anhydrite,
Cg - conglomerate, Csh - calcareous shale, Do = dolomite, Gw = granite wash
(arkosic sandstone), Ls = limestone, Sa - salt, Sh - shale, Ss = sandstone,
Ssh = silty shale.
• Recharge
Recharge was an important calibration variable in all regional studies. It was noted that
recharge could not be varied independently from hydraulic conductivity. REG-1 study
authors state; "it was not possible to even come close to reproducing measured heads
using median hydraulic conductivity values until modifications were made to recharge".
A variety of recharge distributions were considered beyond the range of 1.45 mm/yr to
20.8 mm/yr estimated in [5.16], and the unifoim 7.5 mm/yr described in this test case
description.
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The REG-1 study examined the following recharge: zero, 10.6 mm/yr (uniformly
distributed, values distributed between 1.S mm/yr and 20.0 mm/yr, one tenth of the
distributed quantity.
The REG-2 study trial-and-error part studied a range of recharge values that included
values from 3.13 to 7.5 mm/yr west of the Pecos river, and values from 0.73 to 1.74
mm/yr east of the Pecos river. The calibrated model used values of 6.24 mm/yr west
and 1.45 mm/yr east of the Pecos.
During the automatic calibration portion of the REG-2 study recharge was treated as a
trial-and-error variable and six recharge distributions were examined. These included:
-

the trial-and-error calibrated values above,
minimum, a uniform 1.45 mm/yr,
maximum, a uniform 20.8 mm/yr,
a linear distribution ranging from 1.45 mm/yr at the Pecos to the maximum of 20.8
mm/yr in the higher rainfall areas to both the west in the Pecos mountains and to the
east in Oklahoma,
- mean, 11.1 mm/yr, and
- the uniform 7.6 mm/yr determined in another earlier modelling study [5.17].

Recharge was an automatic calibration variable in the REG-3 study and th e recharge
zones were used. Recharge zone 1 was the region west of the Pecos River. Zone 2 was
between the Pecos and Red Rivers, and zone 3 was east of the Red River (see Figure
5.4). Prior recharge values were set at 6.25, 1.45, and 1.45 mm/yr for each of the three
zones, respectively. The uncertainty range was set at ±25% of the prior median value
and a normal distribution was assumed for the uncertainty in recharge within each zone
with an uncertainty range of ±25% of the median value was assumed.
Recharge as a variable was not a factor in the LOCI study as all boundaries were
prescribed head or no-flow boundaries.
• Total Dissolved Solids and Temperature
Only the trial-and-error portion of the REG-2 study explicitly considered TDS and
temperature. In this study TDS was prescribed as defined in the problem description and
temperature was prescribed according to the recommended geothermal gradient
(2 "C/100 m) and expected repository temperature (30.5 °C). Prescribing values for
temperature and concentration according to observed values, allowed calculated
pressure distributions to account for variable density effects (e.g., density gradients and
variable viscosity).
• Head Data for Calibration
The 61 equivalent freshwater head calibration points of the problem description
(Figure 5.3) were used directly in the REG-1 study since this study's cross-section was
the same as shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.
Simplifications along the base of the REG-2 study's cross-section left only 51 of the 61
calibration points within the modelled cross-section. During the trial-and-error part of
the REG-2 study all 61 points were used in the goodness-of-fit measure. Points below
the cross-section were compared to calculated potentials at the base of the cross-section.
During the first two runs of the automatic calibration phase of the REG-2 study only the
51 points within the cross-section were used for the goodness-of-fit measure. The six
-
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subsequent automatic calibration model runs used 70 calibration data points for
calculation of the goodness-of-fit measure through the addition of 19 calibration points
added from interpretations of various water table maps e.g. in [5.18].
Kriged values of head at each model node point provided the prior information used as
part of the complex goodness-of-fit measure in the REG-3 study. The 61 hydraulic head
calibration points were supplemented by an additional 17 values derived from Figure
5.3 to serve as water table elevations for the unconfined Dockum-Ogallala systems.
These 78 data points were used to krige a prior hydraulic head distribution for the
modeled cross-section. The variogram analysis performed as part of the kriging
indicated a strong linear trend in the hydraulic head data that corresponded to the
regional gradient. Removing the regional gradient via linear regression yielded a
relatively stationary detren ;d hydraulic head distribution (Figure 5.13) characteriseable
by a spherical semi-variogram. It has no nugget, a range of 9.4 km, a sill of 11500 m2,
and a vertical anisotropy ratio of 79. Universal kriging algorithms with an order of drift
of 1 and the semivariogram of Figure 5.13 resulted in the kriged hydraulic head
distribution of Figure 5.14. Uncertainties (standard deviations) associated with the
kriged hydraulic head distribution varied between 0 and 250 meters. This kriged head
distribution and the associated distribution of kriging errors were used inputs to the
CFE/INV code and served as the calibration standard for the statistical inverse analysis.
No model calibration data was considered directly in the LOC-1 study.
Discussion of Model Calibration/Parameter Estimation Efforts
• Methodology and Goodness of Fit Measure
The root-mean-square (RMS) difference between computed and interpreted freshwater
heads provided the goodness-of-fit measure used in the REG-1 study.
The REG-2 study's initial phase also used a trial-and-error approach to model
calibration, but the goodness-of-fit measure included both qualitative and quantitative
parts. Parameter values were modified first to obtain three qualitative features of the
initial conceptual model: 1) discharge to the Pecos River of most of the infiltration
occurring west of the Pecos River, 2) downward gradients through the salt strata, and 3)
surface-node head values less than or equal to surface-node elevation. After attaining
these features parameters were further modified to reduce RMS differences.
The final phase of the REG-2 study used a parameter estimation approach to calibration
and a goodness-of-fit measure based on both prior information on aquifer parameters
and observed values for hydraulic heads at the 70 calibration points discussed above.
Spatial distributions of hydraulic conductivity determined in this way produce hydraulic
heads that are reasonably close to observed heads while keeping estimates of hydraulic
conductivity reasonably close to the prior estimates. While the REG-2 study used a
more complex goodness-of-fit measure, the simpler RMS goodness-of-fit measure was
also calculated to provide a common basis for comparison with other study results. The
CFE/INV software used in the REG-3 study also uses a statistical inverse technique and
a complex goodness-of-fit measure to automatically adjust both the hydraulic
conductivity and recharge. However, in the CFE/INV approach the magnitude of the
parameter adjustments are constrained by the statistical variance of each input
parameter distribution, assuming that hydraulic conductivity is log-normally distributed
and that recharge is normally distributed. This approach, however, uses kriged hydraulic
head as field values for comparison with model calculated results and the
-
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reasonableness of fit between the measured and computed hydraulic head surfaces is
examined statistically. No model calibration was performed in the LOC-1 study.
• Discussion of Calibration Runs, Parameters, and Results
Time and resources for the REG-1 study precluded calibration of the model and limited
the calibration effort to four model runs that included three variations of recharge using
median hydraulic conductivities, and a fourth involving simultaneous reduction of the
distributed recharge and an increase in all hydraulic conductivities. Table 5.6
summarises these four runs and the RMS error values attained for the three converged
solutions. Convergence problems with run 1 were attributed to the high permeability
contrasts. All the runs illustrate the extreme interdependency between flux and
hydraulic conductivity and thus the value of having flux as well as head information.
The authors conclude that using only median values of parameter distributions can lead
to an incorrect impression of the flow system. Additionally they conclude that model
runs that do not satisfactorily reproduce observed heads should be disregarded when
performing a sensitivity/uncertainty analysis. They suggest simply modifying the ranges
for the given parameters and resampling the resulting distribution.
Table 5.6

Run #

Summary of the REG-l calibration runs and the associated RMS errors
(all 61 calibration points considered).
Description

RMS (m)

1

Median hydraulic conductivities and
uniform recharge (10.6 mm/yr).

Code failed
to converge

2

Median hydraulic conductivities and
distributed recharge

17300.

3

Median hydraulic conductivities and no
recharge

200.

4

10 x (Median hydraulic conductivities) and
0.1 x (distributed recharge values)

348.

Details regarding the sequence of trial-and-error calibration runs in the initial phase of
the REG-2 study are not discussed in [5.3]. It is indicated that the model was not felt to
be satisfactorily calibrated since the RMS was too high, but they accepted the model as
calibrated given the time constraints and purpose of the effort. An RMS error of 149.3
m was reported for the calibrated model. However, because only the 51 point
goodness-of-fit measures were used for subsequent parts of the REG-2 study the same
51 point goodness-of-fit measure (124.6 m) was used for comparison with the other
REG-2 study results. Values for recharge used in the calibrated model were 6.25 mm/yr
west of the Pecos River and 1.45 mm/yr to the east.
In the parameter estimation part of the REG-2 study eight cases were investigated. The
series of cases tested two conductivity zonation schemes and 6 recharge distributions.
The first two cases investigated the difference between a 99 and a 105 zone parameter
estimation model of hydraulic conductivity. The 105 zone model was considered to be
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better and was used to examine the 6 different recharge distributions using the 70 point
goodness-of-fit measure instead of the 51 points used in the first two runs. Each
automatic calibration case required approximately 500 iterations that included running
the hydrologic model, calculating the goodness of fit measure, and adjusting the
hydraulic conductivity distribution based on the sensitivity coefficients calculated
through an adjoint technique as the global parameter space was searched for the best
parameter distribution.
Table 5.7 compares the range of goodness of fit measures obtained with the 8 automatic
calibration cases (1-8) as well as the trial-and-error calibration case (0). The best results
were obtained for case 8 (RMS error of 34.9 m) which examined a constant recharge
distribution (7.6 mm/yr) and case 6 (RMS error of 35.0 m) which examined a
distributed recharge. It was noted that there was not much difference in any of the
automatic calibration cases and that the biggest differences in measured and computed
head are in the center of the basin near the large oil pumping centers. Estimation errors
were calculated for two of the eight cases. The magnitude of the estimation errors
indicated that the hydraulic heads were not sensitive to changes in most of the hydraulic
conductivity values. Additionally this analysis of estimation errors indicated that further
zonation schemes and recharge distributions need to be studied. The insensitivities and
instabilities indicated that additional head observations and hydraulic conductivity
measurements are required to reduce the uncertainty in the conductivities to reasonable
levels so the hydrologic model could confidently be used to assess flow paths and
associated travel times with reasonable uncertainty bounds.
The original plan of the REG-3 investigators was to keep the prior recharge values
fixed during the hydraulic conductivity calibration process. However, the combination
of median recharge configuration and median hydraulic conductivity distributions
produced tremendous head buildups on the eastern (discharge) end of the groundwater
flow system. The combination also prevented reasonable adjustments in the hydraulic
conductivity (i.e., within the prior range for each zone) to converge to a calibrated
model. As a result the calibration process was performed first for recharge using median
values for hydraulic conductivities and then hydraulic conductivities were calibrated
once the best recharge distribution had been determined for the median hydraulic
conductivity case. The recharge chosen for each of the three recharge zones, after 4
iterations of the 11 hydraulic conductivity zone inverse model, were 1.9-10-12 m s _ 1 for
zone 1, 1.6 1(H3 m s-1 for zone 2, and 6.3-10~14 m s_1 for zone 3. Although starting
values of hydraulic conductivity were very similar for both the 11-zone and 22-zone
models, calibrated recharges for the 22-zone model were much lower: 2.2-10~13 m s _ 1
for recharge zone 1, 2.2 10~14 i n s - 1 for recharge zone 2, and 6.3 • 10~15 m s _ I for
recharge zone 3. The calibration procedure is thus very sensitive to the median values
used for related parameters (e.g., recharge and hydraulic conductivity) and this in turn
affects the order in which calibration is performed for parameters. It should be noted
that values of recharge selected in the REG-3 study support the conclusions and results
of the REG-1 study where the best results using median hydraulic conductivities was
obtained with zero recharge (see Table 5.6). Excellent agreement between the prior and
predicted hydraulic head distributions was observed for both the 11 and 22 hydraulic
conductivity zone models in the region down gradient from the repository location.
Lesser agreement was observed up gradient from the repository, particularly in New
Mexico. Differences between prior and predicted hydraulic head distributions were well
within three standard deviations of the kriging error but no RMS error comparisons
were reported. The Project Team noted that lack of hydraulic head data at the various
stratigraphic interfaces makes it difficult to adequately resolve hydraulic conductivity
differences between zones.
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Calibrated model results in the form of contours of equivalent freshwater head for all
three regional studies are illustrated in Figure 5.1S. The different scales and contour
intervals make comparison difficult but the effects of increased recharge used in the
REG-2 study is evident in the predicted contours. The REG-1 and REG-3 study results
which used zero and very small recharge respectively are noticeably more similar.
Table 5.7

Information on the model calibration runs completed as part of the
REG-2 study (both by trial-and-error Case 0 and by an automatic
calibration procedure Cases 1 through 8).

ObserCase Zones vations
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

99
105
105
105
105
105

51
51
51
70
70
70
70

7
8

105
105

70
70

Recharge Considered
From trial-error runs
From trial-error runs
From trial-error runs
From trial-error runs
Minimum 1.45 mm/yr
Maximum 20.9 mm/yr
Distributed 1.45 to
20.9 mm/yr
Mean 0.5x(l.45+20.9) mm/yr
Fr. prev. studies 7.6 mm/yr

RMS

Errors
Maximum
—
—

124.6
47.0
44.0
36.3
39.5
38.4
35.0

-117.8
-106.6
107.7
-116.4
115.0

38.5
34.9

-117.5
114.5

Discussion of Prediction Uncertainty/Sensitivity Efforts
Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses were performed as part of the REG-2, REG-3, and
LOCI studies.
• Methodology
The trial-and-error calibrated model developed in the first part of the REG-2 study was
the basis of a simple sensitivity analysis and a limited LHS uncertainty analysis. The
sensitivity of both RMS error and groundwater travel time from the hypothetical
repository site were investigated with respect to:
- type of upper boundary condition (prescribed versus recharge),
- different recharge distributions,
- different hydraulic conductivity distributions for the LSA4 salt unit to partially
address the fracture flow issue, and
- variable fluid density and viscosity (i.e., density and temperature driven flow).
The uncertainty analysis used a LHS approach to determine uncertainty in groundwater
travel time as a result of the uncertainty in material permeabilities.
A Monte Carlo approach was used in the REG-3 study to estimate uncertainty in
groundwater travel time as a result of the unceitainty in both recharge and hydraulic
conductivity. However, in this analysis results from the model calibration were used to
reduce the variance or uncertainty estimates for the hydraulic conductivity and recharge
parameters. Additionally, a first order variance analysis was performed to identify
-
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which geohydrologic factors contribute the largest uncertainties to the estimate of
groundwater travel time.
The LOC-1 study used a Monte Carlo approach to investigate uncertainty in
groundwater travel time as done in the REG-3 study. The important difference was the
use of the high resolution groundwater model and the Turning bands method of
generating realisations for the hydraulic conductivity and porosity distributions that
allowed more of the heterogeneity issues to be investigated. Another important
difference was that the REG-2 and REG-3 approaches fixed the geometry of the
parameter distribution variability because of the need to define parameter zones with
fixed dimensions with constant values for the parameter throughout the zone. In the
LOC-1 study the zonation along with the values of parameters were allowed to change
in each realisation as illustrated in Figure 5.16.
• REG-2 Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analysis Runs and Results
The REG-2 study sensitivity analysis included twenty five runs (1-25) and the LHS
uncertainty analysis included 10 runs (26-35) which are summarised in Tables 5.8 and
5.9 respectively. Runs 1-13 and 26-30 simulated freshwater conditions and 14-25 and
31-35 simulated variable density flow. Groundwater travel times were computed for
runs 1-13 (to model boundary) and 26-35 (to 5-km boundary).
Model boundary travel time for the calibrated equivalent freshwater head model (run 8)
was 15.9 million years. All runs used a surface infiltration boundary condition except
run 1 which used a prescribed head surface boundary condition. Groundwater travel
time calculation difficulties were encountered with all variable density model runs. This
was attributed to poor grid resolution along the salt-bearing strata and basal formation
interface where a high-density gradient exists and there are sharp contrasts in material
properties. The uncertainty analysis was performed with both the freshwater and
variable density model using five realisations of material permeabilities determined via
LHS. All uncertainty analysis runs used an infiltration boundary condition with rates of
6.24 mm/year west of the Pecos river and 1.45 mm/year to the east. Sensitivity analysis
results, for the equivalent freshwater head model, indicate that run 1, the only
prescribed-head run, caused the greatest change in RMS error (15.2 m) while producing
only a minor change ' I groundwater travel time relative to the calibrated model. Head
(or pressure) results, as judged by RMS error, were not very sensitive to the LSA4 salt
unit permeability in either the freshwater or variable density model. Maximum RMS
error difference, for equivalent infiltration, was 5.1 m and 4.8 m for the freshwater and
variable density model respectively. RMS error in both models became less sensitive to
changes in salt unit permeability as infiltration increased. However, RMS error is
somewhat more sensitive to changes in infiltration in both models. Maximum RMS
error difference for equivalent salt unit permeability was 8.2 m and 16.0 m for the
freshwater and variable density model respectively.

-
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Table 5.8

Run

Fluid
Prop.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Brine
Brine
Brine
Brine
Brine
Brine
Brine
Brine
Brine
Brine
Brine
Brine

Summary of the results and a description of the 25 REG-2 sensitivity
analysis runs. Run # 8 is the calibrated model run.

Conduct.
salt
(m-s-i)
1.2-10-15
1.2 10-16
1.2 10-16
1.2 10-16
1.2 10-16

1.2
1.2
12
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2

10-w
10-15
10-O
10-15
10-12
10-12
10-12
10-12
10-16
10-16
10-16
10-16
10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15
10-12
10-12
10-12

1.2 10-12

Infiltration (mm/vear)
|
|
Travel time
W. of
E. of
(million
Pecos
Pecos
years)
held
3.13
4.69
6.25
7.50
3.13
4.69

625
7.50
3.13
4.69
6.25
7.50
3.13
4.69
6.25
7.50
3.13
4.69
6.25
7.50
3.13
4.69
6.25
7.50

head
0.73
1.09
1.45
1.74
0.73
1.09
1.45
1.74
0.73
1.09
1.45
1.74
0.73
1.09
1.45
1.74
0.73
1.09
1.45
1.74
0.73
1.09
1.45
1.74

17.06
84.0
81.5
79.2
77.4
16.8
16.3
15.9
15.6

8.9
8.6
8.4
8.3
—
—
—
—
—
_
—
—
—
_
_
-

RMS error
(m)
164.5
145.3
147.9
150.9
153.5
145.6
147.3
149.3
151.1
150.4
151.4
152.7
153.8
2990
304.4
310.2
315.0
297.4
302.2
307.0
311.0
302.2
306.2
310.3
313.7

RMS error, for both models, was less sensitive to changes in infiltration as salt
penneability increased. Freshwater model groundwater travel time decreased for
increased salt unit permeability and infiltration, and was somewhat more sensitive to
changes in infiltration than salt unit permeability.
Groundwater travel time estimates for the five freshwater simulations ranged from 2.3
to 404 million years, and for the four variable density simulations they ranged from 7.5
to 445 million years. This large range was attributed to the lack of realism in some
realisations (as judged by their large RMS errors). Extremes in the groundwater travel
time estimates are associated with the simulations that are the least realistic as
measured by their RMS errors. The REG-2 study supports the hypothesis that
uncertainty analyses should be restricted to realisations that produce plausible
predictions of observed system response (e.g., observed heads).
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Table 5.9

Summary of th? results and a description of the 10 REG-2 LHS
uncertainty anu'ysis runs.

Fluid
properties

Run no

Freshwater
Freshwater
Freshwater

26
27
28

404.4
37.6
107.0

649.0*
124.6
156.7

Freshwater
Freshwater

29
30

221.2
2.3

314.0*
1173.0

Brine

30.8

993.8

—

220.0*

Brine

31
32
33

103.0

325.0*

Brine
Brine

34
35

445.0
7.5

505.0*
1258.0

Brine

a
b

Travel time
(million years)

RMS error
(m)

For streamline originating at proposed repository site to designated
5-km boundary,
Streamline oscillated.

• REGS Uncertainty and First Order Variance Analysis Runs and Results
The REG-3 study inverse modelling approach, which uses additional information on
kriged heads to constrain parameter distributions to plausible ones, allowed prior
estimates for parameter values and ranges (variances) to be modified according to the
calibrated model results to form new or post estimates for parameter values and ranges.
Table 5.10 shows post (or modeled) and prior values and prior ranges for the hydraulic
conductivity and recharge for the 22-zone hydraulic conductivity model and Table 5.11
shows the prior- and post-estimation variances for modeled coefficients (note K„ and Kz
variances are natural logarithm while recharge is not). The largest change in post values
involved recharge in both the 11 and 22 zone hydraulic conductivity models. Low prior
estimates for hydraulic conductivity and prior anisotropy ratios (K^/K^ of 10 preclude
infiltration of the 6.0 mm/yr of recharge indicated by the prior estimate. Post Kx values
in the 11-zone model increased a factor of 5 to 10 over prior and post recharge in all
recharge zones decreased 2 orders of magnitude. In the 22-zone model post Kx values
for zones I, 2, 8, and 17 increased by an order of magnitude, and post recharge for all
recharge zones decreased by 3 orders of magnitude. Note that all hydraulic conductivity
coefficients were adjusted within their prior uncertainty range. The In (Kx) variance is
significantly reduced in hydraulic conductivity zones corresponding to the Ogallala,
Dockum, Wolfcamp, and Pennsylvanian layers, where the flow is primarily horizontal
to the east while the In (Kz) variance is most reduced in hydraulic conductivity zones
corresponding to the salt layers, where the flow is primarily downward.
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Table 5.11
Zone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
1
2
3

Prior and post natural logarithm hydraulic conductivity and recharge
variance values for 22 zone model of the REG-3 study.
Type
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
K*
Kz
Kx
Kz
Kx
K2
Kx
K,
Kx
K,
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
Kx
Kz
Recharge
Recharge
Recharge

Description
Ogallala

Prior
Variance

3.826
3.826
Dockum
3.826
3.826
Permian PRST
2.811
2.811
Permian PRST
2.221
2.221
Permian PRSH
3.471
3.471
Permian PRSS
3.471
3.471
Permian PRSS
3.471
3.471
Permian PRSS
3.471
3.471
Permian PRSA
3.471
3.471
Permian PRSD
3.471
3.471
Permian PRSL
3.471
3.471
Pennsylvania SHPC
4.590
4.590
Permian PRAD
2.811
2.811
Wolfcamp WCO
4.590
4.590
Wolfcamp WCL
4.590
4.590
Wolfcamp WCFU
4.590
4.590
Pennsylv. GWPCa
4.590
4.590
Wolfcamp REEF
4.590
4.590
Pennsylvania SHDF
4.590
4.590
Wolfcamp WCR
4.590
4.590
Pennsylv. GWPCb
4.590
4.590
Pennsylvania LSPC
4.590
4590
West Pecos River
2.713 1(H
Pecos-Red River
1.460- 1(H
East Red River
1.460-1(H
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Post
Variance
5.184-10-1
3.846
3.272-10-1
3.445
2.424
2.777
2.131
2.287-10-1
3.325
3.448
3.046
3.444
9.425-10-1
3.435
2.698-10-1
3.409
3.448
3.270-10-1
3.448
2.297-10-1
3.448
8.129-10-1
2.747-10-1
4.544
2.540
2,774
2.485
4.545
7.685 10-1
4.545
1.570
4.545
1.872
4.542
1.213
2.777
1.355
5.000
2.607
4.545
2.830
4.545
1.615
2.778
1.673-lO-ii
2.875 10-12
3.592-10-11

To eliminate the possibility of negative recharge in the zone west of the Pecos River in
the uncertainty analysis the prior recharge variances for the 11 zone model were
modified to yield a prior uncertainty range that was ±25% of the post recharge value.
Negative recharge realisations were possible because recharge variances are not
significantly reduced by the calibration process and post recharge was two orders of
magnitude smaller than the prior value thus creating a mis-match with the prior range.
Prior recharge variances for the 22-zone model were not reset to 25% of calibrated
recharge values. As a result the post recharge variances for the 22-zone model were
large enough that a few Monte Carlo simulation had slightly negative recharge in one of
the zones. However, these negative recharges were so small that they were effectively
zero. Mean (nominal) travel paths and groundwater travel time to the 5-km boundary
were calculated using the post-parameter values, and the results were 5.6 years and 7.6
million years respectively for the 11-zone and 22-zone models.
Two Monte Carlo simulations (consisting of 100 nins each) were performed in the
REG-3 study to determine effect of uncertainties in hydrologic coefficient estimation on
groundwater travel paths and travel times. One hundred realisations of fully correlated
parameters for both the 11 (or 22) hydraulic conductivity and 3 recharge zones were
created using post parameter distributions in order to generate 100 realisations of the
groundwater travel path and time for both the 11-zone and 22-zone models.
Groundwater travel path variations for the 11- and 22-zone models (Figures 5.17) are
similar and generally move downward to the Wolfcamp and Pennsylvanian Formations
and then roughly horizontally to the eastern model boundary. Both model's travel time
histograms (Figure 5.18) indicate a lognormal distribution with median values of 5.2
and 7.6 million years and minimum values of 2.9 and 2.4 million years for the 11-zone
and 22-zone model respectively. Differences in median travel times for the two
zonations was attributed to the increased hydraulic conductivity of the WolfcampGranite Wash layer required to achieve calibration of the 11-zone model.
Minimum travel times predicted by the two models on the other hand agree because
minimum travel times are predicted for pathlines that traverse the lower conductivity
Wolfcamp units which have similar calibrated values in both zonation models.
Uncertainties in statistical parameters have a significant effect on calculated ground
water travel times as is illustrated by the prior and post estimates for travel time
variance (the natural logarithm) and lower 1 percentile travel time (minimum travel
time expected with 99% confidence) given in Table 5.12. Monte-Carlo and first-order
analysis estimates of the lower 1 percentile, based on post hydraulic conductivity
variances are a factor of 100 larger than lower 1 percentile estimates based on prior
hydraulic conductivity variation alone for both the 11 and 22 zone models. This
demonstrates that use of plentiful, relatively accurate, potentiometiic head data in
conjunction with prior hydraulic conductivity data can be combined through a statistical
inverse approach to provide additional constraints that can reduce the uncertainty in
computed groundwater velocity and travel time.
First-order variance analysis of travel time reveals that recharge to the Wolfcamp an
Pennsylvanian Formations contributed the largest uncertainties to estimating a 5-kn
travel time. Specifically, the following coefficients (refer to Figure 5.10 to identif
zones) exhibit the largest uncertainties:
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Wolfcamp-Pennsylvanian
Wolfcamp-Pennsyivanian Granite Wash
Ogallala-Dockum
Permian PRAD
Permian PRSD
Permian PRST
All surface units

Recharge (west of Pecos River)
Kx (zones 14 and 19,)
Kx (zone 2)
Kz (zone 4 of the 11 zone model)
Kz (zone 10)
Kz (zone 4)
Recharge (Pecos to Red River)

These results are not surprising since groundwater travels downward to the Wolfcamp
and Pennsylvanian Formations and then laterally to the 5 km boundary in these units
(Figure 5.17).
It was noted that the model calibration problems, which arose during model calibration,
were, at least in part, the result of the incompatibility of prior recharge with prior
hydraulic conductivity distributions. These difficulties may affect performance
predictions.
Table 5.12

Groundwater travel time statistics (Deaf Smith County, Wolfcamp
formation) for the 11 and 22 zone model of the REGS study.
MonteCarlo/
Post

Firstorder/
Post

Firstorder/
Prior

3.2- 1<H

2.8 -HH

2.356

Natural log travel time
standard deviation (5 km)

0.179

0.167

1.535

Lower 1 percentile travel
time (5 km)

3.43 10*

3.53-10*

1.46-10*

2.6-10-1

5.4-10-1

2.221

Natural log travel time
standard deviation (5 km)

0.508

0.295

1.490

Lower 1 percentile travel
time (5 km)

2.32 10*

3.81 106

2.35 10«

11 zone model:
Natural log travel time
variance (5 km)

22 zone model:
Natural log travel time
variance (5 km)
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• LOC-1 Uncertainty Analysis Runs and Results
The LOC-1 study's Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis was limited to 5 realisations of log
permeability and porosity random fields generated using a Turning bands method from
the parameter values in Table 5.5 and correlation scales discussed earlier. Kz was one
order of magnitude less than the corresponding Kx, but variances of the logarithms of
Kz were assumed the same as for Kx. Contours of the hydraulic conductivity
distributions for realisations 1 and 2 were presented in Figure 5.16. Note that contour
lines tend to be more closely spaced in material subregions with the higher variances
than in those with relatively low variances.
To establish the effects of intra-layer heterogeneities an additional homogeneous-layer
base case simulation was run using expected values of hydraulic conductivity and
porosity for each node in a given layer. Figure 5.19 illustrates the spatial distributions
of expected values of hydraulic conductivity and porosity, contours of the resulting
hydraulic head distribution, and predicted travel paths for streamlines starting at the
eastern and western extent of the repository. For this base case, hydraulic conductivity
is spatially uniform over each material subregion and changes abruptly at the interfaces
between the 23 layers (subregions). This is how variability has been treated in all
methods discussed thus far. For the base case the most abrupt change in permeability is
3.5 orders of magnitude and occurs between subregions 19 and 20. Predicted hydraulic
head changes relatively little in the upper 500 m consistent with the relatively high
values of permeability assigned and the nearly constant prescribed head values assigned
at the boundary along this portion of the grid. Next, over the greater part of the salt
section (approximately 1000 m), the hydraulic gradient is predominantly downward, but
gradually decreases with depth consistent with the overall increase in the expected
permeability. Below this is a transition region, approximately 500 m thick, that includes
the lower part of the salt section and the upper part of the deep basin flow system
where the hydraulic gradient oscillates. Finally the hydraulic gradient is nearly
horizontal along the bottom 500 m of the modelled region, which is actually the lower
part of the deep basin regional flow system, but its magnitude is relatively low. This is
consistent with the prescribed head boundary conditions which are constant with depth
and the relatively high permeabilities in this region. Note that the hydraulic head
contours tend to diverge near the eastern and western boundaries. This is a consequence
of the boundary conditions not being consistent with the assigned permeabilities for this
realisation, and illustrates the need to conduct regional- and intermediate-scale
simulation analyses conjunctively.
The MAG code converged for only three of the five realisations. Hydraulic head
contours and travel path plots for these realisations are shown in Figure 5.20. All three
hydraulic head distributions have the same gross features as discussed for the
homogeneous-layer case. Differences are mainly local variations superimposed on this
overall trend, but this does not imply that variations are small in magnitude or
inconsequential as is illustrated by a comparison of specific discharge vectors for
realisations 1 and 2 plotted in Figure 5.21. Although flow is predominantly from west to
east, exceptions occur in all three cases. Areas of east to west flow are isolated mainly
to the shallower parts of the region, within 2 or 3 km of the eastern or western
boundaries although to a lesser exte it there are very local areas of east to west flow as
well. This study considered the lateral extent of the repository in its travel time
calculations. Ten different particles were tracked from initial locations equally spaced
along the base of the 2 km wide repository which was located at an elevation of -344 m
in material subregion 9 from horizontal coordinates 6.5 km to 8.5 km. The disturbed
zone was assumed to be located at horizontal coordinate of 10 km and for analysis
purposes the time of travel to seven boundaries at distances of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and
-
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10 km from the disturbed zone was recorded along with the boundary intercept
elevation and the material subregion number where the particle crossed the boundary.
These boundaries correspond to vertical lines at horizontal coordinates of 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, and 20 km, respectively. Table 5.13 summarises particle travel time, intercept
elevation, and exit subregion number results for all four cases simulated (the expected
value case and the three random realisations). However, the table presents only the
results for the single particle with minimum travel time. A comparison of these
minimum travel times clearly illustrates the importance of the smaller scale variability
considered by this study.
Travel times, in millions of years, to the edge of the disturbed zone varied from a
minimum of 0.11 for realisation 1 through 2.3 for the homogeneous-layer case to a
maximum of 8.3 for realisation 2. Similarly travel times to the boundary 5 km from the
disturbed zone varied from a minimum of 0.82 through 4.24 to a maximum of 9.24 for
the same 3 realisations. The observed variability of travel times illustrate how travel
time can be dominated by flow in high and low conductivity features. While travel
times for the homogeneous-layer case vary nearly linearly, an analysis of the travel
times versus horizontal distance values for the 3 random realisations indicates periods
of little increase when the particle is moving down relatively high permeability (or low
porosity) zones and periods of abrupt changes when the particles must cross low
conductivity zones. Low conductivity barriers, for example, were encountered by the
pathlines for realisations 1 and 3 just beyond the 4 km and 2 km boundary crossings
respectively. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 present the travel path plots for all four cases for the
two particles whose initial positions were at the extreme western and eastern boundaries
and thus bound the travel paths of the remaining 8 particles. The effect of high
conductivity zones is illustrated by the two pathlines for realisation 2, Figure 5.20 (d).
They nearly converge in the high conductivity zone of material subregion number 17,
yet they remain distinct pathlines. The three sets of pathlines are rather diverse,
indicating the uncertainty associated with their estimation even though their exit points
are all between elevations of 0 m and -500 m. It should be noted that while
groundwater velocity vectors are collinear with the corresponding specific discharge
vectors (e.g., Figure 5.21) the magnitudes differ in a nonsystematic way because the
effective porosity varies spatially.
It was concluded that although the statistical model used was conditional because it
explicitly incorporated available information on the locations of various hydrologic
units, it was unconditional in the sense that the generated realisations of parameters did
not correspond to, or were constrained by, any real data. It was felt that future
stochastic modelling should incorporate conditional simulation methods and that
boundary condition information for the intermediate scale should be based on regional
hydrologic simulations performed conjunctively in order to explicitly consider geometry
and effective average parameters of the intermediate-scale model in the regional
modelling. The Project Team reported that many of the questions related to the
convergence of the numerical algorithm, measurement scale, and spatial discretisation
not addressed because of time limitations, should be a part of future efforts. It was
pointed out that questions of convergence and sensitivity to grid spacing are especially
important in stochastic spatial variability problems because the grids must satisfy
constraints related to both representation of variability as well as those related to
hydraulic head variations. Unlike deterministic problems in which spatial distribution
are known and can be addressed with grid design, there is no prior knowledge of where
the maximum changes in parameters will occur so that grid and code must be designed
to accommodate a wider range of conditions.
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Table 5.13

Simulated travel times corresponding to expected values of log
hydraulic conductivity and effective porosity as reported by the
SRP-team using the MAG-code.

Horizontal
Coordinate
of boundary
(km)

Intercept
elevation
(m)

Material
subregion
number

Total
travel time
(x 105 years)

-162
-443
-441
-452
-449
-457
-472

14
17
17
17
17
17
17

23.3
37.1
38.5
39.8
41.1
42.4
48.1

333
333
331
327
316
-77
-106

10
10
10
10
10
14
14

1.12
1.25
1.36
1.48
1.68
8.27
12.7

-450
-439
-419
-469
-465
-451
-454

17
17
17
17
17
17
17

327
321
276
-58
-101
-98
-368

10
10
11
14
14
14
17

Expected values:
10
11
12
13
14
15
20
Realisation 1:
10
11
12
13
14
15
20
Realisation 2:
10
11
12
13
14
15
20

82.9
83.6
84.4
86.4
88.8
92.4
100.

Realisation 3:
10
11
12
13
14
15
20
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1.19
1.55
2.32
37.6
40.7
43.5
54.2

5.6

Conclusions
Detailed data for this regional problem, supplied with the test case description and
supplemented from available literature, provided a common data base representative of
a realistic potential repository location. As such, it provided a realistic basis for
application, demonstration, development, and comparison of approaches and techniques
for sensitivity and uncertainty analyses useful in estimating or quantifying uncertainty
in a performance measure like groundwater travel time.
The two Project Teams participating in this test case produced four draft reports on the
studies conducted for this test case which have been summarised in this chapter. Table
S.14 provides a summary of the major conceptual and numerical modelling features of
these four studies.
Five different codes, including two inverse codes, were used to examine regional issues
at the 100 km scale using 8-10 km by 0.2-0.4 km grids and the local (strictly
intermediate) scale issues at the 20 km scale using a regular grid with a 20 metre
spacing. Regional modelling efforts examined model calibration issues, parameter and
conceptual model sensitivity issues as well as providing uncertainty estimates for
groundwater travel time and demonstrated how first order variance analysis can be used
to determine the significance of individual input parameters. The intermediate-scale
modelling effort investigated some of the hierarchical modelling issues involved with
the coupling of regional- and intermediate-scale models through boundary conditions,
and some of the issues associated with examining and modelling additional aspects of
parameter variability (e.g., the effect of random heterogeneity rather than the effect of
user interpreted patterns, e.g. layers or zonation patterns, and other parameter-scale
related issues).
The four studies have addressed to some extent the modelling issues identified in the
test case description. These include:
• Methods!approaches to address uncertainties in parameters such as:
-

permeability (addressed by all studies),
porosity (LOC-1 study),
vertical pressure distribution (REG-1, REG-2, and REG-3 studies),
geothermal gradient (REG-2a study),
total dissolved solids (REG-2a study), and
detailed considerations of interbeds (REG-2a LSA4 sensitivity study, LOC-1 study).

• Systematic steps and judgmental issues related to definition of a conceptual model
such as simplification of stratification and dimensionality (addressed by all studies
and focus of REG-2 study).
• Regional!local analysis through a hierarchical approach to examine scale related
issues (LOC-1 study).
• Model calibration techniques and related issues including:
- trial-and-error (all studies for some parameters),
- inverse parameter estimation (REG-2b, REG-3), and
- goodness-of-fit function/goodness-of-fit measure (e.g., RMS differences between
calculated and observed head values) and other parameter/model plausibility criterion
(REG-1, REG-2, and REG-3 studies).
-
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• Application, demonstration, and development
approaches for:

of sensitivity

and

uncertainty

- identification of key input parameters (all studies, particularly the REG-3 study), and
- quantification of performance measure (e.g., groundwater travel time) uncertainty in
the form of relative frequency histograms and percentiles (REG-3 study) or other
standard statistical descriptions such as range, expected value, and variance
(REG- 2a and LOCI studies).
The various model calibration and sensitivity and uncertainty methods used in these
four studies have included:
• Three approaches to model calibration:
- trial-and-error (all studies for some parameters),
- two-dimensional, isotropic, statistical inverse approach for estimation of hydraulic
conductivity based on point estimates of head and other prior information on
hydraulic conductivity (REG-2b study), and
- three-dimensional, anisotropic, statistical inverse approach for estimation of
hydraulic conductivity and recharge based on nodal estimates of observed heads as
interpolated from the geostatistical method (Kriging) and prior information on
hydraulic conductivity and recharge (REG-3 study).
• Single parameter variation approach to sensitivity analysis (all studies to some
extent, but particularly the REG-2a study).
• Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis through:
- random sampling and the use of importance analysis by first order methods (REG-3
study),
- stratified sampling via Latin Hypercube sampling (REG-2a study), and
- the use of two-dimensional Turning bands method to synthesise statistically
anisotropic Gaussian fields for a random sampling approach (LOCI study).
A summary of the model calibration efforts and the RMS values achieved follows, but
comparisons should be made carefully since different numbers of parameters and
different assumptions were involved.
• REG-1:

Trial-and-error calibration was not completed. Parameters varied were
recharge and hydraulic conductivity and the calibration criteria was
RMS error. In all 4 runs were made and the minimum RMS error was
200 m.

• REG-2a:

Trial-and-error calibration included variation of recharge and hydraulic
conductivity and the calibration criteria included qualitative criteria and
RMS error. The number of runs is not known but the minimum RMS
error was 149.3 m.

• REG-2b:

Included a combination of trial-and-error and statistical inverse
calibration that varied hydraulic conductivity via inverse methods, and
recharge values and parameter zonation for both recharge and hydraulic
conductivity via trial-and-error methods. The calibration criteria was
RMS error overall and a complex calibration criteria based on point
heads and prior information of hydraulic conductivity for the inverse
-
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modelling. The number of inverse model runs was 8 but this required
about 4000 (8 x 500) groundwater model runs to achieve a RMS error
of 34.9 m.
• REGS:

Included a combination of trial-and-error and statistical inverse
calibration that varied recharge and hydraulic conductivity via inverse
methods, and parameter zonation for both recharge and hydraulic
conductivity via trial-and-error methods. The calibration criteria was a
complex calibration criteria based on heads and prior information
hydraulic conductivity like the REG-2 study but based on kriged nodal
values of observed head for the inverse modelling. The number of runs
is not known and RMS values were not reported.

The only systematic sensitivity analysis was undertaken by the REG-2 study systematic in the sense that it was performed to test sensitivity to parameter and
conceptual model issues once model calibration was achieved. Results from this
sensitivity analysis are summarised in Table 5.8. Other ad hoc sensitivity analyses were
performed as part of model calibration.
A summary of 5 km groundwater travel time uncertainty analyses follows:
- The REG-2a study used a Monte Carlo LHS uncertainty analysis with hydraulic
conductivity as the uncertain parameter. Parameter variation was based on the
supplied or prior (i.e., unconditioned or unconstrained) statistics. There were 5
realisations and the results for the freshwater and brine/temperature model are:

minimum
maximum
mean
best
fit*

Freshwater Model

BrineA'emperature Model

2.3 • 106 yrs (RMS=1173 m)
404.4 -10* yrs (RMS=649 m)
154.2-10* yrs
37.6-10* yrs (RMS=124.6m)

7.5 • 106 yrs (RMS=1258 m)
445.0 10** yrs (RMS=505 m)
185.0 10* yrs
103.0 10« yrs (RMS=325 m)

* Note: calibrated model RMS = 149.3 m (fresh/water model), calibrated model
RMS = 307 m {brine/temperature model).
- The REG-3 study used a Monte Carlo random sampling uncertainty analysis with
hydraulic conductivity and recharge as the uncertain parameters. Parameter variation
was based on post (or fitted) parameter distributions determined during m del
calibration and all the parameter distributions were fully correlated. There were 100
realisations and the results for the 11 and 22 zone model follow.
11 zones
2.9-10 6 yrs
7.5 106 yrs
5.6-10 6 yrs
5.2-10 6 yrs
Figure 5.18
0.179
3.43 • 106 yrs

minimum
maximum
mean
median (lognormal)
rel. frequency histograms
natural log travel time var.
lower 1 % travel time
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22 zones
2.4-10 6 yrs
36.0 106 yrs
7.6-10 6 yrs
7.6-10 6 yrs
Figure 5.18
0.508
2.32-10 6 yrs

_ The LOC-1 study used a Monte Carlo random sampling with Turning bands
generation of the realisation and hydraulic conductivity and porosity were the
uncertain parameters. Parameter variation was based on the prior (i.e., unconditioned
or unconstrained) statistics. There were 4 realisations (3 random and one
homogeneous) and the results for the minimum travel time streamlines are:
minimum
maximum
mean

0.11 • 106 yrs
10.00 • 106 yrs
3.94-10 6 yrs

The above completes a summary of what was done for this test case. The following
documents those areas where there was a general consensus about what was learned:
- There is a strong coupling or correlation between recharge as an uncertain parameter
and hydraulic conductivity. These two parameters are not independent or unique
from a parameter estimation point of view. Some observed flux data are required in
addition to observed heads to scale the problem. The evidence appears in the REG-1
study where it is indicated that observed heads can not be matched by median K's
without modification of recharge. In the REG-2b study it appears in the form of the
flat performance measure for the 6 recharge runs (RMS range 34.9 m to 395 m); in
the REG-3 study by the tremendous head buildup (like in the REG-1 study) that
required parameter estimates of recharge before estimates of K; in the LOC-1 study
it is evident with regard to the inconsistencies along the boundary where flux and K.
were not properly matched.
- Realisations used in sensitivity and uncertainty analysis must be conditioned and
constrained to those that reproduce, within uncertainty limits, observed system
behaviour. This can be done as in the REG-3 study by developing post means and
variances for the parameter distributions that will be used in the uncertainty analyses.
- Parameter estimation results must be carefully examined for instability and
insensitivity problems. Vast improvement in the goodness-of-fit measure generally
achieved can lead to the belief that a calibrated model is a better representation of
reality, while in fact it may be no closer to reality at all if uniqueness and instability
problems exist. A calibrated model can still suffer from errors in parameter values if
there is not enough information to accurately evaluate best values. Conceptual model
errors and implementation errors (e.g., zonation introduces error due to the
assumption of a uniform effective parameter within a zone and thus an implied
correlation structure) must be addressed by the modeller through the standard
trial-and-error testing.
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Table 5.14

Comparison of conceptual and numerical model features of the four studies.

Ft

"-n

kEO.1

REn-2*

HFr,.2h

RF.r..i

LOCI

Groundwater Code

SWIFT n

CFEST

FK/INV

CFEST-1NV

MAGUS

Type Code and Dimension

F.D. 3-D

F.E 3-D

F.E. 2-D (x.y)
INVERSE

P.E. 3 D
INVERSE

F.D. 2-D

Formulation Considered

Equivalent Fresh-Water Head

Equivalent Freah-Water Head Equivalent Fresh-Water Head
and Variable Density

Equivalent Freih-Waier Head

Equivalent Fresh-Water Head

Geometry of Modeled Domain
and Boundaries

As Specified in Test
Case Description

Bottom Boundary Smoothed, Extended Western Flux
Boundary to Recharge/Outcrop in Pecos Mountains to West

Same as REG-2

Used Local Boundaries Specified in Test-Case Description

Aqirifer/Aquiiaid Features

11 Layers and 11
Material Properties (K) tdfs

19 Material
Property (K) pels

11 Layers and 99 and
10S Parameter Zones
Priors Based on 22
Material Property (K) pdfs

11 Layers and 11 and
22 Parameter Zones
Based on 11 and 22
Material Property (K) pdrs

23 Layers and 23
Material Properties (K) pdrs
pdfs

Discretization

80 <x) by 11(e)

1550 Nodes

1550 Nodes

Same as REG-2

1025 (x) by 129 (z)

Approximated Grid Scale

• Km by 0.4 Km

10 Km by 0.2 Km

10 Km by 0.2 Km

Same as REG-2

0.02 Km by 0.02 Km

Approximate Hydraulic
Parameter Zone Scale for K

Grid Block by Grid Block

(Element by Element)

SO Km by 0.3 Km

400 Km by 0.3 Km

0.02 Km by 0.02 Km

Exponential Correlation
Structure for K

No

No

9.8 Km by 0 98 Km

Recharge Zones

a) Constant as Spedfled
b) Distributed
c) No Recharge

2 Zones East of Pecos
R. and West of Pecos R.

a) Constant Values
b) Distributed
c)2ZonesofREG-2a

3 Zones West of Pecos
East of Pecos East of
Red River

None
N.A.

Type of Boundary Conditions

As Specified bi Test
Case Description

Same as REG-1

Same as REG-1

Same as REG-1

B.C. from Calibrated
REG-2 Model

No
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Figure 5.1

Map showing the Permian Basin Salt Area and principal tectonic
provinces (upper). Expanded map showing the major structural elements
of the Texas Panhandle (lower).
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Figure 5.2

Regional east-west cross section through eastern New Mexico and the Texas Panhandle illustrating stratigraphic
relationships between major deposi.ional systems in the Palo Duro Basin [5.19].
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Regional cross section.
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Local model geology.
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Figure 5.6

Model grid of the Palo Duro Basin (x-80, z-11) used in the REG-1
study. Reported by the SAN-team using the SW2-code.
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5.8

Two-dimensional local model region used for the LOC-1 study (see the repository location in Figure 5.4 for regional
reference). Reported by the SRP-team using the MAG-code.

JGL

Figure 5.9

Plot illustrating the 105 hydraulic conductivity parameter zones used in the REG-2 study. Reported by the SRP-team
using the CFE/INV-code.
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Figure 5.10

Plot illustrating the 22 hydraulic conductivity parameter zones used in the REGS study. Reported by the SRP-team
using the CFEllNV-code.
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Figure 5.11

Plot illustrating the distribution of boundary condition types being
used for the regional Palo Duro cross-section models.
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20

Diagram of the 23 material subregions modelled in the LOC-1 study.
Reported by the SRP-team using the MAG-code.
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Figure 5.13

Semivariogram for the head data after removing regional trend
(anisotropy ratio = 78.91) from the REG-3 study. Reported by the
SRP-team using the CFE/INV-code.
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Figure 5.14

Kriged hydraulic head distribution used as part of the goodness-of-fit
measure for the REG-3 study. Reported by the SRP-team using the
CFE/INV-code.
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Figure 5.15

Comparison of calibrated model results inform of equally spaced contours of equivalent freshwater headfromthe
three regional studies. Upper: Best REG-1 result (100 m spacing, RMS error - 200 m), middle left: REG-2 99 zone
model (50 m spacing, RMS error = 47 m), middle right: REG-2 105 zone model (50 m spacing, RMS error = 34.9 m),
lower left: REGS 11 zone model (100 m spacing, no RMS error reported), lower right: REGS 22 zone model (100m
spacing, no RMS error reported).
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Figure 5 J6

Hydraulic conductivity realisation from the LOC-1 study. Reported by the SRP-team using the MAG-code.
Upper: Realisation # / , lower: Realisation # 2. Shown are contours ofloglQ hydraulic conductivity in m • s-K
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Figure 5.17

*

IMp»»»

Groundwater travel path variance due to the uncertainties in recharge
and hydraulic conductivity parameters (calculated as part of the
REGS Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis). Upper: 11-zone model
results; lower: 22-zone model results. Reported by the SRP-team using
the CFE/INV-code.
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Figure 5.18

Groundwater travel time histogram (5-km distance), calculated as part
of the REG-3 Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis. Upper: 11-zone
model; lower: 22-zone model. Reported by the SRP-team using the
CFE/lNV-code.
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Contours ofLOC-1 study homogeneous-layer inputs and results. Upper
left: log l0 horizontal hydraulic conductivity (ms-*); lower left:
porosity; upper right: head; lower right: calculated travel paths.
Reported by the SRP-team using the MAG-code.
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LOC-1 study results using values of hydraulic conductivity and effective porosity for all three realisations as reported
by the SRP-team using the MAG-code. Upper left: head contours for realisation # I, lower left: travel paths for
realisation # 1, upper middle: head contours for realisation # 2, lower middle: travel paths for realisation # 2, upper
right: head contours for realisation # 3, lower right: travel paths for realisation # 3.
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Figure 521

Calculated specific discharge vectorsfromthe LOC-l study. Upper: realisation # 1; lower: realisation # 2. Reported
by the SRP-team using the MAG-code.

6.

Case 4: Groundwater Flow Over a Salt Dome

Introduction
There are many situations where groundwater flow is influenced by density and
viscosity variations due to the presence of dissolved salt. One important situation is
concerned with flow in regions surrounding salt domes or bedded salt deposits that may
be used for the disposal of radioactive waste.
The particular problem considered is an idealisation of the situation found in rocks
overlying the Gorleben salt dome in Gemiany [6.1]. The uppermost quaternary aquifer
at the site contains fresh water, but at a depth of 300 m, the groundwater is saturated
with salt. Geophysical measurements in boreholes indicate that the interface between
fresh and saltwater is sharp. The interface is a result of the hydrogeological conditions
and the diffusive/dispersive processes.
This test case is an extension of Case 5 Level 1 [1.4] to perform a sensitivity analysis.
However, the extension includes a diffusion coefficient, as opposed to the test case at
Level 1.
Purpose and Scope
Results from the HYDROCOIN Level 1 indicated that convection cells arise from the
salt source along the bottom of the system as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The streamline
plot shown represents the flow field calculated by the AER-team with the NAM-code
during the Level 1 effort [1.4]. It was not clear whether these convection cells were
physically realistic. This Level 3 test case was developed to investigate if the
convection cells would be relevant for flow situations over salt domes. The
investigation was performed by carrying out a sensitivity analysis to investigate effects
of uncertainties in hydrogeological parameters, boundary conditions, and the conceptual
model. In this way more realistic data sets could be tested, e.g., layered systems and
parameters or parameter combinations which have the greatest influence on convection
cells could be identified.
Definition of Case 4
Conceptual Model and Assumptions
Isothermal flow, governed by Darcy's law using an appropriately mass-averaged
velocity, was assumed for the hydrological system. The modelled region was a
two-dimensional vertical cross-section shown in Figure 6.2. Homogeneous and isotropic
properties were suggested for the base case formulation. A linear variation in the
pressure distribution is imposed along the top boundary with a maximum value of
p=105 Pa, and a salt source is prescribed along the midpoint of the bottom boundary.
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Mathematical Model and Boundary Conditions
The following equations and boundary conditions represent the basic premises for the
test case in its initial formulation. Some of them change according to the suggested
parameter and case variations.
The steady-state mass balance equations for fluid and salt are taken to be
-V(pfti) = 0

(6.1)

- V (pfcpu) + V(pfDVcp) = 0

(6.2)

Assuming that the fluid density depends only on die brine concentration, the above
equations are coupled by Darcy s law:

u = -V?P-P f g>.

< 63 >

and the fluid density relation,
c_

,

c

<6'4>

PH*^'
ref

where p^f and p , are the fresh water density (c = 0) and the saturated salt water
density (c = 1), respectively. These equations are to be solved with a diffusiondispersion tensor,
Djj = Ftj, u 5jj + (R L - R^u s uj /u + D p 5ij,

(6.5)

that also accounts for the diffusive part of the transport.
Along the top boundary (z=0 m), the pressure is specified by
p(x)=p(0) (1 - x/900), for 0 m £ x £ 900 m,

(6.6)

where p(0)=105 Pa and the concentration is taken to be
c = 0, for the inflow region 0 £ x £ x 4 , and

(6.7)

K
^ E = 0, for the outflow region x-t£ x £ 900 m.

(6.8)

The dividing line between inflow and outflow regions is determined self-consistently by
the solution to the problem.
For the vertical boundaries (x=0 m and x=900 m) the boundary conditions are

-
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u, = 0, and

(6.9)

j£ = 0, for -300 m £ z £ 0.

(6.10)

Finally, along the bottom boundary (z = -300 m),
u2 = 0,and

(6.11)

^

(6.12)

=0

for 0 m £ x £ 300 m and 600 m £ x £ 900 m, and

c =1,for 3 0 0 m < x < 600m.

(6.13)

Thus the region between 300 m and 600 m is a source of saturated brine, representing
the salt dome, which is released to the overlying groundwater system by lateral
dispersion and diffusion.
3

Base Case Parameters for Case 4
The base case parameters to be used are listed below.
Table 6.1

Base case parameters to be used.

Parameter

Value

Permeability

K

110-«2 m2

Porosity

e

0.20

R

L
K,

20 m
2 m

D

MO* m2-s-i

Dispersion length
longitudinal
transversal
Diffusion
Density of

fluid
fresh water
saturated brine

P

ret

1103 kg m-3 (c =0)

P*

1.2-103 kg-111-3 (c

Dynamic viscosity

V

M(HPa s

Top boundary condition parameters
max pressure
max. distance
min. pressure

P(0)
XfflM

1•10' Pa
900m

POw)

OPa
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=1)

Variations
Four basic variations were suggested for this test case and each included several
additional minor variations. Basic variations included: 1) altered hydrogeological
parameters for homogeneous aquifer, 2) altered conceptual model (inhomogeneous
aquifer), 3) changes in boundary conditions, fluid properties (brine density and fluid
viscosity), and geometry, and 4) sensitivity of the solution to grid density.
The first set of parameter variations assume a homogeneous aquifer with the following
changes:
1.1

only diffusion, without dispersion; R = R

=0m;

1.2

only dispersion; Dp = 0 , 1 ^ = 20 m, Rj, = 2 m;

1.3
1.4
1.5

permeability decrease; kx = kz = 10 -13 m2;
anisotropy kx = 1CH2 m2, kz = 10-» m2;
dynamic viscosity, \i (Pas - 4 ), linearly dependent on brine mass fraction, c ,
as follows: u. = 0.001 + 0.0008 c .

The second set of parameter variations assume an inhomogeneous aquifer with the
following parameter variations:
2.1
2.2

two horizontal isotropic layers:
layer 1 (z = 0 m, z = -200 m),
layer 2 (z = -200 m, z = -300 m),
two horizontal anisotropic layers:
layer 1 (z = 0 m, z = -200 m),
layer 2 (z = -200 m, z = -300 m),

kx = k z = 10"12 m2;
kx = k z = 10-» m2;
kx = 1CH2, k z = 10-» m2;
kx = 1(H\ k z = 10-* m2;

The third parameter variation set involved altered boundary conditions and model
geometry as follows:
3.1

salt flow by diffusion from salt dome along the bottom boundary from
x = 300 m to x = 600 m with reduced density (equivalent to an actual
c = 0.25) so that if c = 1.0 then p, = 1050 kg/m3;

3.2

salt flow by diffusion from salt dome along the entire bottom boundary from
x = 0 m to x = 1200 m with normal density so that if c = 1.0 then

3.3
3.4

3.5

p , = 1200kg/m3;
top boundary with reduced pressure difference p(0) = 1 • 10* Pa,
x m „ = 900 m, p(xmax) = 0 Pa;
top boundary with constant recharge and discharge rates distributed as
follows:
- constant infiltration rate of 100 l/m 2 yr from x = 0 m to x = 300 m;
- no infiltration from x = 300 m to x = 600 m;
- constant discharge from x = 600 m to x = 900 m.
altered model geometry of the model area such as a horizontal extension of
the modelled area to produce an elongated domain.

The fourth parameter variation set investigated the sensitivity to, and effect of, grid
refinement on computed results.
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6.S

Suggested Output
Suggested outputs were as specified for Level 1 and include contours of concentrations,
velocity fields, and streamlines. The focus of comparisons between the different results
were on exhibiting effects of parameter variations, demonstrating whether convection
cells were present, and determining whether the convection cells were realistic.

6.6

Compilation of Results
Calculations on this test case were undertaken by two Project Teams, the RIV and
GSF-team. A summary of their modelling results is given in the following sections.
All four basic variations discussed in Section 6.4 as well as some combinations of these
were studied to some extent. Additionally a new caprock boundary condition variant
was posed and studied by the RlV-team. This new variant examined the sensitivity of
convection cells to boundary conditions along the top of the salt dome. Salt loss from
the top of the dome is controlled by the caprock and its rate of growth for this variant.
The RIV-team studied four variations with the three-dimensional finite element
MTR-code. These variations included:
- influence of anisotropy (variation 1.4)
- altered model geometry involving an elongated domain (variation 3.5),
- a combination of variations 1.4 and 3.5 influence of anisotropy in an elongated
domain,
- sensitivity to grid size (variation 4), and
- the new caprock boundary condition variation.
The GSF-team examined the twelve parameter variations outlined in Table 6.2 using the
three-dimensional finite-difference code SWI.

6.6.1

Deviations from Problem Description
The MTR-code simulations differed in two ways from the test case definition. First, the
MTR-code describes fluid density as an exponential relationship of salt mass fraction
(i.e., p f = 1/pref c , where X = 0.7012-c) instead of Equation 6.4. This relationship
deviates by less than 0.5% from Equation 6.4 according to the RIV-team. Second, the
boundary conditions along the outflow boundary (Equations 6.9 and 6.10) were
implemented differently. The solution scheme of the MTR-code required zero
dispersive and diffusive flux across the outflow boundary and is thus only identical with
Equations 6.9 and 6.10 when ux is actually zero. The RTV-team reasons that salt mass
fraction gradients are small at the outflow end, and therefore their implementation
should result in only minor differences.

6.6.2

Equilibrium and Grid Sensitivity Variations (4.0)
Results of the fourth parameter variation set are discussed first to provide insight
regarding the issues of steady-state equilibrium and grid sensitivity. Both these issues
should be considered when examining test case results:
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- Neither team performed steady-state calculations. Both teams made transient
simulations for a time period of 500 years starting with the system at a freshwater
initial condition. However, whether meaningful comparisons can be made without
knowing the time required for the system to actually attain steady-state, could be
argued. Differences between results of various parameter variations may be more
related to differences in the time needed for the system to attain steady-state than in
the system's actual conditions at steady-state.
- Solutions are known to be sensitive to spatial discretisation, especially along the
bottom boundary, where convection cells form, and along the sharp interface
between dense brine and freshwater.
Regarding the first issue the RIV-team concluded that no good quantitative criteria exist
for determining when steady-state equilibrium is attained. The GSF-team provided
information on the maximum change in concentration and a qualitative assessment of
whether steady-state was attained for each variant studied. However, the nature of the
criteria for these qualitative assessments was not discussed. It should be noted that of
the thirteen GSF-cases (the base case and twelve variations) summarised in Table 6.2
only seven were judged to have converged to steady state equilibrium conditions (the
base case, freshwater case, and variations 1.2, 1.4, 3.1, 3.3, and 3.3a) and six were
judged to be non-stationary (variations 1.1,1.3, 2.2, 2.2a, 3.2, and 3.2b).
The RIV-team investigated solution sensitivity to spatial discretisation (variation 4).
They also investigated grid sensitivity for the no-diffusion case. This corresponds to the
original Level 1 Case 5 problem and is equivalent to variation 1.2. Coarse grids of
essentially the same density were used by both teams for all Level 3 variations, except
for the two denser grids examined by the RIV-team in their limited grid convergence
studies. The RIV-team variations used regular 20 m by 20 m coarse grids. All the
R1V-variations but the elongated domain and grid convergence variations used a grid
consisting of 736 nodes and 675 square elements. All the GSF-team variations used a
coarse grid of similar density. It consisted of 675 grid blocks. While RIV's grid
convergence studies indicated that the solution was very sensitive to spatial
discretisation, the high computational costs limited the number of grid variations that
they investigated and forced them to perform their sensitivity studies with the regular
coarse grid. The RIV-team report indicates that parameter variation simulations were
carried out with a coarse grid, even though "we knew that no converged solution was
obtained this way".
The RIV-team's selection of the original Level I Case 5 problem definition (variation
1.2) for grid discretisation studies allowed the effects of the grid as well as the effect of
s'eady-state versus transient calculations to be investigated. This is because their results
could be compared with other transient and steady-state results from Level 1 Case 5.
Figure 6.3 shows equally spaced salt mass fraction contours from 0.1 to 0.9 obtained
with SUT, NAM, and CFE as reported for Case 5 Level 1. Figure 6.4 shows the
GSF-team results obtained with the SWI-code for variation 1.2 which is equivalent to
Case 5 Level 1. Part (a) of the figure shows equally spaced salt mass fraction contours
expressed as a percentage and ranging from 10% through 80%. Part (b) of the figure
shows a vector plot illustrating both velocity direction and magnitude. These various
solutions were calculated using different methods. The SUT, SWI, and the MTR-codes
solved the transient equations over a long time period. The NAM-code solved the
steady-state equations using a parameter stepping approach; and the CFE-code solved
the steady-state equations with iterative under-relaxation methods.
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Table 6.2

Summary descriptions of the base case and twelve variations studied by
the GSF-Team.

Varia- Description
tion
of variation

Mean
recharge
l/m2-year

Maximum
velocity
m/year

Case
realistic
(y or n)

Max. change Case
in concen- stationary
tration per (yorn)
time step at
500 years *

Homogeneous Aquifer Variations
Base case
Freshwater case

1.9 103
1.9 103

33.0
31.0

n
n

2.4 HH
2.4 KH

y
y

1.1

1.6 102

3.6

y

6.7 UH

n

1.9 103
1.7 102

28.0
3.4

n
y

5.0 10-5
1.6 10-2

y
n

6.5 102

16.0

n

7.7 -HH

y

1.2**
1.3
1.4

only diffusion
no dispersion
only dispersion
permeability
decrease
anisotropy

Inhomogeneous Aquifer Variations
2.2
2.2(a)

two horizontal 6.4 102
anisotropic layers
two horizontal 4.3-102
anisotropic layers
diffusion (10-61m2-s-0

16.0

n

_

n

17.0

n

9.2 10-2

n

Altered Boundary Condition and Model Geometry Variations
3.1
3.2
3.3

3.2(a)
3.2(b)

*
**

reduced density 1.8 103
max density
9.9 102
along whole base
reduced pressure 1.7-102
on top boundary
p(0)=104pa
combination of 8.7-101
3.2 and 3.3
combination of
3.2 and 3.3 with
diffusion (10-6 m2 s_1)

36.0
32.0

n
n

-2-KM
1.9 10-3

y
n

3.2

5.2 10-5

3.0

3.1-KM

y

1.9-1CH

n

Concentration is salt mass fraction expressed as a percentage.
This case is equivalent to Level 1 Case 5.

The RIV-team used three different finite-element grids with their MTR-code: (a) the
736 node and 675 element regular coarse grid used in all other vaiiations studied, (b) a
10x10 m fine regular grid with 2821 nodes and 2700 square elements, and (c) an
irregular fine mesh with 2821 nodes and 2700 elements designed to cope with the large
salt mass fraction gradients near the salt dome boundary, hi the irregular mesh elements
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were all 10 m long and varied in width from 2 m along the domain bottom through
23 m along the domain top. Figure 6.5 shows results for the three grids studied by RIV
and at a time of 500 years. Each of the three plots is a composite plot that illustrates
both the equally spaced salt mass fraction contours of saturation (from 0.2 through 0.8)
and a vector plot of velocity illustrating both direction and magnitude. Particle
trajectories calculated for the regular and irregular fine grids for the five starting points
defined in the original Level 1 Case 5 problem are shown in Figure 6.6. The travel time
and total distances for these trajectories are given in Table 6.3.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the calculated velocity vectors of the SWI-code for this case and
clearly shows convection cells at the bottom of the system at the edges of the salt dome.
This figure is included to allow for the comparison of these results with the results of
other problem variations relative to the original Case 5 Level 1 problem.
Differences in salt mass fraction contours (Figure 6.5), particle trajectories (Figure 6.6),
travel time and total distance (Table 6.3) clearly support the RIV-team conclusion that
the MTR-solution is very sensitive to the spatial discretisation, especially in the lower
part of the domain. However, the coarse grid used by the TUB/GSF team, which is
roughly equivalent to the RIV coarse grid, appears to produce an adequate solution.
This is somewhat suiprising considering that the HAR-team used 1040 2nd order
elements (2147 nodes) using the NAM-code, and that the SRP-team used 1344 elements
to obtain an "adequate" solution, see also [1.4]. The adequacy of the GSF-solution
(Figure 6.4) is judged by noting that it is very similar in basic features to the RIV
irregular grid (Figure 6.5c) and the other Case 5 Level 1 results (Figure 6.3).
The coarse grid of the SWI-code and the MTR-code's irregular fine grid results are
comparable with those of the SUT, NAM, and CFE-codes. Since these codes use a
variety of different approaches to obtain steady state solutions it was concluded that the
transient method and 500 year time period used by the RIV and GSF-teams is adequate
for computing steady-state results, for problems with time constants similar to the
original Level 1 Case 5 problem.
Table 6.3

Trajectory
1
2
3
4
5

6.6.3

Travel times (years) and distances (m) for trajectories shown in
Figure 6.5.
Regular fine grid
Travel
Distance
Time
91.2
48.8
34.7
25.6
18.4

1011
771
581
436
318

Irregularfinegrid
Travel
Distance
Time
95.0
53.8
39.1
29.5
22.1

1057
823
642
499
378

Base Case and Homogeneous Aquifer Variations (1.1 - 1.5)
The base case, four of the five homogeneous aquifer variations (1.1 through 1.4) were
studied by the GSF-team. Additionally they studied a "freshwater" variation which is
the same as the base case, but for this case concentration does not affect density.
-
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To aid in comparison of results of the different variations studied by the GSF-team the
results for all GSF-variations have been summarised in Table 6.2. Additionally for each
variation discussed the plots of GSF-results are always presented in the same way. Plots
consist of three part figures that include: (a) equal spaced concentration contours (salt
mass fraction expressed as a percentage), (b) a vector plot illustrating only velocity
direction, and (c) a vector plot illustrating both velocity direction and magnitude.
Table 6.2 summarises quantitative SWI-code results and qualitative judgments
regarding results. Summarised are: mean recharge, maximum velocity, and maximum
change in concentration per time step at 500 years and the GSF-team's qualitative
judgments regarding: (a) whether the system had reached stationary conditions, and (b)
whether the variation is plausible and realistic. The GSF criteria for realism appears to
be based on such factors as recharge rate and other unspecified factors inherent to the
variation description that are either theoretically unrealistic (e.g., only dispersion) or
based on observations (i.e., inconsistent with the information being collected at the
Gorleben salt dome). The GSF judgement of stationarity appears to be based on a
numerical criteria of the maximum change in concentration (salt mass fraction
expressed as a percentage) per time step at 500 years being less than 10-3.
The SWI-code results prepared by the GSF-team for the base case and the five
additional variations classed as homogeneous variations are given in Table 6.2. Plotted
results for the bay case, variation 1.2, and variation 1.4 (anisotropy in the z direction)
are shown in Figures 6.4, 6.7 and 6.8 respectively.
As indicated in Table 6.2 none of the converged cases were judged to be realistic
(including the base case). Only variations 1.1 (diffusion only) and 1.3 (decreased
penneability) were considered by the GSF-team to be realistic. Recharge and maximum
velocity are approximately one order of magnitude smaller for the cases judged to be
realistic than they are for the base and other cases judged unrealistic.
A careful comparison of the GSF base-case results and variation 1.2 (no diffusion)
results indicates that diffusion helps control the location and sharpness of the front
separating the dense brine from the freshwater. The interface is lower and sharper for
the no diffusion variation (1.2).
The RIV-team investigated homogeneous aquifer variations 1.2 and 1.4. However, as
indicated only a limited number of variations were investigated and all used the coarse
grid because of the cost of obtaining a solution with the irregular fine grid.
Additionally, since no Level 3 Case 4 base-case runs were made, the system as defined
in Level 1 Case 5 (i.e., variation 1.2 shown in Figure 6.5a) must be considered as the
RIV base-case for comparison of the variations investigated by the RIV-team.
Figure 6.9 illustrates the salt mass fraction distribution computed for this anisotropic
variation (variation 1.4) after 500 years. Comparing this result with the RIV base-case
(Figure 6.5a), it is clear that reduced vertical penneability reduces salt transport in the
z-direction even for the coarse grid. This same conclusion is supported by the GSFteam's results as can be seen by a comparison of Figures 6.7 and 6.8. The decreased
vertical permeability related to anisotropy lowers and sharpens the interface between
brine and freshwater and results in more clearly defined convection cells although the
velocities appear to be smaller.
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Inhomogeneous Aquifer Variations (2.1 — 2.2)
Only GSF investigated the inhomogeneous aquifer variations. Variation 2.2, which
involves a system with two horizontal anisotropic layers, was studied along with an
additional variation of 2.2 (i.e., variation 2.2a). Variation 2.2a is the same as variation
2.2 but the pore water diffusion constant is 2 orders of magnitude greater (10 -6 m 2 s - 1 )As indicated in Table 6.2 neither variation was judged stationary or realistic. Plotted
results for variations 2.2 and 2.2a shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 respectively, clearly
illustrate the presence of convection cells. Anisotropic layering appears to enhance the
formation of more clearly defined convection cells even in the presence of the
extremely high pore water diffusion (variation 2.2a). It is also evident from variation
2.2 results (Figure 6.10) that the combination of layering and anisotropy provides for an
even sharper interface between the brine and freshwater parts of the system.
Altered Boundary Conditions and Model Geometry (3.1 - 3.5)
The GSF-team investigated 5 variations involving altered boundary conditions. The
variations were:
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.2a
3.2b

reduced density,
increasing salt dome size so that the entire domain bottom is held at
maximum brine density,
reduced pressure top boundary condition which is equivalent to reducing
recharge,
a combination variation that involves maximum density along the whole base
(i.e., variation 3.2) and reduced pressure along the top boundary (i.e.,
variation 3.3), and
a combination variation the same as variation 3.2a involving an additional
change related to increasing the pore water diffusion constant by 2 orders of
magnitude to 10 -6 m2 s_1.

Results of the S variations are summarised in Table 6.2. Only variations 3.3 and 3.2a
were judged to be realistic (most probably due to the lower recharge and maximum
velocity). Only variations 3.1, 3.3 and 3.2a were judged to attain stationary conditions.
Plotted results for variations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.2a are illustrated in Figures 6.12, 6.13, and
6.14 respectively.
Figure 6.12 illustrates that the reduced maximum density of variation 3.1 causes the
convection cells to disappear. Results for variation 3.2a, the combination variation,
clearly indicate the presence of convection cells and a sharp interface between brine and
freshwater. No clear conclusions can be inferred from variation 3.2 since the system is
not judged to be stationary. Furthermore, it appears to be unstationary as judged by the
presence of what appear to be random direction velocity vectors in the dense brine parts
of the system (see Figure 6.13b).
The RIV-team investigated two altered geometry variations involving an elongated
domain. The first was for a homogeneous isotropic system in an elongated domain. In
the second elongated domain variation the media was anisotropic. The length of the
domain was increased from 900 m to 1500 m, by adding 300 m to each end of the
system. The grid density was kept the same, i.e. grid block dimensions were regular
20x20 m elements, as the one used for variation 1.2 (the RIV base case). The resulting
grid thus contained 1125 elements compared to the 675 elements used for all the other
RlV-variations. The salt dome boundary is located along the middle of the lower
-
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boundary from x = 600 to x = 900 m. The top boundary condition for pressure was
defined in a slightly different way. At the left end of the system the pressure was held
constant along the top boundary at 1 • 105 Pa from x = 0 m to x = 200 m. At the right
end of the system pressure was held constant at 0 Pa from x = 1300 m to x = 1500 m.
The middle part of the top boundary from x = 200 m through x = 1300 m was defined
as a no flow boundary. Total pressure difference across the top boundary was thus the
same as the other variations. However, it should be noted that the total amount and
distribution of recharge/discharge will be different.
MTR-code results for the isotropic elongated domain at 500 years are shown in Figure
6.15. In comparing these results with those from variation 1.2 (the RIV base case shown
in Figure 6.5a) it should be noted that above the salt dome boundary, the salt mass
fractions are reduced and that the salt mass fraction increases at the outflow boundary.
Results for the anisotropic elongated domain variation are shown in Figure 6.16. The
effect of the reduced vertical penneability on the elongated grid was comparable to the
effect on the original grid results (Figure 6.5a).
Caprock Boundary Condition Variations
The de-coupling between fluid flow and salt transport specified by the salt dome
boundary condition defined in the original case description was considered to be
physically inadmissible by the RIV-team. As a result, a coupled boundary condition was
developed [6.21 based on a global mass balance for the cap rock overlying the salt
dome. With certain assumptions, these boundary conditions imply that the total mass
flux across the salt dome boundary equals the salt mass flux across that boundary.
RIV examined both the simplified caprock boundary condition and the full caprock
boundary condition along the salt dome boundary for the elongated domain. Realistic
values for the growth of the caprock thickness and porosity were used. Figure 6.17
shows the variation in salt mass fraction versus time at a point above the salt dome
boundary (x = 1040 m and z = 240, i.e., 60 m above the salt dome) for: (1) the
boundary condition as defined by Eq's 6.11 and 6.13, (2) the simplified caprock
boundary condition, and (3) the full caprock boundary condition. Clearly, the difference
between the base case boundary condition and the simplified one is negligible. In
contrast, the salt mass fraction for the full set of boundary conditions builds up very
slowly. Figure 6.17 also indicates that the systems art not stationary since the
asymptotic value for normalised salt mass fraction has not been reached. Figure 6.18
illustrates the salt mass fraction distribution after 500 years for the full set of caprock
boundary conditions. The given contours show values of nonnalised mass fractions of
0.001, 0.0001, and 0.00001.
Conclusions
Two Project Teams, GSF and RIV, participated in this test case and all four basic
categories of sensitivity analysis variations were studied to some extent. The sensitivity
analysis investigated effects of uncertainties in hydrogeological parameters, boundary
conditions, and other conceptual model issues in order to examine and test more
realistic data sets (e.g., layered systems). Thus, it was possible to identify parameters or
parameter combinations which have the greatest influence on convection cell existence
and development, at least to some extent.
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The difficulties encountered with this test case were mainly related to the realism of
some of the variations studied, and the high costs of obtaining solutions. The extensive
costs were caused by the fact that:
- very fine grids were required to obtain converged solutions when grid convergence
studies were performed (there is no proof that any of the simulations used a
fine-enough grid to obtain a converged solution) and
- transient methods were used to reach steady state and there are no good measures for
judging when a stationary solution has been reached.
Grid sensitivity studies carried out by the RIV-team show that results are sensitive to
grid size and discretisation pattern. Refining the mesh in the vicinity of the salt dome
boundary has a pronounced effect. Too coarse grids give rise to excessive dispersion,
which leads to a faulty velocity field. A very fine grid is needed near the salt dome
boundary and in the lower half of the model area where sharp density gradients exist.
Regarding the possibility of obtaining a stationary solution the RIV-report expresses the
opinion that: "Simply stating that very little happens in a time step does not prove that
steady state is reached, because velocities are very small and changes in salt mass
fraction distribution will be small too". Perhaps plotting concentration versus time as
illustrated in Figure 6.17 and looking for asymptotic behavior or some similar approach
would provide a means of judging when stationarity has been reached.
While there are still unanswered questions regarding grid discretisation and obtaining a
stationary solution there does seem to exist a general agreement between results of the
MTR and SWI-codes and those obtained with other codes such as SUT, NAM, and CFE
which use very different approaches and grids (the latter codes applied to the Level 1
Case 5 problem). The general pattern of the salt mass fraction distribution, the velocity
field and pathlines are similar for variation 1.2 even though locally some differences are
observed.
In spite of the difficulties discussed above the following general conclusions from this
sensitivity study can be drawn:
All variations, except the reduced density case (variation 3.1) studied by the GSF-team
and the full caprock boundary condition variation studied by the RIV-team, showed the
presence of convection cells. Such cells appear to be real phenomena in the variety of
plausible and implausible systems investigated. In systems where brine densities can
build up to near full saturation relatively sharp brine/freshwater interfaces will exist and
convection cells will form. Diffusion/dispersion and vertical advection through its effect
on dispersion act to control the sharpness of the freshwater/brine interface.
Diffusion/dispersion control the transfer of salt across this interface between the
separate dense brine system that is mixing because of the formation of convection cells
at the bottom of the domain and the freshwater system that is circulating at the top of
the domain above this interface from the recharge to the discharge areas. The location
of the freshwater/brine interface is more complex and depends on the rate of salt entry
(e.g., the interface was higher for variation 3.2), the factors that control the transfer
across the freshwater/brine interface and the strength of the recharge/discharge driven
circulation system at the top of the domain. Even the high advective flows (33 m/yr)
and unrealistic diffusion did not suppress the occurrence of convection cells. The
reduced density variation and the RIV full caprock boundary condition variation appear
to have limited the rate of salt entry into the system below the rate that can be swept
away by the circulating freshwater system.
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The parameter variations gave expected results:
- Anisotropic variations that decreased the vertical permeability one order of
magnitude reduced the vertical flow and thus the rate of dispersion across the
freshwater/brine interface. The same effect was seen for both the original domain
and the elongated domain variations when the system changed from isotropic to
anisotropic.
- The no-dispersion case (variation 1.2) also resulted in the same general effect as the
anisotropic variations, i.e., a lower and sharper interface.
- The layered anisotropic system studied further segregated and isolated the brine and
freshwater and brine systems making the interface still sharper and lower so that
even a two order of magnitude increase in diffusion did not destroy the convection
cells.
- Reduced top boundary pressure gradients are equivalent to reduced recharge and
hence reduced vertical velocity and dispersion, and also resulted in a sharper and
lower freshwater/brine interface.
- Elon-:*»»ing the domain while applying the same pressure drop resulted in lower
velo ..t and a lower rate of salt transport by advection and dispersion. However,
compt_..J to the original domain, the salt mass fraction at the outflow end increases
for the elongated domain. This can be attributed to the altered top boundary
condition for the variation. For this variation fluid leaves only the system over the
right 200 m of the top boundary. Flow lines are thus forced to converge towards this
area and thus increasing the rate of transport of salt.
- The influx of salt into the domain is mainly controlled by the type of boundary
condition applied to the salt dome boundary and its length. RIV suggests that the
simplified caprock boundary condition gives virtually the same results as the
boundary condition specified for the base case description because of the coarseness
of the finite element grid, and the very low velocity of brine normal to the boundary.
With the discretisation they used this boundary condition introduces a vertical flux
that is related to the horizontal flux along the salt dome boundary. For the full
caprock boundary condition, the transport of salt into the domain is controlled by the
salt dome dissolution rate and not by the fluid flow rate in the domain. With the full
caprock boundary condition a salt mass fraction gradient develops along that
boundary. For this full caprock boundary condition the spread of salt in the
modelling domain will depend on the value assigned to the rate of dissolution. For
the realistic set of values studied the results were very different from those obtained
with the other two boundary conditions. Spread of salt would be slow and probably
remain confined to the vicinity of the salt dome. A simulation for a very long time,
probably few tens of thousands of years will be needed to reach steady state.
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Figure 6.1

Flow field streamlines computed by the AER-team's NAM-code
illustrating predicted stratification of system and convection rolls at salt
dome edges. Solid lines are at regular intervals stream Junction
contours between -2.0 10-* and -1.0 7(M. Dashed lines are at regular
intervals stream function contours between -2.5 10^ and -1.0 10-2.
These results were reported for Case 5 at Level 1.
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Figure 6.2
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Diagram of modelled region for Level 3 Case 4. Linear pressure
variation imposed along top boundary (between points 1 - 2) and salt
source located along bottom boundary midpoint (between points 4 - 5).
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SWI-code results for variation 1.2 by the GSF-team (equivalent to
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80%), lower: velocity vector field (small vectors not plotted).
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direction and magnitude) at 500 years for: Upper: regular coarse grid,
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Figure 6.6

MTR-code particle trajectories for: Upper: regular fine grid, and lower:
irregularfinegrid. Resultsfromthe RIV-team.
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SWI-code results for the base case: Upper: salt concentration contours
(from 5% through 80%), middle: velocity vector field (direction only),
lower: velocity vector field (small vectors not plotted). Results from the
GSF-team.
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SWI-code results for variation 1.4 (anisotropy): Upper: salt
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Figure 6.9

MTR-code results for variation 1.4 (anisotropy). A composite plot of
equal spaced salt mass fraction contours (from 0.2 through 0.8) and
vector plot of velocity (both direction and magnitude) at 500 years using
the regular coarse grid. Resultsfromthe RIV-team.
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Figure 6.10

SWI-code results for variation 2.2 (anisotropic horizontal layers):
Upper: salt concentration contours (from 5% through 75%), middle:
velocity vector field (direction only), lower: velocity vector field (small
vectors not plotted). Results from the GSF-team.
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Figure 6.11

SWI-code results for variation 2.2a (anisotropic horizontal layers and
increased pore water diffusion 1&-6 m2s-1): Upper: salt concentration
contours (from 5% through 95%), middle: velocity vector field
(direction only), lower: velocity vector field (small vectors not plotted).
Results from the GSF-team.
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Figure 6.12

SWI-code results for variation 3.1 (reduced density): Upper: salt
concentration contours (from 5% through 80%), middle: velocity
vector field (direction only), lower: velocity vector field (small vectors
not plotted). Resultsfromthe GSF-team.
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Figure 6.13

SWI-code results for variation 3.2 (salt flow along entire bottom
boundary): Upper: salt concentration contours (from 5% through
90%), middle: velocity vector field (direction only), lower: velocity
vectorfield(small vectors not plotted). Results from the GSF-team.
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SWI-code results for variation 3.2a (combination of 3.2, salt flow
along mt
bottom boundary and 3.3, reduced pressure top
boundary)
wer: salt concentration contours (from 5% through
90%), t it .: velocity vector field (direction only), lower: velocity
vector field (small vectors not plotted). Results from the GSF-team.
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Figure 6.15

MTR-code results for variation 3.5 (elongated domain). A composite
plot of equal spaced salt mass fraction contours (from 0.2 through 0.8)
and vector plot of velocity (both direction and magnitude) at 500 years
using the regular coarse grid. Results from the RJV-team.

Figure 6.16

MTR-code results for variation 3.5a (anisotropic elongated domain). A
composite plot of equal spaced salt mass fraction contours (from 0.2
through 0.8) and vector plot of velocity (both direction and magnitude)
at 500 years using the regular coarse grid. Results from the RIV-team.
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MTR-code results for salt mass fraction versus time at x = 1040,
z = -240 in the elongated domain for two different forms of the
coupled boundary condition. Results from the RIV-team.
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MTR-code results at 500 years in the elongated domain for the full set
of caprock salt dome boundary conditions. A composite plot of equal
spaced salt mass fraction contours 0.001, 0.0001, and 0.00001 and
vector plot of velocity (both direction and magnitude) using the
regular coarse grid. Results from the RIV-team.
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7. Case 5: Groundwater Flow in Crystalline Rocks
CASE 5a: CHALK RTVER NUCLEAR LABORATORY SITE
CASE 5b: FJALLVEDEN SITE
Introduction
The test case addresses the issue of uncertainty analyses of flow problems in crystalline
rocks. The case is based on two different field situations namely the CRNL groundwater
flow study site [7.1 J which has been utilised in HYDROCOIN as a basis for Level 2
Case 3 [1.5], and the Swedish Fjallveden site [7.2, 7.3] which has previously been
evaluated as part of the KBS3-study [7.4].
Purpose and Scope
Three sources of uncertainty were to be investigated. The Project Teams could choose
one or several uncertainty sources for their consideration. The different sources were:
- boundary conditions,
- permeability distribution, and
- numerical model.
Because of the differences in data bases for the two field situations some of the
uncertainty aspects are best applied on one of the sites whereas in other cases the other
site is better suited. Both sites are applicable for a subset of the exercise.
For each of the sites, a base case scenario was formulated. In addition a number of
possible variations were proposed in order to explore the uncertainty in the prediction of
a performance criterion. The flow rate at a given point and the travel time along a
pathline starting at a given point was suggested as a dual performance criterion.
Definition of Case 5a, CRNL
General
The Chalk River test case is based on the results of investigations made at the Chalk
River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL). The test area to be modelled is composed of the
area within the thick solid line in the topographical map in Figure 7.1. The performance
and evaluation of the field experiments are described in [7.1].
The Chalk River site is located about 200 km northwest of Ottawa, Ontario, and
consists of a 200 m by 150 m area of predominantly quartz monzonite which is overlain
and underlain by paragneiss with inclusions of other rock types. The site is deemed to
be of relatively uniform fracturing and presumably also the subsurface fluid flow
properties are relatively uniform.
The site investigations were performed to define the hydrogeology of a small
groundwater flow system in fractuied monzonitic gneiss. It is mentioned in [7.1] that
the experiments could be of significant use in model validation exercises such as the
HYDROCOIN study. Thus, in the formulation of the test case in [7.5], special care has
-
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been taken to make use of the abundance of different experiments and types of data in
order to make possible model calibration and predictions based on independent data
sets. A subset of the information given in [7.1] is presented as part of the test case
description of the Level 2 report. Detailed information, necessary for modelling purposes
is available in these two reports.
Overview of the Experimental Programme
The experimental programme on the site comprised different surveying techniques
aiming at:
- fracture system characterisation,
- injection tests and hydraulic interference tests, and
- hydraulic head monitoring.
The different techniques were applied on the site in order to get a view of the inherent
hydraulic properties which govern the groundwater flow. Typical characteristics that
were of interest are:
- the overall fracture geometry at the site,
- measurements of hydraulic conductivities, specific storage, natural groundwater flow
and pressure boundaries, and
- the distribution of hydraulic head under undisturbed conditions.
Seventeen vertical and inclined boreholes (FS-series) were drilled at the study site
during the period 1981 to 1983. The average depth of the boreholes is in the range
45-50 m. Nine 155 mm diameter boreholes (FS 1 to 9) were drilled using air percussion
to prevent contamination of formation waters with drilling fluids. Three boreholes (FS
15 to 17) were cored with diamond core drilling in order to provide detailed lithologic
information on the study site. Boreholes FS 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14 and 17 were targeted to
intersect major structural discontinuities. Boreholes FS 2, 8, 9, and 11 were inclined
normal to the strike of the major joint sets identified from surface mapping. The
locations of the boreholes relative to the fracture zones are indicated in Figure 7.2. The
boreholes were equipped with packers. The lengths of the packer intervals ranged from
three to thirteen metres.
More than 350 steady-state injection tests yielding data on flow rate per unit head have
been performed. Most of the interference tests were performed at a constant flow rate,
where the drawdowns were monitored at a number of positions as a function of time.
The tests were used for the evaluation of the storativity and the hydraulic conductivity
of the fracture zones. In addition, the hydraulic diffusivity of the adjacent rock was
evaluated. Equilibrium hydraulic heads were determined at two different occasions.
• Fracture System Characterisation
The fracture system characterisation was based both on surface mapping and on
downhole acoustic televiewer and television logging. These surveys have resulted in
contoured pole diagrams of the fracture orientations. Scanline surveys were used to map
the fracture system in outcrops at the study site. Fracture location, orientation, trace
length, termination index, and infilling characteristics were recorded for each fracture.
Fractures with trace lengths less than 1.0 m were not mapped.
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• Injection Tests
A comprehensive programme of injection tests was completed to measure the near-field
hydraulic properties of each borehole. During the injection tests, water was injected into
a test interval at a constant pressure and the steady-state flow rate was measured. A
single injection head was used in each test. Each borehole was tested from the position
of the groundwater table to the bottom of the borehole with test interval overlap of 0.05
to 0.27 m.
The results of the injection test identified several zones of high permeability. These
zones define large single fractures or narrow interconnected fracture zones. Four major
fracture zones were identified. The lowest permeability in any test interval was obtained
in one of the boreholes penetrating a 5-10 m wide, vertical diabase dyke, which ac'ed as
an impervious barrier to groundwater flow.
The injection tests were analysed to detennuie the distribution of equivalent rock mass
hydraulic conductivity at the study site. It was assumed that the flow was equally
distributed through an equivalent porous media corresponding to the section of fractured
rock being tested.
• Hydraulic Interference Tests
Hydraulic interference tests were completed in open boreholes and in packed-off test
intervals in order to evaluate the hydraulic properties of the rock mass and the fracture
zones.
Nineteen of the interference tests provided response data suitable for detailed analysis
and interpretation. Drawdown responses were monitored in several test intervals, and
flow rate, pressure and water level data were also recorded. The pressure and water
level measurements were recorded and converted to hydraulic heads and tabulated as
drawdown versus time.
The hydraulic interference tests confirmed the identification of four fracture zones.
These zones (identified as zone 1 through zone 4 in Figure 7.2) have lateral extents
greater than 50 m. Two of the fracture zones are oriented subhorizontally (zone 1 and
zone 2), one is inclined (zone 3) and one is vertical (zone 4). The interference tests
provided information on the lateral flow properties of the horizontal fracture zones and
the vertical flow properties of the surrounding rock mass.
The equivalent single-fracture apertures and storativities of the fracture zones were
evaluated from the injection and interference tests performed. A typical value of about
10 -5 was valid for the storativity and about 100-900 u.m fracture aperture was regarded
a typical value. The drawdown responses were also used to determine the vertical
hydraulic diffusivity in the rock mass giving an average value of about 2-10-4 m2/s.
• Hydraulic Conductivity Tensor Evaluation
As a first attempt at describing the hydraulic conductivity at the site, the results of the
injection tests and borehole fracture logs were evaluated together in order to develop a
tensorial representation of the near-borehole hydraulic conductivity of each test interval.
A fracture orientation-aperture model was employed to calculate the hydraulic
conductivity tensor for each test interval. The model assumes that fractures may be
described as planar conduits, continuous in their own planes, and that mutual inter
-
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ference effects at fracture intersections are negligible. The model also assumes single
phase, laminar flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid through the rock fractures.
Under these assumptions the hydraulic conductivity is a function of the aperture of the
fracture, the acceleration of gravity, the dynamic viscosity and the density of die fluid.
The hydraulic conductivity tensor for a test interval was determined by summing the
contributions from individual fractures. The contribution from each fracture is calculated as the permeability of a cube consisting of the fracture and a continuum with the
side equal to the effective fracture spacing. The fracture width was evaluated assuming
that all observed fractures in a test interval contribute equally to the test interval
transniissivity irrespective of their orientation relative to the borehole. It was also
assumed that the flow in the injection tests was radially outwards with an influence
radius of 10 m.
The principal hydraulic conductivities range from 10-11 to 10~5 m s - 1 with anisotropy
ratios between 1 and 10, although some values in excess of 100 were calculated for test
intervals with few fractures of similar orientation. Because the fracture
orientation-aperture model neglects the effect of a finite fracture length the model
should be expected to overestimate the hydraulic conductivity of the rock mass.
The harmonic mean of the vertical hydraulic conductivity between different test
intervals was determined for comparison with the evaluated vertical hydraulic
diffusivity from the interference tests. The range of specific storages required for the
hydraulic diffusivity values to be equal to the hydraulic conductivity were estimated.
An average value of the specific storage of 10 -5 m_1 was indicated. The spread in data
points were similar for test intervals that were close to high permeability fracture zones
and for test intervals in more uniformly fractured rock.
• Hydraulic Head Monitoring
Equilibrium hydraulic head data were determined for the entire site on two dates that
were essentially free of hydraulic head transients introduced by borehole pumping or
rapid changes in surface infiltration.
The distribution of hydraulic head indicated a relatively simple recharging groundwater
flow system directed north and northwest toward the Upper Bass Lake. The horizontal
component of flow was governed by surface topography. Vertical and horizontal
hydraulic gradients at the site were roughly 0.15 and 0.02 respectively as an average.
Equilibrium hydraulic head data were also obtained from the borehole test intervals
intersecting the fracture zones. Assuming the fracture zones to be open or hydraulically
connected at all points within the areas defined by borehole intersections, hydraulic
head data were used to estimate the general pattern of groundwater movement within
the fracture zones.
Conceptual Model
The flow pattern in the CRNL-block is probably best modelled in three dimensions. The
boundary condition on the top surface could probably be approximated with a constant
head equal to the ground elevation. For transient modelling of the pumping tests, the
validity of the constant head approximation could be questioned. However, there are no
flux measurements ot measurements of the groundwater formation rate available from
the time of the pumping tests. The constant head approximation is therefore believed to
be the most easily and accurately characterised top boundary condition.
-
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The bottom boundary condition is proposed to be a constant head in fracture zone 1
(see Figure 7.2). The head in the zone is further discussed in [7.1]. The vertical
boundaries in south, west and east are proposed to be no-flow boundaries. The virtually
impermeable diabase dyke seems to form a natural boundary in the south. The western
and eastern boundaries are symmetry boundaries along a river and in a valley
respectively. The northern vertical boundary is proposed to be a constant head boundary
along the shore of the Upper Bass Lake. It should be pointed out mat the northern
boundary condition is probably the most controversial of the boundary conditions.
Compilation of Results
This test case has been analysed by the MCI-team using the FM3-code, and the
UPC-team applying the INV4-code. In the latter analysis several quantitative methods
have been used to evaluate the significance of fits between calculated and measured
data. This has been done within the framework of validation and was therefore reported
in the Level 2 report [1.5]. The presentation in this section is consequently devoted to
the MCI-analysis.
The MCI-analysis consists of four steps: calibration, validation, sensitivity analysis and
uncertainty analysis. The first two parts have been summarised in the Level 2 report
whereas the sensitivity and uncertainty analyses will be dealt with here. These utilise 29
model runs that were performed for the model calibration step. The parameter sets for
these runs were selected by means of expert choice in order to minimise a goodness-offit function and not to explore the sensitivity and uncertainty of a given performance
measure.
• Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity analysis performed by the MCI-team is based on linear regression. The
performance measure is defined as the groundwater travel time from a location at the
top of bore hole FS-11 to fracture zone no. 1, see Figure 7.2. In all, 29 runs have been
made in which a total of 33 model parameters have been varied.
In order to allow for a comparison between the regression slopes for the various model
parameters the parameters and the performance measures were normalised with their
respective standard deviations. The slope of the regression curve of the normalised
performance measure against a normalised parameter can then be calculated as the
correlation coefficient for this parameter. The slope can vary between -1 and +1 where
± 1 indicates a perfect correlation and 0 indicates no correlation at all. It should be
pointed out that the correlation coefficient (or the regression slope for the normalised
system) expresses the extent to which the relation between the performance measure
and a given parameter could be described as linear. If there is a strong relation between
them but this relation is nonlinear, the linear regression would fail to detect the
relationship. This was tested in the MCI-analysis by applying the regression of the ranks
of the parameters and the performance measure instead of the numerical values.
Some examples of regression curves are shown in Figure 7.3. It can be concluded that
the chosen performance measure is more sensitive to the permeabilities in the topmost
mesh layer than to the azimuth of the symmetry axis of the permeability tensor in the
same mesh-layer. The fourth curve would lead to a somewhat surprising conclusion that
the travel time increases due to an increasing permeability in the mesh layers 4-7. The
Project Team comments that this may be an artifact from the limited size of the sample
(29 runs).
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Figure 7.4 summarises the correlation coefficients of the individual parameters. As
could be expected the permeabilities in the topmost layers of the mesh have a strong
influence on the chosen travel time. Also the inclination of the permeability tensor has a
comparatively strong correlation whereas the transmissivities in the fracture zones
appear to be of little significance for this performance measure.
The analysis shows that there is no predominant influence from any single parameter.
The chosen perfonnance measure thus depends on a set of parameters. The presence of
non-linear dependencies was tested by a rank regression analysis. The result of this
showed no significant increase in the correlation coefficients. It was therefore concluded
that the lack of single predominant parameters is a reasonable conclusion and not an
artifact of undetected non-linear relationships between the performance measure and the
model parameters.
In order to test the importance of the selected performance measure the travel time
analysed above was plotted versus the flow rate at the starting point of the path line, see
Figure 7.5. The correlation between these two performance measures proved to be quite
good. It was therefore concluded that the analysis could be restricted to one of the two.
The travel time was thus chosen also for the uncertainty analysis.
• Uncertainty analysis
Uncertainty analysis normally requires that probabilities are assigned to the parameter
sets used. In the MCI-analysis the parameter values used were not assigned a priori
probabilities. Instead an attempt has been made to utilise the hydraulic heads measured
at the site and the calculated goodness-of-fit function for the 29 model runs performed
to a posteriori assign probabilities to the parameter sets and from that calculate the
complementary probability distribution for the selected performance measure
(groundwater travel time from the top of bore hole FS-11 to zone 1).
In the present analysis Bayes' theorem is used to establish a relationship between the
log-likelihood criterion and the goodness-of-fit function used. The latter is rather
complex and contains terms describing the deviation between measured and calculated
heads as well as terms based on the differences between used parameter values and
prior estimates of these parameters. Having established this relationship, the Project
Team shows that the log-likelihood function is x2-distributed in the vicinity of its
minimum. This gives a possibility to relate the goodness-of-fit function to a clearly
defined probability distribution and hence the possibility to calculate the probability of
the value of the goodness-of-fit function being in a specified interval. If then the runs
are grouped together according to their goodness-of-fit value, the probabilities of these
groups of runs can be estimated. If one then assumes that the runs in a given interval
are equally representative for the interval, the probability of the individual runs can be
calculated by dividing the probability of the interval with the number of runs in the
interval.
Figure 7.6 shows the probability density function of the log-likelihood function and the
calculated interval probabilities for the 39 runs performed by FM3MCI. Based on this
the probabilities of the individual runs have been evaluated:
-

P=
P=
P=
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17%
12%
0.3%
10-9

runs R12, R03.V20,
runs RIO, R08, V19, V21,
runs R07, VI6, R04, and
all others.
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Notably the probability of the runs with higher goodness-of-fit values fall off rapidly.
This creates a sharp separation between probable, rather probable and highly
improbable parameter sets. It is commented by the Project Team that the actual
probabilities of the individual runs depend strongly on the scaling factor between the
goodness-of-fit function and the log-likelihood function. This scaling factor depends on
the anticipated predictive power of the model. In the current analysis a scaling factor
was used which corresponds to a prediction error of in the hydraulic head of 0.4 m.
This should then be used to calculate new weight factors in the goodness-of-fit function
in a new calibration exercise. This iterative procedure should then be followed until the
ranking of the runs and the predictive power of the model become stable. This has not
yet been done.
Given the probability density function in Figure 7.6 a complementary probability
distribution of the groundwater travel time can be constructed, see Figure 7.7. The
groundwater travel time is with a high level of confidence 26 ± 3 days. The probability
that the groundwater travel time exceeds 21 days is 99.7%.
Definition of Case 5b, Fjallveden
General
The Fjallveden site has been investigated as part of Swedish nuclear waste management
programme. The investigations started in June 1981 and were essentially completed in
January 1983 and formed part of the background material for the KBS-3 Study. The
investigations are summarised in [7.2].
The Fjallveden study site is 2.7x3.7 km wide. The investigations comprise ocular and
geophysical measurements from the surface as well as down-hole geophysical and
hydraulic measurements. A total of 15 deep (>150 m) and 49 shallow (<150 m) holes
have been drilled at the site. A number of model calculations have been performed with
various spatial distributions of the hydraulic conductivity [7.3,7.6]. However, no
systematic uncertainty analysis has been made.
Base Case Scenario
The site is modelled in three dimensions. In order to facilitate the calculations,
finite-element meshes based on 8-noded or 20-noded brick elements have been
available to the Project Teams on magnetic tape. The lineament map over the
Fjallveden site is shown in Figure 7.8, and the conceptualisation of it in terms of the
design of the mesh that was available to the Project Teams is shown in Figure 7.9.
In the base case scenario two hydraulic units called "rock mass" and "fracture zones"
have been modelled. The fracture zones are shown in Figure 7.8 and the
conceptualisation of them in the pre-distributed finite-element mesh can be seen in
Figure 7.9. Table 7.1 shows some geometric data for the individual fracture zones.
A large number of down-hole hydraulic tests have been perfonned at the site [7.2]. The
hydraulic conductivities evaluated from these investigations are plotted against the
depth in Figures 7.10 and 7.11 for packer sections identified as rock mass and fracture
zones respectively. A geometric mean of the conductivity values was calculated for
each depth. Regression curves of the fonn given below were then fitted to these means.
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K=1.5 • 1(H • (depthy-2-78 m/s for the rock mass, and
K=0.17 • (depth)-3 • 25 m/s for the fracture zones.
At the top surface a held potential corresponding to an interpreted groundwater table
map [7.2] was applied. The boundary conditions on the vertical and bottom (located at
z = -1500 m ) boundaries were zero flux.
7.6

Suggested Variations, Case 5b

7.6.1

Spatial Variability of the Hydraulic Conductivity
It can be seen in Figures 7.10 and 7.11, that the spread of the hydraulic conductivity
data is very wide. As mentioned above the expressions used for the depth dependence
of the conductivity in the base case scenario is based on the geometric mean of the
data. As an alternative the arithmetic mean has been used [7.6] and attempts have been
made to account for the effect of occurrences of gneissic granite with a higher
conductivity than the predominant veined gneiss using an anisotropic conductivity
tensor. The gneissic granite occurs as parallel bands running from SW to NE. The data
points that have been identified as gneissic granite are separated from those that have
been identified as veined gneiss, see Figure 7.10. Because of this anisotropic condition
in the rock mass, die following values of the hydraulic conductivities were studied
in [7.4]:
K=2.8 10-* (depth)-2 -,8 m s - 1 in NE-direction and vertically, and
K=3.4 1(H (depths « m s-> NW-direction.
The expression for the NE-direction (parallel to the granitic gneiss) is based on an
arithmetic mean of the data, whereas the expression for the NW-direction
(perpendicular to the granitic gneiss) is based on the harmonic mean.
The conductivities of the fracture zones are the same for the isotropic case and the
anisotropic case.
In this test case uncertainties caused by the regression curves and their interpretation
could be analysed. Numerical data on the measured conductivities have been available
to the Project Teams on magnetic tape.

7.6.2

Top Surface Boundary Condition
As mentioned above the top surface boundary condition in the base case scenario is a
held potential corresponding to a groundwater table map given in Figure 7.12 [7.3].
The principles for constructing this map are given in [7.3].
The groundwater map constitutes a mean level. The uncertainty of this mean has not
been evaluated. In Table 7.2, the maximum and minimum levels during a five month
period are given for 11 drill holes that have been packed off about 10 m below the
groundwater level [7.3]. Data on the variation of the groundwater level in about 50
boreholes (percussion and core drilled) as a function of time have been available to the
Project Teams on magnetic tape.
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7.6.3

Performance Measures
The potential repository is to be sited at a level of 500 m below ground surface. Thus,
the performance measures to be studied are the flow rate at the point x = 365 m,
y = 160 m, z = -500 m, and the travel time for a particle released at the same point.
A fictional porosity of 1.0 was assumed for convenience in comparing results, so diat
the particle velocity is equal to the Darcy velocity.

7.7

Compilation of Results, Case 5b

7.7.1

General
This test case was tackled by two teams, the JAE-team and die joint KEM/SGA-team.
JAE used their 3DS-code, while the KEM/SGA-team applied the GWH-code. Both
codes are based on the finite-element method. The two teams considered the same types
of boundary conditions for the model. However, the position of the bottom boundary
was located at 1000 m and 1500 m below ground surface for the JAE-team and the
KEM/SGA-team, respectively. The extensions and positions of the fracture zones were
modelled in the same manner by both teams; according to Figure 7.9. The measured
and modelled geometrical properties are shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.3.
As can be seen in Table 7.3, there are some minor deviations between the Project
Teams' approaches in modelling the fracture zones. However, these are considered too
small to have any effect on the flow situation to be modelled. Neither of the two teams
addressed the issue of uncertainty in the upper boundary condition as suggested in the
test case proposal.

7.7.2

Results from the JAE-team
• General
The JAE-team performed 22 simulations in 3D for this test case. The mesh that was
generated is shown in Figure 7.13. All the simulations aimed at investigating the
model's sensitivity to changes in the assumptions regarding the hydraulic conductivities
of the rock mass and the fracture zones.
The 22 simulations are here referred to as Subcases 1-22. Subcases 1 and 14 differ from
the rest of the subcases in that Subcase 1 corresponds to the base case formulation in
the test case proposal (isotropic conditions), and Subcase 14 differs in mat the rock
mass properties are equal to the fracture properties.
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Table 7.1

Measured geometrical properties of thefracturezones at Fjdllveden.

Table 72

HFjlO
HFJ12
HFJ15
HFJ16
HFJ24
HFJ27
HFJ30
HFJ31
HFJ33
HFJ35

Width (m)

Inclination (°)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Regional

1-7
9-12
5-11
1
0.5-1
0.2
14
4.5
5
5-6
3
90

90
80 NE
90
80 SE
80 NW
75 SE
60 NW
90
75 SE
70 SE
90
75 SE

Groundwater levels in percussion drill hole
Fjdllveden during the period 820604-821028.

Drill
hole
section
HFj3

Fracture #

Groundwater level
Highest
Lowest
m.a.s.l.
m.a.s.l.
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B

56.04
55.23
56.28
56.33
56.31
58.18
63.48
62.28
63.16
62.23
58.56
55.94
56.49
56.27
54.84
54.63
53.26
52.91
59.67
59.64
60.12
56.89

A = above packer

Variation
width (m)

5439
53.97
55.79
55.64
54.74
55.51
61.10
60.69
61.20
60.79
57.61
55.20
55.70
55.53
53.55
53.75
52.18
51.38
58.32
58.29
57.12
55.66

1.65
1.26
0.49
0.69
1.57
0.67
2.38
1.59
1.96
1.44
0.95
0.74
0.79
0.74
1.29
0.88
1.08
1.53
1.35
1.35
1.23
1.23

B = below packer
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Level
diff.
Max. Min.

Note

0.81

0.28

Recharge area

0.15

0.03

Discharge area

0.78

0.01

Recharge area

1.36

0.05

Recharge area

1.04

0.04

Recharge area

3.03

1.93

Recharge area

0.33

0.05

Recharge area

1.75

0

Changing

0.80

0.29

Recharge area

0.05

0

Changing

3.91

2.60

Recharge area

Table 7.3

Modelled geometrical properties of thefracturezones at Fjdllveden.

Fracture
zone

Width (m)
JAE

Width (m)
KEM/SGA

Incl. (°)
JAE

Incl. (°)
KEM/SGA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Regional

10
10
10

5
20
10

90
80 NE
90

90
80 NE
90

3

5

80 NW

80 NW

14
5
5
5

14
5
5
5

60 NW
90
75 SE
70 SE

60 NW
90
75 SE
70 SE

—

—

—

—

90

100

75 SW

90

• Classification of Subcases
The strategy when analysing the sensitivity of the model was to assume different (or
lack of) depth dependence of either one or both hydraulic units (rock mass and fracture
zones). The hydraulic conductivities have been treated as a) depth dependent according
to the base case formulation obeying a power function, b) (step-wise) constant, c) depth
dependent obeying a log-linear function, or d) depth-dependent according to the
anisotropy as formulated in the test case description, see Section 7.6.2.
The different subcases can be grouped into four classes according to the chosen strategy
when assigning hydraulic conductivities:
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3

Group 4

Subcases 2-7: Fracture zone properties according to the base case
formulation, i.e. K^.n-r4"
m/s. The rock mass properties were
varied according to items a-d; see also Figure 7.14.
Subcases 8-13: Rock mass properties according to the base case
formulation (isotropic conditions), i.e. K=1.5 10-3 z -2 - 78 m/s. Fracture
zone properties were varied according to items a-d; see also Figure 7.15.
Subcases 15-17: Fracture zone properties and rock mass properties
considered either constant with depth or log-linearly decreasing with
depth. The two hydraulic units differ continuously with depth by a
scaling factor ; see Figure 7.16.
Subcases 18-22: Anisotropic rock mass conditions were assumed
according to the base case formulation, i.e. K=2.8 10^ z - 2 3 8 m/s in
NE-direction and vertically, and K=3.4-lO^z- 311 m/s in
NW-direction. Fracture zone properties were varied according to items
a-d; see also Figure 7.17.
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• Performance measure - Pathlines
Water particles released at the requested point were tracked for the 22 simulations.
Roughly one third of the pathlines did not reach the bounding regional fracture zone
that was the outlet point for Subcase 1 (the base case), but exited at the point of
entrance into fracture zone 9. The reason for this was problems with numerical
disturbances in the form of oscillations at the entrance point into fracture zone 9. To
provide material for intercomparison between the subcases, the JAE-team has reported
travel times both to the entrance of fracture zone 9 and to the bounding regional
fracture zone. A collection of the pathline data is found in Table 7.4.
Group 1 (subcases 2-7): The pathlines for Subcases 2 and 7 were aborted in zone 9,
while the remainder continued to the regional fracture zone, which they entered at an
approximate depth of 600 m below ground surface. From this point of entrance in the
regional zone, they were forced by the boundary condition to go directly upwards to the
surface, or near the surface. The longest travel time and deepest z-coordinate at the
entrance appeared for Subcase 6. The deviations from the average travel length for the
different subcases are rather small and the agreement between the subcases within this
group and the base case is relatively good in terms of travel lengths. In general, the
travel times and travel lengths as listed in Table 7.4 show good agreement with the
anticipated results; the travel lengths are roughly the same for all the cases, indicating
that the flowpaths follow the regional flow pattern with only small internal deviations.
On the other hand, the travel times show a rather wide spread, which reflects the ranges
of conductivities assumed for the rock mass. Since the fracture properties were not
changed for the subcases within this group, the differences in travel times could be seen
as a scaling of the conductivities of the rock mass. This further confirms that the main
portion of the flow paths located within the rock mass, is not affected by the fracture
zones. Figure 7.18 displays a horizontal and vertical view of the pathline for Subcase 3
(Kf according to base case and K^IO - 1 1 m s_1, i.e. constant with depth). This pathline
shows intennediate values with regard to travel time and travel length.
Group 2 (subcases 8-13): Only two of the six simulations (Subcases 8 and 12) gave
pathlines that exited the domain in the regional fracture zone. The flowpaths that were
aborted in zone 9, entered the zone at roughly 600 m below ground surface; a point
where they were interrupted. The deviations from average travel time for the water
particles to fracture zone 9 are relatively small; the average length is 1160m with a
span of ± 15%. The small deviations are the result of keeping the conductivity of the
rock mass constant throughout the simulations within this group. The fracture properties
seem to affect the model results only quite near the fractures. Figure 7.19 shows a
horizontal and vertical view of the pathline for Subcase 9 (KplO - 7 , i.e. constant with
depth, and Km according to the base case). This particular pathline shows intermediate
values among the others in this group, both in terms of travel times and travel lengths.
Group 3 (subcases 15-17): The pathlines within this group appeared to have shorter
travel times and travel lengths as an average compared to the base case and Group 1
and 2. Furthermore, the pathline in Subcase 17 has a travel time only a tenth of the one
in Subcase 15. The travel time for Subcase 17 together with the one for Subcase 2, is by
far shorter than the pathlines of the other subcases. In fact, the travel time for Subcases
2 and 17 are very much alike, which again is a consequence of the same conductivity
distribution being assumed for the rock mass for these two subcases. This shows the the
major importance of the rock mass conductivity for the performance measure chosen.
Figure 7.20 shows a horizontal and a vertical cross-section of the pathline for Subcase
17 (Kp2.58 10-7 e-* with b=9.54 1(H z and Kra=2.58- K H e - b with b=9.54 10-* z),
which in a sense is the most extreme case of all the 22 subcases studied.
-
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Group 4 (subcases 18-22): All the cases within this group reached the regional fracture
zone, which is supposed to be the correct exit point. The subcases studied here have all
been assigned the same anisotropic hydraulic conductivities for the rock mass. The
fracture properties were varied. The lack of variation of rock mass properties is
indicated by the pronounced clustering near the mean values of both the travel times
and the travel lengths, the spread in travel times to reach zone 9 is only in the range
± 5 %, with roughly the same deviations from the mean value of the travel lengths. The
travel lengths to reach the regional fracture zone differ somewhat more, which is due to
the fact that two of the patlilines were aborted a couple of hundred metres below the
ground surface in the fracture zone. The small deviations from the mean values reflect
the model's lack of sensitivity for variations of the rock mass properties for the
particular performance measure chosen. The pathline for Subcase 19 (KplO 8 ms _ 1 ,
i.e. constant with depth, and Km is anisotropic according to the description in Section
7.6.1) is shown in a horizontal and a vertical cross-section in Figure 7.21.
Table 7.4

Collection of pathline data for Subcases 1-22, JAE-team; accumulated
travel times and travel lengths to fracture zone 9 and to the bounding
regionalfracturezone.

Simul. #

Ace. time to
zone 9 (yrs)

Ace. length to
zone 9 (m)

Ace. time to
reg. zone (yrs)

Ace. length to
reg. zone (m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

1.53 10»
3.55 10«
4.06 10«
4.31 10«
5.55 lO7
1.28 109
1.50 107
1.32 108
1.44 108
1.34 108
1.48 108
1.42 108
1.39 108
1.45 108
5.14 107
3.78 107
3.96 10^
6.31 107
6.12 107
6.45 107
6.47 107
6.06-107

1333
1266
1335
1331
1468
1314
1215
1315
1034
1107
1314
1320
1171
1216
1304
1016
1319
1335
1314
1314
1371
1305

1.56 10«

2032

-

-

4.15 108
4.38 108
5.61 107
1.30-HP

2293
2159
2092
2343

-

-

1.34 108

2027

-

.
.
.

1.43 108

1680

.

.

5.17 107

1970

-

-

4.03 10*
6.47 107
6.15 107
6.50-107
6.50 107
6.22-107

2375
2005
1742
2104
1630
2052

Note that travel times and travel lengths denoted with a minus-sign, correspond to
simulations when the water particle was aborted in fracture zone 9.
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• Performance measure - Flow rate
The flow rate at a point corresponding to the release point of the particle as discussed in
the previous section was requested as the second performance measure. The JAE-teani
has reported the flow rates for all the 22 simulations that were performed by them. The
calculated flow rates for the simulations is shown in Table 7.5. The velocity shown here
is the absolute value calculated at the point, regardless of the direction of the flow.
The variability probably reflects the variation of the permeability assigned at the point
were the flow rate is evaluated. Although it has not been possible to make a detailed
analysis one can with a relatively high confidence conclude that the hydraulic gradient
does not vary to the same extent as the permeability.
Table 7 J

Flow rates (mis) as reported by the JAE-team for their simulations on
the Fjdllveden site. The flow rates have been calculated at a point
corresponding to the release point for the flowpaths.
Subcase

Flow rate (m/s)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

1.03 10-13
5.80 10-12
3.56 10-M
3.19 10-M
4.62 10-13
7.31 10-15
1.53 10-12
9.20 10-w
8.36 10-M
1.21 10-13
1.04 10-13
1.16 10-13
1.64 10-13
1.59 10-13
2.98 10-13
2.90 10-13
2.60 10-12
3.56 10-13
3.26 10-13
3.39 10-13
4.55 10-13
3.00-10-13

Results from the KEM/SGA-team
• General
The KEM/SGA-team performed nine simulations in three dimensions for this case. The
finite element mesh is shown in Figure 7.22. The calculations comprised variations of
the hydraulic conductivities of both the rock mass and the fracture zones. The different
assumptions with regard to the hydraulic conductivities for the subcases are shown in
-
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Table 7.6. The study is oriented towards an investigation of the model's sensitivity to
different assumptions with regard to the (0 the conductivities of the fracture zones, and
(ii) the anisotropy of the rock mass. The study has involved a reinterpretation of the
field data to some extent by the Swedish Geological Co., i.e. the SGA-team. In this
analysis, which is included in the Project Team report, particular emphasis was put on
the evaluation of the anisotropic properties of the rock mass. Two of the subcases
comprised the formulation of the fracture zone conductivity based on the arithmetic
mean, as opposed to the geometric mean which was considered for the remainder of the
cases. The different assumptions regarding the conductivities as assumed for the
subcases are illustrated in Figures 7.23 and 7.24.
Table 7.6

Hydraulic conductivities (mis) assigned to the model for Subcases 1-9.
Rock mass

Fracture zones

1

1.5-HH-Z-2-78

0.17 z-3 15

2 NE&Vert
NW

2.8-KH-Z-2-3*
3.4HH z - 3 "

= Subcase 1

3

= Subcase 1

-

4 0-260 m
>260m

= Subcase 2

3.12 1(H
2.26 10*

5

= Subcase 2

2.29-Z-3-15

6

= Subcase 2

5.12 1(H

6.3 1(H
1.1-10*
2.9-10-9 z-o 49
3.0-1(H-Z-2-«

= Subcase 1

3.9-10-2 -z^-13
6.8-10-4 z-2-53
1.2 10-3 Z-2 93

= Subcase 1

= Subcase 8

4.5-10-2-z-3-°2
7.6 z^-73

Subcase

1

7 0-100 m
100-220 m
> 220 m NE&vert
NW
O

It

8

near-zone
NE&Vert
NW

9 NE&N
NW

"

1

Note that the fracture zone properties in Subcases 4 and 5 are based on the arithmetic
mean values as opposed to the geometric mean for the remainder of the cases.
Subcase 1 is identical to the isotropic formulation given in the test case proposal,
whereas the anisotropic formulation of the rock mass properties is considered in
Subcase 2. Subcase 3 is a homogeneous case with rock mass properties assigned to the
entire model. Subcases 4-6 are regarded as variants of Subcase 2 with variations of the
fracture zone properties. Subcase 7 involves a step-wise decrease of the hydraulic
conductivity of the rock mass down to a level of 100 m and 200 m below ground
surface, a level below which anisotropic conditions are assumed. A "near-zone" strategy
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has been applied in Subcase 8, in which the rock mass adjacent to fracture zones, has
been assigned conductivity values in between those of the rock mass and the fracture
zones. Subcase 9 is an extension to Subcase 8 assuming anisotropic fracture zone
properties.
The KEM/SGA-team has made an attempt to assign credibilities to the various
subcases. They consider Subcases 2 and 8 to be the most realistic ones. Subcases 5 and
9 are variants of these cases and illustrate the influence of rock stress on the hydraulic
conductivity of the fracture zones with respect to orientation and bedrock load,
respectively. Subcases 3 and 6 are considered to be less likely to occur in nature, and
are mainly simulated to illustrate the influence of extreme conditions. The intermediate
set of subcases in this context are Subcases 1,4, and 7, which are classified as possible.
• Performance measure - Pathlines
A water particle was released for the nine subcases at the position specified in the test
case definition. Figure 7.25 shows the location of the release point and exit points for
the subcases. There is a rather strong clustering of the exit points at zone 9 and in the
regional fracture zone, or at the intersection between them. The travel times and travel
lengths are summarised in Table 7.7. A porosity equal to 1.0 has been assumed.
Table 7.7

Collection of pathline data for the KEMISGA-team; accumulated travel
times (years) and travel lengths (m).
case

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Travel time

Travel length

1.3 10*
6.6 HP
1.2 10»
7.4-107
6.6 10?
7.3 107
4.8 107
7.8 107
7.5-107

1070
1075
1490
1345
1625
1615
1520
1500
1715

The nine subcases are relatively similar both with regard to travel time and travel
length. The travel times in subcases 1 and 3 are about twice as long as the travel time in
the rest of the subcases. The reason for this is that they both disregard the snisotropy of
the rock mass. One can thus draw the conclusion that the anisotropy is a significant
feature in the present formulation of the conceptual model. The anisotropy is considered
for the remainder of the subcases. Subcase 7 has a somewhat shorter travel time than
the other cases, which is caused by the comparatively high rock mass conductivity.
The results could be seen as an indication of that the fracture zone properties are less
important than the rock mass properties, at least for the performance measure chosen.
This depends mainly on the fact that the main part of the flow path is running in the
anisotropic rock mass in a direction coinciding with the main strike of the increased
conductivity.
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• Performance measure - Flow rate
The flow rate was calculated at the position corresponding to the release point for the
calculated flow paths. The resulting flux values for the nine subcases are shown in
Tabic 7.8.
Table 7.8

Flow rates (mis) as reported by the KEM/SGA-team for their
simulations on the Fjallveden site. The flow rates have been calculated
at a point corresponding to the release point for the flowpaths.
Subcase

Flow rate (m/s)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1.27 1(H3
3.49 10-13
9.51 10-M
3.17 10-13
3.49 10-J3
3.17 10-13
7.29-10-13
3.17 10-13
3.17 10-13

It is obvious that the flow rate is relatively insensitive to the different assumptions with
regard to the hydraulic conductivities. In Subcases 1 and 3 flow rates for are somewhat
lower than in the other subcases. This depends on die fact mat the regional gradient
coincides with the main strike of the direction of the increased conductivity of the
anisotropic rock mass for all subcases but cases 1 and 3.. The changes from case to case
introduced by variations of the fracture zone properties are not visible at all in the
calculated flow rates at this particular point since it is located rather far away from
fracture zones.
The KEM/SGA-team, in addition to the performance measures requested, evaluated the
distribution of the flow rate over a rectangle corresponding to the location of a potential
repository. The potential repositoiy covers approximately 1 km2, and is located at
z=-500 m in an area between fracture zones. Figure 7.26 shows the calculated
distribution of the groundwater flow rate. Apart from subcases 1 and 3 the flow rate
distributions in the different subcases are very similar. The lowest flow rate is obtained
in subcase 3 in which the fracture zones have been assigned rock mass properties. In
subcase 1 the effect of the gneissic granite has been "swamped out" in the averaging of
the penneabilities. It is more difficult to give a single explanation to the comparatively
low flow rate in subcase 2. Probably the steeper decrease of the rock-mass permeability
with depth contributes. This decreases the penetration depth of the water infiltrating the
domain from above. The fracture zones can, however, also play a significant role.

-
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7.8

Conclusions Cases Sa and 5b
The strategies applied to the two test cases 5a and 5b are significantly different. Case 5a
has been analysed by quantitative sensitivity analysis using regression techniques and
formalised uncertainty analysis applying a posteriori estimates of the probabilities of
different parameter sets originally selected by means of expert choice. The analyses of
Case 5b could be characterised as parameter variations designed to illustrate the effect
of various assumptions regarding the permeability distributions. These basic differences
rule out a systematic comparison between the analyses. The summary given below sets
out to compare the type of conclusions that can be drawn from the different approaches
rather than comparing the sensitivities and uncertainties obtained in the analyses. Some
general statements about the sensitivities of the studied systems are given, however.
The analysis of the CRNL test site has demonstrated a method of using regression
analysis as a means for performing sensitivity analysis. The resulting sensitivities of the
selected performance measure with respect to the different model parameters were
physically reasonable for all cases but one. It was commented that this might be a
consequence of the available calculations not being representative of the whole
parameter space as the parameter sets were selected in order to minimise a
goodness-of-fit function rather than performing a sensitivity study. The sensitivity study
also showed that several model parameters had a significant influence on the
performance measure and that therefore no single parameter could be picked as
predominant.
The correlation coefficients were generally small. It was shown by comparing the linear
regression analysis with rank regression that this is a result of the lack of a single
predominant parameter, rather than of nonlinearities.
A method for uncertainty analysis based on using information in head measurements
and the properties of a specially designed goodness-of-fit function to calculate a
posteriori probabilities of individual model runs has been demonstrated by application
to the CRNL-analysis. Unlike conventional uncertainty analysis, the a posteriori
approach does not involve prior information on parameter pdfs. This means that it has a
potential for circumventing the problem to quantify conceptual uncertainties. The
method involves a number of statistical subtleties which according to the Project Team
need further scrutiny.
The analyses of the Fjallveden site consisted of extensive parameter variations. From
these it could be stated that the selected performance measures (the travel time along a
flow path and the flow rate at the starting point of that flow path) are not particularly
sensitive to variations of the fracture properties. This lack of sensitivity is due to the
fact that the major part of the flowpath is running in the rock mass and that once the
water particle has entered a fracture zone it is transported vertically to the surface or
near the surface.
The selected performance measures, however, seem to be rather sensitive to different
assumptions for the rock mass properties. This is in agreement with the expected
behaviour of the flow system. Both Project Teams have assumed that Darcy's law
applies. They have furthermore assumed that the boundary conditions remain
unchanged. In this situation the flow rate becomes virtually proportional, and hence the
travel time inversely proportional, to the permeability.
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As could be expected from the two performance measures used, the pathline with its
associated pathlength and travel time and the flow rate at the st?.»ing point of the
pathline, give quite different possibilities to understand the sensitivity of the system.
Although the sensitivity of the flow rate is potentially easier to quantify than that of the
pathline it is obvious that it contains less information. The reason for this is that varying
the permeability distribution in the domain has only a limited effect on the magnitude
of the local hydraulic gradient and that therefore the variability of the flow rate is
directly proportional to the variability of the permeability. The pathlines have, when
analysed carefully, a possibility to shed light on the relative importance of different
structures in the domain. All conclusions drawn above about the relative significance of
the rock mass and the fracture zones were drawn from analysis of pathlines. The
evaluation of the flow-rate distribution over an area as illustrated in Figure 7.26 seems
to lend itself to more conclusive analyses than just a point value. In the particular
situation of Test Case 5b, however, also the flow-rate distribution proved to be
relatively insensitive to variations of the permeability distribution.
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Figure 7.1

Topographical map of the CRNL test area. The proposed model domain
is indicated with a thick line.

«A»ASE OYKE>

DIABASE DYKE

'"ACTUHE
ZONE No. I

FRACTURE
ZONE NO. 1

Figure 7.2

Isometric sketch of the CRNL test site showing the locations of
boreholes and hydraulic structures.
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Regression curves for the normalised travel time versus the natural
logarithm of horizontal (upper left) and vertical (upper right) hydraulic
conductivity of mesh-layer 1, azimuth of the symmetry axis of the
conductivity tensor in mesh-layer 1 [lower left), and the natural
logarithm of the hydraulic conductivity components perpendicular to the
symmetry axis of the tensor in mesh layers 4-7.
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for normalised TF and
normalised parameters
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Figure 7.4

Calculated regression curve slopes for linear regression of the
normalised groundwater travel time versus normalised model
parameters.
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RELATION BETWEEN TRAVEL TIME AND WATER FLUXES
REGRESSED SLOPE A = - 0 . 9 0

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT R
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Figure 7.5

Regression curve for normalised travel time versus normalised
groundwaterflowrate.
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Regional lineaments
22 Site Fjallveden

Figure 7.8

Lineament map over the FjUllveden site [7.2].
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Figure 7.9

Conceptualisation of the the lineament map (Figure 7.8). This map
formed the base for the mesh that was available to the Project Teams.
The numbers correspond to the number of the fracture zones.
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Hydraulic conductivity vs depth for the fracture zones at the
Fjdllveden site. The total number of points is 14 [7.3].
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Figure 7.12

Groundwater table map over the Fj&llveden site [7.3].

Figure 7.13

Perspective view of the finite-element mesh as generated by the
JAE-team.
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Hydraulic conductivities assumed for Subcases 8-13, JAE-team,
variation of fracture zone properties - rock mass properties are kept
constant.
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Figure 7.16

Hydraulic conductivities assumed for Subcases 15-17, JAE-team, both
rock mass properties and fracture zone properties are varied constant differences with depth.
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Figure 7.18

Horizontal and vertical view of the pathline for Subcase 3, JAE-team.

J
Figure 7.19

Horizontal and vertical view of the pathline for Subcase 9, JAE-team.
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Figure 7.20

Horizontal and vertical view of the pathline for Subcase 17, JAE-team.

Figure 7.21

Horizontal and vertical view of the pathline for Subcase 19, JAE-team.
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Figure 7.22

Top view of the finite element mesh as generated by the
KEMISGA-team.
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Figure 7.23

Hydraulic conductivities of the rock mass assumed for Subcases 1, 2,
7, and 8. Reported by the KEMISGA-team.
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Figure 7.25

Horizontal view of the release point and exit points for the water
particles as calculated by the KEMISGA-team.
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8. Case 6: Three-Dimensional Regional Groundwater
Flow in Low Permeability Rocks
Introduction
Regional groundwater flow in the Piceance Basin was to be simulated for this problem.
This basin is located in the northwestern part of Colorado, U.S.A., see Figure 8.1. It is
one of the only basins having mostly rocks of low permeability that has been studied by
hydrologists. The reason for the interest has been the extensive oil-shale deposits.
Available data for regional groundwater flow systems of low permeability are sparse.
The Piccance Basin is one of the few regional scale basins studied by hydrologists in
the U.S.A, having rocks of mostly low permeability. Previous studies were prompted by
technical, legal, and environmental concerns involving the development of extensive
oil-shale deposits within the basin. The main source of hydrological data for the
Piceance Basin is given in [8.1]. A hydrological description of the Piceance Basin that
was used extensively in development of this case is given in [8.2]. A modified version
of this original model has been published and been applied to mine drainage problems
in the basin [8.3].
As for any regional flow system, there is for this test case a large degree of uncertainty
in the prior estimates of hydraulic parameters. The data base to this test case includes
assigned ranges to the prior estimates of the parameters. The ranges were defined by the
author of a previous model study [8.2] and were reported to be deri. sd from the results
of aquifer tests.
This test case is an extension to a test case at Level 2 of HYDROCOIN. The code
capabilities tested in Level 2 [1.5] by this problem included the ability to simulate
large-scale three-dimensional flow in low permeability anisotropic rocks. In addition,
and perhaps of more importance, is the comparison of the modelling approaches
employed to simulate an incompletely defined system. That is, a system where the input
parameters are given only in terms of possible ranges and different interpretations of the
same data are possible. Thus, the objectives of this study are to provide tests for
methods of handling uncertainty and addressing model sensitivity.
For further details with regard to the hydrogeological setting, see [1.5].
Definition of Case 6
Conceptual Model and Assumptions
The Piceance Basin is a structural depression located in northwestern Colorado, see
Figure 8.1. Major drainages along with the basin boundaries are displayed in Figure 8.2.
Hydrostratigraphical units are listed in Figure 8.3. Boundaries of the groundwater
system are well defined in that the "impermeable" Garden Gulch Member of the Green
River Formation crops out along the entire perimeter of the basin, indicating that the
basin tilts from south to north, which results in the conceptual model of the system
displayed in Figure 8.4.
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Although flow in the l r * permeability rocks of the basin is conceived as being
dominated by fractures, the density of the fractures is thought to be such that Darcy's
law is valid. For the study the Garden Gulch Member of the Green River Formation is
taken to be an impermeable lower and lateral barrier to groundwater flow. The
measured hydraulic heads and fluxes are assumed to represent steady-state conditions.
The layers are assumed to be horizontal with a constant thickness, see Table 8.1. Each
layer is assumed to be comprised of several homogeneous zones of transmissivity with
the ranges provided for each zone.
Table 8.1

8.2.2

Average thicknesses of the hydrostratigraphic units to be modelled.
Layer

Average thickness (m)

5
4
3
2
1

120
90
50
60
210

Input Parameters
Input to this simulation includes:
-

ranges of vertical hydraulic conductivities and a transmissivity;
layer thicknesses;
recharge distribution and amounts;
elevations of streams and springs and the layer they are associated with.

These values are given in Table 8.2 and Figure 8.5-8.11. However, because of its very
low permeability, no springs have been observed issuing directly from Layer 3. In
addition to the values given above, a porosity of 0.1 is assumed for all layers.
Data from Table 8.2 reveal that rocks in the basin display vertical anisotropy. Other
data provide an indication that possibly one or both of the layers representing the upper
aquifer also exhibit horizontal anisotropy. These data are in the form of a frequency
diagram of orientations of surface joints and fractures (Figure 8.12) and a cone of
depression formed around industrial withdrawal wells (Figure 8.13). Shown also in
Figure 8.13 are several injection wells. Injections from these wells are of much smaller
magnitudes than from the withdrawal wells but their effects may have altered the shape
of the drawdown cone.
Figures 8.12 and 8.13 indicate different directions of the anisotropy (N75W and N15W,
respectively). Which one is the most representative flow system was left to the modeller
to decide. In the problem formulation is was noted that most researchers feel the lower
aquifers probably are not as dominated by fractures and that the Mahogany Zone
probably has only few fractures if any at all.
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Table 82

Ranges of the vertical hydraulic conductivities (mis) estimated for the
hydrostratigraphical units in the Piceance Basin.
Layer

Range

5
4
2
1

4.6 10-9 - 2.0 1<H
6.0-104-3.0-1Q-*
1.0 1 0 ^ - 3 0 HH
3.0 10-M>-1.0 10^

Transmissivity (m2/s):
3
4.9 HH -L5-100

Figure 8.1S and Table 8.4 provide the location and values of hydraulic head that are
needed for model calibration. Table 8.3 contains the measured discharge rates for the
major streams.
Table 8.3

Estimated discharge (mVs) to springs and seepage faces in the Piceance
Basin.
Piceance Creek
Yellow Creek
Roan and Parachute Creeks

0.646
0.024
0.796

Uncertainty Analyses
General
The first step in an investigation of uncertainty and sensitivity is to define the
performance measure of interest and the sources of uncertainty. With respect to
groundwater modelling and radionuclide waste disposal, the performance measure of
interest is the groundwater travel path and time from a repository to the accessible
environment. Specific to this problem the groundwater travel time from Layer 3 at
x=40 km and y=45 km to any natural discharge point is used.
Sources of model uncertainty include:
-

hydraulic parameters,
boundary conditions,
conceptual models, and
the computer codes.

Uncertainties in the computer code have been addressed in Levels 1 and 2 of
HYDROCOIN. Therefore, the remaining sources of uncertainty were addressed in this
problem.
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Table 8.4

Hydraulic head measured at wells in the Piceance Basin.
Layer Observation
Number
1
2
4
6
7
8
10
12
14
18
19
23
28
29
30
33
35
39
41
45
46
48
49
50

8.3.2

Head
(m)

Layer

Observation
Number

Head
(m)

1803.2
1839.1
1801.4
1846.7
2020.5
2013.5
1884.8
1962.9
1875.8
1888.0
2002.5
1902.3
2120.8
2119.0
2008.6
2065.2
2155.8
2387.2
2364.6
2341.4
2429.3
2278.0
2464.3
2578.6

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

11
24
27
31
34
37
42
51
52
53

1839.5
1987.5
2101.4
2002.5
1977.4
2230.5
2294.2
2443.0
2621.3
2349.9

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
5
9
13
15
16
17
20
22
25
26
32
36
40
43
44
47

1870.3
1809.0
1898.8
2036.9
1877.5
2004.7
1911.4
1930.2
1925.1
2011.1
2103.7
2060.2
2238.8
2466.4
2451.2
2448.0
2336.2

5

38
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Uncertainties in Hydraulic Parameters
As indicated in the problem description, the hydraulic parameters that control flow in
the Piceance Basin are only known within a specified (large) range. The use of the
complete range of each variable would result in a large degree of uncertainty in the
performance measure (that is, the groundwater travel time). However, combination of
parameter values within the range of each variable may produce model results in the
form of hydraulic heads, that are inconsistent with the interpolated values. Therefore, in
addressing uncertainty in hydraulic parameters the performance measure will be
conditioned by the ability of the model to reproduce the measured heads. Specifically,
this is done by only considering as valid groundwater travel times, those that are
produced by simulations that reproduce the measured heads within 2 standard deviations
of the interpolated heads. The measure of model accuracy A; is defined below in
Equation 8.1 in terms of differences between measured and model-calculated hydraulic
heads.
- 2 2 4 -
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The interpolated heads, the standard deviation from the kriging procedure and positions
are provided in Table 8.5. The location of the lines along which the values are to be
calculated is shown in Figure 8.IS. In the test case definition it is stressed that the sum
of all Ai's divided by the number of points (the total number of heads in Table 8.5)
should be less than 2 for each groundwater travel time reported in the uncertainty
analysis.
In addition to the performance measure and the range of the input variables, the
statistical distributions of each of the input variables must be identified before the
uncertainty analysis can be performed. Unfortunately, the data points used to define the
ranges of the input variables were unknown. Therefore, the following assumptions were
made with respect to the input variable distributions:
- transmissivities are log-normally distributed within the ranges given on the
previously mentioned maps,
- the ratio of horizontal to vertical hydraulic conductivity for all layers is assumed to
be normally distributed within a range of 1 to 200,
- the ratio of x-direction to y-direction hydraulic conductivity for all layers is assumed
to be normally distributed within a range of 0.1 to 10,
- recharge is assumed to be normally distributed within the ranges given on Figure 8.7,
- effective porosity is assumed to be uniformly distributed within a range of 0.05 to
0.15.
These ranges and distributions had to be combined to yield the distribution of the
performance measure. This distribution of the performance measure is to be compared
between the modelling groups. Once the distribution of the performance measure is
known, a sensitivity analysis can be performed to identify the most important
parameters, i.e., the parameters which have the most effect on the performance measure.
As the intent was to compare different methods of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis,
the choice of method was left to the modelling groups.
8.3.3

Uncertainties in Model Assumptions
Several cases have been designed to address uncertainties in model assumptions. To do
a complete uncertainty analysis of these cases would require that the changes described
below be implemented and then an uncertainty analysis of all the parameters be
performed just as described above.
- Effect of grid orientation on the model results. While any new orientations can be
used, the most interesting would be the grid orientations associated with either the
major fracture orientations or the one aligned with the elliptical drawdown cone
given in the Level 2 problem description.
- Changing the layer 2 boundary in the northwest to a constant head boundary whose
value is obtained via interpolation of the measured heads.
- Another possible error in the assumed boundary conditions are the constant heads
used to represent the southern springs. To investigate one possible uncertainty
associated with this assumption, the modellers are requested to change these constant
head boundaries to no-flow boundary conditions.
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As this level of work was beyond that possible for HYDROCOIN, a slightly different
approach was defined. This approach consists of making the recommended changes
described below and comparing the results to those produced in Level 2 for this
problem. Thus the performance measures are the ones defined for the Level 2 case.
Then the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis involve analysing die differences between
die "calibrated" model from Level 2 and die results of these analyses. The following is
a list of possible variations on the Level 2 model which were designed to test several
modelling assumptions. It was expected that the modellers should re-calibrate these
models prior to comparing them to their Level 2 results.
8.3.4

Uncertainties in the Measured Hydraulic Heads
This problem differs from the above problems in that it is a test of sensitivity of model
accuracy with respect to that data base. In Level 2 an attempt was made to calibrate the
model to a set of measured hydraulic heads. How close the model was able to reproduce
the heads was then a measure of die model accuracy. In doing this however, two data
points caused the SAN-team considerable difficulty. Additional information garnered
about these data indicated that they may not be reliable. Therefore, this test case was
designed to analyse how much more confident die modelling teams would be in their
Level 2 results if these two data points were eliminated from the data set. A new set of
data was obtained by re-kriging the measured heads with the two unreliable data points
removed.

8.4

Compilation of Results

8.4.1

Approach to Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis
The participation on this case was restricted to only one Project Team (the SAN-team
using the USG-code). The following sections are devoted to a summary of their
approach to sensitivity and uncertainty analysis as well as their calculational results and
conclusions.
Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis was performed using Monte Carlo simulations for
uncertainty analysis and regression of the Monte Carlo results with the sampled
parameters for sensitivity analysis. Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) was used to reduce
the number of samples required to produce the full range of possible outcomes. The
performance measure for both uncertainty and sensitivity analyses was the groundwater
travel time for a particle released at the center of the basin in the middle layer travelling
to any discharge point.

8.4.2

Uncertainty Analysis
Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) was used to generate 90 sets of input data for the
Piceance Basin model. Predicted groundwater travel paths are displayed in Figure 8.16.
These patfis generally travel initially downward to either layer 2 or all the way to layer
1 and then travel horizontally northward until they are forced upward at the edge of the
model and discharge into Piceance Creek.
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Groundwater travel times predicted by these simulations ranged from 1700 to 87 000
years with a median value of 18 000 years (Figure 8.17). Recognising that some travel
paths and times result from unrealistic combinations of parameters, a constraint was
placed on the performance measure. That is, only travel times produced by simulations
that were in agreement with the interpolated hydraulic-head surface were to be included
in the final distribution of travel times. A priori simulations were to be accepted if they
had an error less than 2 (see Eq. 8.1). As it turned out, none of the 90 simulations had
an error less than 2. In other words, none of the simulations produced hydraulic-head
surfaces in agreement with the measured surfaces, which indicates that none of the sets
of sampled values (i.e., model input) were in the range of the Level 2 calibrated values.
Investigation disclosed that the cause of the error was probably the range of recharge
specified in the problem definition. In reviewing the Level 2 results, it was noted that
the calibrated transmissivities were near the median of a log-normal distribution of the
defined ranges, while calibrated recharge values fell consistently at the lower or lowest
end of the defined ranges. Thus, values of recharge sampled for Monte Carlo analysis
had a very low probability of all being taken from the low end of the defined range.
The result was that none of the 90 simulations realistically represented the measured
hydraulic-head surface. Thus, the simulated travel paths and times (Figure 8.16 and
8.17) are not representative of conditions within the Piceance Basin.
In fact, it is illuminating to compare the model-predicted groundwater travel path
produced by the Level 2 calibrated model (Figure 8.18) to the 90 paths produced by the
uncertainty analysis (Figure 8.16). The major difference between the path of the
calibrated model and the paths of the uncertainty analysis, is that the path of the
calibrated model travels only a short distance north before surfacing and discharging at
Piceance Creek. Thus, the larger recharge values used in the uncertainty analysis seem
to cause the paths to stay in the lower layers longer until they are forced upward at the
edge of the model and discharge into Piceance Creek.
8.4.3

Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis was undertaken to determine which parameters were most important
to the prediction of groundwater travel times. This was performed by regressing the
sampled values against the predicted groundwater travel times with the ranks of the
sampled values regressed against the ranks of the travel times. The parameters
identified as most important are shown on Figure 8.19. Note first the relatively poor fit
of both regressions (R2 values of 0.63 and 0.59). Given these poor fits, the only
parameter that can be identified with confidence is porosity. Porosity probably appears
as the dominant parameter because only one value was sampled for all zones and all
layers. If a more realistic approach had been taken (a different porosity for each zone of
equal transmissivity for each layer), it is doubtful that the porosity would have been
identified as the dominant parameter. The relatively poor regression fits resulted from
the variability in the direction of predicted groundwater flow, especially for the vertical
direction. As shown in the cross-section (yz-plane) in Figure 8.16, there are basically
two groups of paths. The first group travels downward to layer 2 before travelling
laterally and then upward to Piceance Creek. The second group travels down to layer 1
before migrating laterally and then upward to Piceance Creek. The regression problem
then results when the regression is trying to find a correlation between model-predicted
flow paths that go only to layer 2 and parameters for simulations that produced flow
paths into layer 1 or vice versa. The result is a poor regression fit and an inability to
identify all important parameters.

-
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Conclusions
Uncertainty and sensitivity analysts was performed on the Level 3, Case 6, Piceance
Basin regional groundwater model by the SAN-team. The results of 90 Monte Carlo
simulations indicated a general particle path flow direction from the center of the region
in the middle layer downward to the lower layers and then migrating northward to near
the edge of the modelled region, and finally upward to the surface. Predicted travel
times of these paths ranged from about 2000 to about 90 000 years. However, the 90
simulations produced hydraulic-head surfaces that are not considered to be realistic: that
is, the model-predicted hydraulic heads do not match the interpolated hydraulic heads.
The difference in hydraulic heads is attributed to recharge values in the original
problem definition that appear to be too large. In summary, the model-predicted
groundwater travel paths and their associated travel times are not considered to be
representative of conditions within the Piceance Basin.
Analysis of the sensitivity of the model-predicted groundwater travel times to changes
in model input showed the porosity assigned to all layers to be the most important
variable. However, the regressions were poor fits to the data because of the variation in
the predicted flow paths with one group influenced by one set of parameters and
another influenced by a different set of parameters. In addition, the porosity was
probably identified as important because a single porosity value was sampled for the
entire model.
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Table 5.5

Layer

X

(km)

Kriged hydraulic head and associated errors along profiles through the
Piceance Basin.
Profile 1
head
(km)
(m)

y

Layer

e
(m)

(km)

Profile 2
head
y
(km)
(m)

e
(m)

15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

2276
2154
2085
2046
2033
2045
2085
2093
2180
2250

85
55
44
42
39
55
61
70
73
76

X

2127
2157
2258
2372
2267
2147
2045
1977
1907
1915
188
183
179

33
46
48
36
53
50
55
57
31

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70

2210
2271
2434
2295
2149
1996
1962
1960
1947
1915

20
27
56
70
85
72
56
46
47
51
33
53
24

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

2368
2242
2152
2036
1997
1962
2002
2058
2146
2228

90
81
66
32
46
56
41
40
57
81

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70

2274
2330
2456
2410
2236
2147
2061
1988
1930
1955

34
40
29
61
72
68
63
59
30
54
63
52
58

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

2480
2251
2173
2052
2034
2061
2086
2131
2166
2202

95
84
80
69
44
63
72
74
76
85

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70

2403
2393
2394
2353
2316
1953
1931
1922
1904
1880

22
28
46
49
56
71
56
35
17
28
11
23
19

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

2275
2131
2038
2000
1946
1931
1965
1991
2046
2101

46
32
23
46
54
56
47
38
29
13

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

40
40
40
40

55
60
65
70

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

186
182
179

191
184
181
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183
177

51
57
45
48
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Margins of the Piceance Basin and major streams within the basin.
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Figure 8.6

Vertical hydraulic conductivity of the principal oil shale horizon in the
Parachute Creek member of the Green River formation (layer 3). Units
are given in ms-1.
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Figure 8.7

The distribution ofareal recharge. Units are given in mm/year.
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Seepage face locations and elevations in the lower part of the
Parachute Creek member of the Green River formation (layer J). Units
are given in feet.
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Seepage-face locations and elevations in the lower part of the
Parachute Creek member of the Green River formation (layer 2). Units
are given in feet.
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Figure 8.10

Seepage-face locations and elevations in the upper part of the
Parachute Creek member of the Green River formation (layer 4). Units
are given in feet.
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Distribution of fracture orientationsfromsurface studies.
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Cone of depression created by pumping at a site within the domain.
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Location of wells where water level measurements were performed.
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Figure 8.15

Location of cross-section lines and particle release points for problem
evaluation.
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Model Grid

Figure 8.16

Model-predicted particle paths as reported by the SAN-team at Level 3
ofHYDROCOIN.
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Figure 8.17

Complimentary cumulative distribution of groundwater travel times as
reported by the SAN-team.
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Model Grid

Figure 8.18

Flow path predicted by the calibrated model as reported by the
SAN-team at Level 2 ofHYDROCOIN.
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9. Case 7: Comparison of Calculated Flow Paths to
Analytical Solutions
Introduction
Pathline estimation from the results of a hydrological simulation is often a first step in
radionuclide transport analysis. In addition, some regulatory agencies require estimates
of groundwater travel time in a disposal site evaluation. Both situations require an
accurate estimate of advective transport paths. As most models are not formulated to
provide pathlines or stream function values directly, transport paths must be obtained
from calculations based on the simulated potential surface. The approximations made in
these calculations compound the uncertainty associated with the potential solution. In
addition, the accuracy of the flow paths may exhibit sensitivity to features of the model,
such as grid density, independent of the potential solution itself. One further issue that
was brought to the attention at Level 1 of HYDROCOIN [1.4], was that particle
tracking is highly dependent on post-processing routines .
This test case was designed to provide a means of comparing methods of trajectory
calculation which is independent of the model employed to estimate the potential
surface. As the process of trajectory calculation can be thought of as being composed of
two distinct steps (calculation of velocities from simulated potentials and estimation of
flow lines from the calculated velocities) the problem output calls for both velocities
estimated from samples of the potential field and flow paths calculated from the
analytical expression for the velocity.
Two test cases were proposed for the Project Teams to consider. Test Case 7a is
concerned with particle tracks in a uniform flow field with homogeneous hydraulic
properties, while Case 7b deals with particle tracks in a unifonn flow field with a
circular region in the middle of the domain which has hydraulic properties differing
from the rest of the domain.
It should be pointed out that the formulation of this test case was oriented towards
calibration rather than sensitivity and uncertainty analysis. However, sensitivity analysis
could be performed to some extent, e.g. with respect to sensitivity to grid density.
In addition to the two specified test cases, a number of suggested optional extensions
were proposed. These optional calculations deal with estimation of the errors of the
predicted flow paths and variations of hydraulic parameters.
Definition of Case 7a
Model Description, Case 7a
A single well discharging at a constant rate is located in a uniform flow field. The
resulting groundwater divide defines two flow regions; one which converges to the well
and one which bypasses the well (Figure 9.1a).
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The potential, or hydraulic head h, is assumed to obey the steady-state Poisson
equation:
V2h = - M .

(9.1)

The boundary conditions are as follows:
lim

v y = 0 and

lim

y—>±w>

vx = - v b .

(9.2)

x—»±»

The solutions for the potential h, and the velocity components for a well located at the
origin are given in [9.1] as:
h = vbx + ^ s l n ( x 2 + y 2 ) ;

(9.3)

v

< 9 ' 4b >

y = -T*e?-fy*r

Input Parameters, Case 7a
FORTRAN functions which evaluate Equations 9.3 and 9.4 for M = 2TC mtys and
v b =0.01 m/s were provided to the Project Teams. The specified values of M and v b
result in a stagnation point at (-100,0) with the asymptotes of the groundwater divide at
y = + 100 n. These dimensions should be considered in designing the model grids.
The functions which return v x and v y are generally intended to be used with particle
tracking algorithms for finite-element models. The velocity calculations performed in
most finite-difference codes estimate the average velocity over model block faces. In
order to provide a consistent velocity from the analytical solution, a subroutine was
provided to find the average velocity normal to a directed line segment.
Error Calculation, Case 7a
An analytical solution for both the potential and stream-function is available for a
pumping well in an infinite confined aquifer [9.1]. In the base case formulation samples
of potential and velocity were used directly for estimating flow paths. Because discrete
samples were used, and because of deviations of the system from the assumptions
necessary to a general-purpose tracking algorithm, the estimated flow path will deviate
from the analytical flow path. The analytical expression for the stream-function value at
any point in the upper half-plane is:
<p = 0.01 y + tan-i(y/x).

(9.5)

Solving this expression for x along a given streamline where <p = <pi gives
xi ~ yi/tan((p! - 0.01 y i ) .

(9.6)
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The squared distance between two points (x t , y{) and (x2, y2) is expressed as
§2 = ( x 2 - x 1 ) 2 + ( y 2 - y 1 ) 2 ,

(9.7)

or when xj and yi are on the streamline associated with <pi
5* = (x 2 - Yi/tanCcp! - O.OlyO)2 + ( y 2 - y i ) 2 .

(9.8)

Equation (9.8) can be minimized with respect to yi, giving the y-location of the point
on streamline <pi closest to (x2, y2). The minimum distance to the analytical streamline
can then be found from Equation 9.7. This distance is the proposed measure of error of
the calculated trajectories.
FORTRAN subprograms that were attached to the case definition calculate the
accumulated length along a supplied flow path and the minimum distance from each
point in the flow path to the streamline passing through the first point in the flow path.
Equation 9.8 is solved iteratively by a univariate Newton-Raphson procedure. This
algorithm has been tested using the trajectories calculated by the program TRACKER
and was found to converge for all points except for those trajectories that overshoot the
well (for example, flow paths having negative x-values originating at release point 7).
For these points, the distance to the well were considered to be an appropriate measure
of error. The supplied subroutine automatically returns this distance when the iterative
procedure fails to converge.
9.3

Output Requirements, Case 7a

9.3.1

Base Case Output
The Project Teams were requested to submit estimated trajectories of particles released
at the points specified in Table 9.1, along with the associated path lengths and travel
times. These pathlines should be calculated with each of two sets of velocity values:
- Velocities calculated using analytical values for the potential as "model output" and
a conductivity of 1 m/s.
- Velocities obtained from either the analytical expression for velocity evaluated at the
model nodes (in the case of most finite-element codes), or the average of the
analytical velocity over the element or block boundaries (generally for finitedifference models).
The analytical solutions to the requested pathlines are shown in Figure 9.1b.
Three different gridding schemes should be used.

9.3.2

Option 1 Output
The Project Teams were requested to report profiles for both the x and y components of
velocity for both methods of velocity calculation (according to the Base Case Output,
Section 9.3.1) for each gridding scheme along the sections specified in Table 9.2.
Velocity values should be reported every 20 meters. The interpolation method should be
consistent with that used in the tracking algorithm.
The analytical solutions to the velocities along the profiles are shown in Figure 9.1c.
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Point no

x(m)

y(m)

-no
-90

0
0
150
200
250
260

-50
100
400
400
400
400

Table 9.2

1.00

0

Velocity profile cross-section endpoint coordinates for Option I output.
Section no
1
2
3

*i(m)

yi(m)

x2(m)

y2(m)

0
100
200

400
400
400

0
100
200

-200
-200
-200

Option 2 Output
The requested output consisted of the error vs. the cumulative path length evaluated at
each point in the flow path for release points 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 and for each gridding
scheme. The procedure for evaluating the errors of the predicted flow-paths is given in
Section 9.2.3.
Furthermore, a table of minimum distance vs. path length for paths 3 through 7 was
requested, along with tht trajectories and the same velocity component profiles that
were requested in the base case definition, see Tables 9.1 and 9.2.
Definition of Case 7b
Model Description, Case 7b
The domain for this test case is shown in Figure 9.2a. It contains a circular region
which has properties that are different from those of the bulk of the domain. This could
for example be regarded as a greatly idealised model of a repository. For convenience
the origin of the coordinate system is taken at the centre of the circle. There is assumed
to be a uniform flow in the x-direction at large distances from the circle.
The base case fonnulation of Case 7b is concerned with an inclusion with a
conductivity higher than the bulk of the domain. This could for instance correspond to a
repository with a weathered concrete barrier. Option 1 of Case 7b is devoted to a
similar situation but with the concrete barrier being intact, i.e. with a lower hydraulic
conductivity than the bulk of the domain.
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The objective of this case was to calculate pathlines using either
- the analytical flow field,
- a finite-element or finite-difference discretisation of the flow field,
- a flow field obtained from finite-element or finite discretisation of the analytical
pressure (or head) field, or
- a flow field obtained from a numerically calculated finite-element or finite-difference
pressure field.
The flow is taken to be steady-state, horizontal, incompressible, and two-dimensional.
The material properties are taken to be isotropic.
The flow is characterised by Darcy's law
(9.9)

!"e*
and the steady state equation of continuity
Vp^O.where

k « { f c £ 2

(9.10)

The pathlines should be calculated using
dx

af=v = ^-

(9.11)

Analytical Solution, Case 7b
The test case defined above has an analytical solution which corresponds to a uniform
pressure gradient in the x direction of -I at large distance from the circle. The pressure
and the stream function are

(9.12)

P =
2k

l-«ET?fe>x

forr<a

^y+$h^>*y)

forr>a

(9.13)

p , I ( ^ l te>y

forr<a
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The velocity field is
k

fc«1"trfe-fl^L>

fOTI>a

(9.14)

k I ( *7*V

forr<

*-

ta,r>i

h'fc^ft^
v

(9.15)

y=

0 for r<a

The pathlines are given by
»2" ,k„ - k,
y + J ? (£" + p = y« = constant for r>a,

(9.16)

y = yo£n2kVi)

(9.17)

and
forr<a

-

Note that a pathline only crosses the circle if

Unfortunately the travel time cannot be expressed as a function of position using simple
functions. However, it is easy to express the travel time to any position as an integral
which can be evaluated numerically to any required accuracy.
Input Parameters for Case 7b, Base Case
The initial positions of the pathlines are defined by the initial y-coordinates. These are
given in Table 9.3; see also Figure 9.2a. The initial x-coordinates for all the pathlines is
-L x . The values of the physical properties are given in Table 9.4.
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Table 9.3

Y-coordinates for release points of particles; Case 7b, Base Case.
Path#

y-coordinate (m)

Path#

y-coordinate (m)

10
12
14
16

5
6
7
8

18
20
22
24

1
2
3
4

Table 9.4

Values of input parameters, Case 7b, Base Case.

Parameter

Value

L^
Ly
a
Iq,
e,r=€b
kn
\i

50.0 m
30.0 m
10.0 m
lO-tfm2
0.1
10-» m2
10-3 Pas

pw
I

10? kg. m-3
HPPa-nH

Input Parameters for Case 7b, Option 1
The initial positions of the pathlines are defined by the initial y-coordinates. These are
given in Table 9.5; see also Figure 9.2a. Note that the vertical spacing between the
starting positions of the pathlines for the base case by far exceeds the one considered
here. Option 1 focusses on the pathlines that start very close to the symmetry line of the
circular inclusion to be modelled since these are the only ones that actually cross the
inclusion. The initial x-coordinate for all the pathlines is -L x . The values of the
physical properties are given in Table 9.6, the only parameter differing from the base
case is the hydraulic conductivity of the inclusion.
Table 9.5

Y-coordinates for release points of particles; Case 7b, Option 1.
Path #

1
2
3
4
5

y-coordinate (m)
0.10
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.18

Path #

6
7
8
9
10

-
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y-coordinate (m)
0.20
0.22
0.24
0.50
1.00

Table 9.6

Values of input parameters, Case 7b, Option 1.
Parameter

Value
50.0 m
30.0 m
10.0 m 2
lO-^m
0.1
HH 7 m 2
HHPa-s
HPkg-nr*
10'Pa m-»

L*
Ly

a
kb
En

K

M.
Pw

I

9.5

Output Requirements, Case 7b

9.5.1

Base Case Output
The requested output from the Project Teams consisted of the particle trajectories, the
errors as defined below, and optionally the errors in the velocities along the trajectories
for each grid and the method of calculating velocities. Eight pathlines would be
calculated starting from points on the left hand boundary of the domain. The analytical
solutions are given in Figure 9.2b. A range of grids were to be used. The errors in the
calculated pathlines would be assessed using the error measures given below. The
results of the analytical solution corresponding to these errors are given in Tbale 9.7.
ei = error in the y coordinate at x = 0,
ti = error in the y coordinate at x = L„
e3 = error in the time to reach the line x = 0,
e4 = error in the time to reach the line x = L .
Table 9.7
Pathline
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Results for analytical solution Case 7b, Base Case.
y coord.
atx=0(m)
5.2404
6.2847
7.3270
8.1674
9.4055
13.3140
16.9340
19.8190

y coord.
atx=L x (m)
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24

travel time
tox=0(10 9 s)

travel time
to x=Lx (• 10's)

4.16621590
4.28973663
4.45747188
4.69921783
5.12931807
5.53240565
5.32494396
5.25665906

8.33243180
8.57947326
8.91494376
9.39843566
10.25863614
11.06481130
10.64988792
10.51331812
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Option 1 Output
The requested output from the Project Teams for Option 1 is identical to the one for the
Base Case in terms of entities to be studied. However, the Base Case and Option 1
differ in terms of the different starting positions for the pathlines, compare Tables 9.3
and 9.5. See Figure 9.1c for the analytical solutions to the requested pathlines. The
results of the analytical solution corresponding to errors ej through e+ are given in
Table 9.8.
Table 9.8
Pathline
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Results for analytical solution Case 7b, Option 1.
y coord.
at x=0 (m)
4.8520
5.8224
6.7928
7.7632
8.7336
9.7040
10.007
10.016
10.144
10.393

y coord.
at x=Lx (m)
0.10
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.20
0.22
0.24
0.50
1.00

travel time
tox=0( lO^s)

travel time
tox=L x ( 109s)

50.614889
47.5319861
43.5584281
38.3611760
31.1733240
18.8636821
6.74511842
6.70208689
6.33953320
5.99898245

101.229778
95.0639722
87.1168562
76.7223520
62.3466480
37.7273642
13.49023684
13.40417378
12.67906640
11.99796490

Compilation of Results
General
Great interest has been shown in this test case by the participating Project Teams. The
amount of results reported by them have by far exceeded any other test case within the
HYDROCOIN study at any of the three levels. The number of data files with particle
tracks for different gridding schemes, different types of solution algorithms for the base
cases and the optional calculations amounts to more than 5000.
The amount of results is obviously impossible to cover completely. Therefore, the
presentation of the results mainly focusses on a narrow selection of results typical for
the issues addressed in the subsequent subsections, rather than giving a complete and
thorough analysis of the reported results from each Project Team. Only one or two
Project Teams are presented in each subsection. The overall conclusions from the test
case will be summarised in the last Section of this Chapter. Further details can be found
in the individual Project Team reports.
Compilation of Results, Case 7a, Base Case
The base case formulation of Case 7a was analysed by 11 Project Teams using various
approaches, tracking routines and grid densities. The teams were AEC, AES, AND,
ETH, JAE, NNW, SRP, OWT, SAN, VTT and NRC. The results selected for
presentation in this subsection are those reported by the SAN-team and the NRC-team.
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• Results reported by the SAN-team
The SAN-team applied two tracking routines to the problem. They used the
FLWPTH-routine which is designed for use with finite-difference codes (not
commented further in this presentation), and the TRACKU2-routine which is designed
for use with the finite-element code UNSAT2. They investigated the sensitivity of the
tracking routines to (i) different grid densities, (ii) different ways of calculating the
velocities, and (Hi) slight changes of the location of the well.
Their discretisation of the domain consisted of three grids with block sizes of 80 m,
40 m, and 20 m, respectively. They calculated the velocities from either analytically
calculated nodal head values or from analytically calculated nodal velocity values.
Furthermore, in order to investigate the results in the vicinity of the well, where the
sharpest gradients occur, they also changed the location of the well slightly so that it
was located at the upper (and right hand side) element face of the well grid block, as
opposed to the suggested location which corresponds to the centre of the block with the
discretisation used.
Figure 9.3 shows results for pathlines 3-7 as calculated by the SAN-team using the
coarse mesh (80 m grid block) for the cases with calculated head values, analytical
velocity values, and with the well moved to the upper face of the grid block (analytical
head values). From Figure 9.3, it is evident that the discretisation is too coarse to
provide accurate pathways. The model results seem fairly sensitive to the altered
location of the well. However, since the well has been moved, the symmetry of the
problem is destroyed and this in turn affects the analytical solution to the problem.
Therefore, the situation with another location of the well should not be compared to the
analytical solution, but rather be seen as an illustration.
Figure 9.4 shows the same sequence of figures as did Figure 9.3, but here results are
reported with the use of a fine grid with a 20 m grid block-size. In comparison with the
analytical solution and the results reported in Figure 9.3, the accuracy of the tracking
has improved substantially. The reason for the absence of particles 6 and 7 in the
middle and lower figure is not known. However, the flowpaths for the situation in the
upper figure (prescribed head) indicates that the tracking routine provides results in
reasonable agreement with the analytical solution. Flowpaths 4 and 6 run very close to
each other in the middle part of the domain, but the tracking routine used made it
possible to detect the water divide between these two flowpaths.
• Results reported by the NRC-team
The NRC-team reported results for two different ways of evaluating the flow field;
application of the FEM-code to solve the flow field from the analytically calculated
head values and evaluation the flow field from analytically calculated velocity values.
For both cases they used the tracking routine that is built-into the FEM-code. They
discretised the domain with three different degrees of refinement: grid blocks with the
size of 120 m, 60 m, and 20 m. Furthermore, they undertook an analysis of the travel
times and travel lengths that were calculated and compared them to the analytical
values.
Figure 9.5 shows the pathlines as calculated with the FEM-code tracker with the use of
analytical head values as an input. Results from two grid densities are shown, with the
coarsest one (120 m) in the upper part and the finest one (20 m) in die lower part. The
use of the coarsest grid did evidently not yield accurate pathlines. Contrary to this the
use of the finer grid has given results that are well in agreement with the analytical
-
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solution. Here both the well, the stagnation point and the water divide have been
detected by the tracking routine. The only visible deviation from a perfect fit to the
analytical solution is a small kink on pathline no 7 in the vicinity of the well.
The results for analytically calculated velocities are shown in Figure 9.6. Basically the
same trend is visible for the coarse mesh results as in Figure 9.5, with a complete
failure in finding the well, water divide, and stagnation point. The lower figure indicates
that it is possible with a fine enough grid to achieve accurate flowpaths The only visible
deviation from an excellent agreement with the analytical solution is a small kink on
pathline no 7.
The NRC-team also investigated the travel times and travel lengths of the generated
particle tracks as a function of grid density. Figures 9.7 and 9.8 show the travel lengths
and travel times, respectively, for their pathlines for the three different gridding
schemes and the two ways of representing the flow field. (Note, that pathline 2 was
omitted in the figure for the analytical flow field since this particle oscillated and
destroyed the scaling of the vertical axis.) In accordance with the discussion above, the
finest grid provides results that are well in agreement with the analytical solution.
Figure 9.7 indicates that it was not worth while for this particular case to increase the
grid density beyond the 60 m grid block size. A general trend seems to be that the finer
the grid, the longer the travel time. In comparing the travel times between the two ways
of representing the flow field, it appears as if both approaches yield accurate results.
Figure 9.8 shows the travel times that correspond to the travel lengths in Figure 9.7. A
few general trends are worth noticing. The two finest grids yield very similar results
indicating that the solutions are convergent. Furthermore the travel times when the
analytical flow field was prescribed are shorter for the coarsest mesh than for the two
finer ones, whereas the opposite situation is at hand for the pathlines generated from
analytical heads.
Compilation of Results, Case 7a, Option 1
This part of the test case was tackled by four Project Teams: JAE, NNW, OWT, and
SAN. The results from the JAE-team are selected for presentation in the following
section.
The JAE-team applied their tracking routine TRAC2D (connected to the 2DS-code) to
the stated problem, and analysed the velocities along the profiles using either
analytically calculated nodal head values or analytically calculated nodal velocity
values as input to the tracking routine. They constructed three finite-element meshes
consisting of 40, 112, and 364 elements respectively. The following considers a
presentation of the results obtained with the coarsest and the finest grid. Profile 1 is
presented since this proved to be the most difficult one.
Figure 9.9 shows the velocity-components along profile 1 with the coarse mesh with the
analytical pressure assigned to the nodal points. In comparing with the analytical
solution given in Figure 9.1c, it appears as if the peak values of the x-component
around the well for the coarse grid are a bit too low, although their positions are in
agreement with the analytical solution. The results for both meshes indicate that the
x-component is consistently being underestimated. The magnitude of the peak values
around the well seems to be in better agreement with the analytical solution for the fine
mesh than for the coarse mesh. However, the x-component of the velocities far away
from the well are underestimated also for the fine mesh.
-
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Figure 9.10 shows the results with analytical velocities assigned to the nodal points. The
upper figure shows the results with the coarse mesh. It indicates that the fit with the
positive peak value (x-component) is good, while the negative peak is overestimated.
The opposite pattern is shown in the lower figure. The same tendency of consistently
underestimating the velocities far away from the well is also visible with this method of
evaluating the flow field.
Compilation of Results, Case 7a, Option 2
The results described in this section are concerned with the error in position vs. the
cumulative path length evaluated at each point in the flow paths and for each gridding
scheme according to Section 9.3.3.
This part of the test case was tackled by five Project Teams (AES, NNW, JAE, SRP,
and AEC). All of them considered at least one of the items that was requested above.
The presentation in this Section is focussed on the results reported by the NNW and
AEC Project Teams. Furthermore, only pathlines 4, 5, and 6 are discussed since these
showed to be the most sensitive ones to the phenomena discussed below:
- The influence on the errors in the pathline calculations by the use of different
gridding schemes,
- difference in errciS obtained depending on whether analytical solutions for the
potentials or velocities have been used for the error calculation, and
- difference in errors of the pathlines stemming either from the use of analytical
solutions (for the velocities) or model-computed velocities for the calculations of the
pathlines.
• Influence on the errors due to different gridding schemes
Figure 9.11 shows the errors of the calculated pathlines as calculated by the AEC-team
when using the analytical velocity field as an input to their tracking routine
(TRACK3DV). Two meshes were used for this calculation; a coarse mesh that consists
of about 120 nodes (100 elements), and a fine mesh with about 2250 nodes (2200
elements). The meshes are rectangular with a radially converging refinement in the
vicinity of the well. It is clearly visible that the errors introduced by the tracking itself
decrease rather dramatically when refining the grid. This goes for all the pathlines
shown and in particular for pathline 4. Questions arise as to whether or not an "infinite"
refinement is worthwhile. It is, however, noticeable, that the errors for the three
pathlines shown are all less than 1 percent of the accumulated pathlength. This has to
be judged as a good result, particularly since particle 4 intentionally is released very
close to a water divide and thus sensitive to instabilities in the tracking procedure.
• Influence on the errors by the use of potentials or velocities
Figure 9.12 displays the errors as reported by the NNW-feam. This figure shows their
results using a fine grid (256 eight-noded finite-elements) with either prescribed
analytical nodal head values or a prescribed analytical flow field. The results from the
coarse grid are too poor to allow for an evaluation of the effect of the various ways to
calculate the velocity field. There could be reason to believe that the errors of the
pathlines associated with prescribed nodal head values could suffer from larger
uncertainties since the particle tracking in this case has to be preceded by a calculation
of the velocity field. The figure shows that there is a weak tendency towards smaller
-
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errors in the latter case. In fact there is a general tendency in the results from all Project
Teams that the errors are smaller when the velocity field has been prescribed.
• Difference in errors between analytical and model-computed velocities
Figure 9.13 shows the results as reported by the AEC-team with the same (fine) grid for
the two cases when the flow field was calculated by their finite-element code MOTIF
and for the case when the analytical flow field was prescribed. It is most interesting to
notice that the errors in both cases are similar. The "error pattern" along the flow paths
appear to be the same but somewhat lowered for the case when the analytical flow field
was prescribed. The results in this figure should also be compared to the errors
presented in Figure 9.12. It is clear that the errors in flow paths are smaller for the case
with the analytical flow field prescribed than with the model-computed. But, the
interesting point is that the differences between the two sets of calculations decrease
with increasing grid density. This again confirms that a fine grids allows at least for the
possibility to obtain correct calculated flow paths.
Compilation of Results, Case 7b, Base Case
The Base Case formulation of Case 7b was analysed by eight Project Teams (AND,
ETH, JAE, NNW, OWT, SAN, HAR, and VTT). They have all considered a number of
subcases and meshes. There were no restrictions stated in the test case description as to
the gridding schemes to be used which means that it is difficult to compare the results
from the different Project Teams.
The requested output comprised calculation of particle trajectories, their errors, and
optionally the errors in the velocities along the trajectories for each grid and method of
calculating velocities. According to the output requirements the flow paths should be
calculated in four different ways using:
- the analytical flow field,
- a finite-element or finite-difference discretisation of the flow field,
- a flow field obtained from finite-element or finite discretisation of the analytical
pressure (or head) field and proceeding as under the previous point, or
- a flow field obtained from a numerically calculated finite-element or finite-difference
pressure field.
As mentioned earlier, the amount of results is too large to cope with in a thorough
manner. Thus, in order to present representative results and to reduce the volume of the
present report, the results of only one Project Team are presented in each of the
following sub-sections. The reader is referred to the Project Team reports listed in the
"List of Project Team Reports" for further team-specific issues.
According to the output requirements, eight pathlines were to be calculated. However,
in order to increase the legibility of the figures only pathlines 1, 5, and 6 are displayed
in the plots. The reason for the choice, is that number 1 is supposed to cross the
spherical inclusion in the most "straight-forward" manner, and pathlines 5 and 6 are just
on the periphery of the inclusion and thus the most sensitive ones to the disturbance
caused by the difference in material properties. See Table 9.3 for the position of the
release points of of the particles. Figure 9.2b shows the analytical solution for pathlines
1 through 6.
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• Particle tracks
The results from the ETH-team was selected for this sub-section. They have considered
all four ways of calculating the velocities according to above. They constructed four
finite-element meshes, and they applied their FM3-code to the problem for the subcases
when the velocity field was to be calculated numerically. Their tracking algorithm
TRACK is a stepping routine based on the Newton-Raphson method. The tracking
algorithm adjusts the step-length according to the magnitude of the gradient occurring
in the finite-element into which the particle enters. The FM3-code presently handles
only three-dimensional problems, which made the ETH-team consider a i m thick
cylinder rather than a circel. Their meshes thus consisted of both brick and prism
elements with quadratic interpolation. They used the prism elements to describe the
circular inclusion, but these were found to represent the flow field in a poorer manner
than did the surrounding brick elements. Their meshes ranged in size from the coarsest
with 30 elements (4 prism elements to describe the inclusion) to their finest with 226
elements (48 elements for the inclusion) with an intermediate mesh with 226 elements
(36 elements for the inclusion). The finest mesh had the prism elements evenly
distributed within the inclusion, whereas the latter mesh had an extreme refinement
along the periphery of the inclusion.
Figure 9.14 -shows the pathlines calculated by the ETH-team when the p -tide tracks
were generated using the analytical velocity field. Figure 9.15 shows th calculated
pathlines when the velocities were evaluated at nodal points using the FEM301-code.
The figures show the results for the three meshes mentioned above. According to Figure
9.14, it is clear that the tracking routine produces flow paths well in agreement with the
analytical solution, compare Figure 9.2b. Good results in general were obtained with all
meshes. However, the pathlines shown in Figure 9.15 indicate that there were
difficulties in the vicinity of the inclusion when the flow field was calculated
numerically. The ETH-team claims that the discretisation of the inclusion is too coarse
in the first mesh, whereas the refinement in the finest mesh made pathline 6 be more
exact. However, the remaining pathlines deviated significantly even with the finest
mesh. The ETH-team concluded that the transition zone could be of utmost importance.
They therefore modified the finest grid to better represent the periphery of the inclusion.
The resulting pathlines are shown in Figure 9.15 (bottom), and apparently the tracking
routine works better with this refinement. Whether or not this is a question of
discretisation only, or if the tracking would have worked properly had rectangular
elements been used for the inclusion is, presently unclear.
It should also be mentioned that the calculations using the analytical or calculated
potentials for evaluating the pathlines yielded results in good agreement with the
analytical solutions.
• Errors in particle tracks
This subsection is concerned with errors e3 and e*, i.e. the errors in space and time at
x=50 m (at the right hand boundary of the domain). The previous sections have dealt
with errors in the particle tracks due to different ways of representing the flow field and
different gridding schemes. A third source of uncertainty in this context is the stepping
procedure in the tracking routine. Some of the algorithms used for this test case are
designed for an automatic adjustment of the step-length with regard to the magnitude of
the local hydraulic gradient. Other tracking routines are designed for the user to specify
a suitable step-length. The VTT-team has investigated the sensitivity of the tracking to
the specified step-length. Their results are presented below.
-
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Figure 9.16 shows the errors in space of the particle tracks calculated at the right hand
boundary of the domain using a fine mesh (102 eight-noded finite-elements). This mesh
was chosen since it was regarded as fine enough to avoid discretisation effects. The
calculated errors are plotted as a function of the step-length for two ways of
representing the flow field; either with the analytical pressure prescribed or with the
pressure numerically calculated. In this figure it is clear that the way of calculating
velocity field has no major impact on the errors, which means that the FE2-code is able
to represent the flow field in a reasonable manner compared to the solution with the
analytical pressure prescribed. The errors are strongly dependent on the step length. In
addition, the results with the coarsest grid (not presented here) show that there is a
strong coupling between the magnitude of the errors and the grid spacing.
Figure 9.17 shows the errors in time of the same pathlines, meshes, and ways of
calculating velocities as above. The same trend is visible as for the errors in space as
discussed above. However, the sensitivity to the step-length seems to be less
pronounced in terms of travel times than the errors in space. The errors are nevertheless
more strongly dependent on the step length specified than on the way of calculating the
velocity field with the fine mesh used here.
• Errors in velocities along the pathlines
Figure 9.18 shows the errors in velocities along the pathlines as calculated by the
OWT-team using a relatively coarse mesh (their tracking routine is connected to the
STO-code). The figure intends to indicate the general trend for all the pathlines rather
than to give an exact measure of the error at a particular point. The upper and middle
figures show the velocity error in the x-direction and the y-direction respectively, by
prescribing the analytical pressure to nodal points in the mesh. The lower figure shows
the velocity error in the x-direction for the same mesh, but with the velocities derived
from the numerically calculated pressure field.
The general trend for all three figures is that the errors increase symmetrically around
the inclusion. Peak values are obtained at the interface between the two material types,
i.e. at the points of entrance into the inclusion. The strong fluctuations in the curves
coincide with the boundaries of finite-elements.
Figure 9.19 shows the sensitivity of the velocity errors along pathlines 1, 5, and 6 to the
grid spacing. The upper figure shows this effect for a coarse mesh, while the lower one
shows it for a fine mesh. The same method for calculating the velocities has been used
for both cases, i.e. the analytical pressure has been prescribed to nodal points in the
grid. The relation between errors in x- direction and y-direction are roughly the same as
indicated above. Surprisingly, the sensitivity of the velocity errors appear to more
depend on the way in which the velocities have been derived than on the grid density.
Compilation of Results, Case 7b, Option 1
Option 1 of Case 7b was analysed by three Project Teams (ETH, HAR, and NNW)
according to the original output specification. The SAN-team have reported results with
the material properties in accordance with the test case description, but the starting
positions of the pathlines were the same as those of the Base Case fonnulation of Case
7b. The requested output was the same as for the Base Case formulation of Case 7b, see
Section 9.6.5 for further details. The discussion of the errors ei through e 4 according to
Table 9.8 is omitted in this section.
-
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The results from both the ETH-team and the NNW-team are presented below. The
emphasis is on the ETH-team results. They have discussed three different sources of
uncertainty:
- the density of the discretisation,
~ the four different ways of representing the flow field, and
- the orientation of the finite-elements.
The NNW-team addressed the issues of the density of the discretisation and two
different ways of representing the flow field.
The analytical solution of the pathlines is given in Figure 9.2c.
• Results reported by the NNW-team
The NNW-team have generated three meshes with 16, 64, and 256 subparametric
quadrilateral finite-elements. They applied the SAG-code and the tracking routine that
is built in to this program package. The first mesh is intentionally very coarse to ensure
visible deviations of the pathlines. Figure 9.20 shows the pathlines generated using the
coarse mesh with analytical velocities, numerically calculated velocities derived from
the analytical pressure values using the coarse mesh, and the numerically calculated
velocities derived from the analytical pressure values using the fine mesh.
The upper figure illustrates that they had no problems to generate particle tracks well in
agreement with the analytical solution also with the coarse mesh when the analytical
velocity field was prescribed to the grid points. The middle figure shows that the
pathlines suffered from large discrepancies with the same mesh when the velocity field
was numerically calculated. The lower figure shows the NNW-team pathlines with
numerically calculated velocities and a substantially refined grid. The intermediate
mesh with 64 elements was not discretised densely enough to give the accurate
pathline^.
Figure 9.21 reflects the errors in the x-component of the velocity at different locations
along the pathlines for the same cases as shown in Figure 9.20. The upper figure
displays very small deviations from the analytical values, the main portion of errors are
between 10 -14 and 10 -12 m/s with the higher values mainly occurring at the interface
between the two types of materials. These error values are small compared to the results
reported from the other Project Teams. However, the velocity errors with the velocity
field evaluated from the analytical pressure values (see the middle figure), are mainly
between 10 -11 and 10 -10 m/s. With the refined mesh the errors decreased by at least one
order of magnitude according, see the lower figure. The results from the NNW-team
indicate that the way of calculating the velocity field has an influence on the errors in
the particle tracks.
• Results reported by the ETH-team
The ETH-team have generated five different meshes and have applied all four ways of
evaluating the velocity field. The meshes have different discretisation density and
element orientation. The meshes considered for presentation in this report consist of:
- a total of 226 elements including 48 elements for the inclusion (number 1),
- a total of 226 elements including 36 elements for the inclusion and a refinement of
the transition zone (number 2), and
- a total of 206 elements including 64 elements for the inclusion (number 3).
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Meshes 1 and 2 are identical with respect to the domain outside the inclusion. Mesh 3,
on the other hand, was constructed using radii and concentric circles. The latter mesh
was constructed in order to investigate the sensitivity to the grid orientation.
When the pathlines were calculated using the analytical velocity field, the particle
tracks were in good agreement with the analytical solutions for all the meshes used.
However, when the velocity field was calculated in some other way discrepancies
occurred.
Figure 9.22-9.24 shows the calculated patlriines for the three cases when the velocity
field was evaluated according to (/) a discretisation of the analytical velocity field
(upper), (i/) an evaluation of the velocity field derived from the analytical pressure
(middle), and (in) the numerically calculated flow field (lower).
Figure 9.22 shows the results when grid number 1 was used. The upper figure illustrates
that the ETH-team had difficulties in obtaining pathlines that crossed the inclusion
properly. They showed that the results are sensitive to the time spent within the
inclusion, which means that the particle tracks are strongly depending on the point of
entrance into the inclusion. It is interesting to note that the pathlines in the lower figure
are in better agreement with the analytical ones than is the case for the middle figure.
Figure 9.23 illustrates how the pathlines were calculated with mesh number 2. It is
evident from all three figures, that the way of evaluating the flow field is important.
Furthermore, from comparison with Figure 9.22, it is clear that also the gridding
scheme is of importance. Mesh number 2 has a two-layered refinement along the
periphery of the inclusion in order to better cope with the strong curvature of the
pathlines in this region. Figure 9.23 shows that, although some deviations remain, this
mesh modification has unproved the pathlines.
Figure 9.24 shows the pathlines as calculated with mesh number 3. In the upper figure
(analytical velocity field) the behaviour of some of the particle tracks is erratic. This
shows that thee tracking procedure is not completely reliable. The situation is better in
the two lower figures.
Conclusions
One of the general conclusion of Level 1 of the HYDROCOIN study [1.4] was that
although good numerical methods exist to solve the primary field variable (pressure,
temperature etc) there was an uncertainty about the accuracy of different particle
tracking algorithms. As a consequence it was decided to include a test case in Level 3
that was designed to test particle tracking algorithms. This test case was then split into
two main cases (the well in the aquifer and the inclusion with different permeability).
These two cases then included several options. There has thus been a substantial range
of slightly different test cases available to the Project Teams.
The test cases were designed to test the importance of the velocity evaluation
algorithms, gridding densities, grid orientations, step lengths in the integration etc. The
issue of particle-tracking accuracy created much interest within the study. The amount
of results submitted to the Secretariat was so large that it has been practically
impossible to get a systematic overview of them. The presentation in this section has
been restricted to examples of analyses of the different options. The depth to which
these results have been analysed in this report is limited. Some conclusions have,
however, been drawn. These are summarised below.
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The accuracy of particle tracking depends on grid design, grid density, stepping
procedure and velocity evaluation procedure. It is impossible to put relative weights on
these issues based on the present analyses.
In the option with the spherical inclusion, in particular with the low-permeability
inclusion, it was demonstrated that the grid has to be dense in regions where the
curvature of the pathlines is great. It was also shown that there is a pronounced grid
orientation effect. In addition, it was shown that the details of the pathlines could be
very important for the travel time along the pathline when there are significant
permeability contrast in the domain.
In some of the options the mode of velocity calculation appeared to have an effect on
the pathline accuracy, whereas in other options the effect was less pronounced.
Regarding the stepping procedure this was often not clearly defined in the Project Team
reports. It has therefore not been possible to compare different methods.
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Pathlines 3-7 as reported by the SAN-team with a coarse mesh (80 m
grid block size), Case 7a, Base Case. Upper: prescribed nodal head
values; middle: prescribed nodal velocity values; lower: prescribed
nodal head values and a change of the location of the well (half a
grid block length vertically).
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Pathlines 3-7 as reported by the SAN-team with a fine mesh (20 m
grid block size), Case 7a, Base Case. Upper: prescribed nodal head
values; middle: prescribed nodal velocity values; lower: prescribed
nodal head values and a change of the location of the well (half a
grid block length vertically).
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Figure 9.7
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Travel times for the three different grid densities as reported by the
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Pathlines as reported by the ETH-team for Case 7b, Option 1, using
a fine mesh with 48 elements for the inclusion. Upper: a
discretisation of the flow field, middle: an evaluation of the flow field
derived from the analytical pressure; lower: the numerically
calculated flow field.
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an evaluation of the flow field derived from the analytical pressure;
lower: the numerically calculated flow field.
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derived from the analytical pressure; lower: the numerically
calculated flow field.
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10.
10.1

Summary and Conclusions

General
Many complex physical and chemical processes acting over very long times affect the
behaviour of a repository for radioactive waste. Several tools have been developed to
describe the various phenomena. To give the necessary answers on the overall safety of
the repository a performance assessment is carried out.
It is usually necessary to employ mathematical and numerical models in order to assess
the performance. Ordinarily, the parameters which are used as input to the models are
not well known. Sometimes the database for the assessment is not even sufficient to
decide which of several mathematical models is applicable. The aim of the uncertainty
and sensitivity analysis of Level 3 of HYDROCOIN was to address the problems
caused by this lack of information.
The difficulties in handling uncertainties and sensitivities in performance assessment are
of a general nature. In HYDROCOIN Level 3, however, only the part dealing with
hydrology is dealt with. Hydrogeological properties measured in the field are usually
pressure heads, hydraulic conductivities, and sometimes also kinematic porosities.
Furthermore, information about the geologic situation from performed drillings is
available at the surface and also at various depths and locations. Investigations in the
field are normally complemented by measurements on field samples in the laboratory.
Using different Test Cases and varying the measured or any derived properties in their
calculations, it has been possible for the participating Teams to improve the
understanding of the importance of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis and sometimes
also to give advice regarding the application of different mathematical tools.
Chapter 2 of the present report gives an overview of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis
methodologies. One basic statement is that uncertainty can only be reduced by gaining
additional information, which ultimately can only derive from measurements on the
physical system or closely related systems.
The uncertainty in the system before and after the measurements can be described by
different probability density functions. Measurement errors must be accounted for. Once
the measurements have been made and the probability density function describing the
uncertainty in the parameters revised, then the probability density function describing
the uncertainty in the consequences can be calculated, as can measures of its
uncertainty such as the variance.
Sensitivity analyses give answers to questions such as "What happens if such and such a
parameter is changed by so much?" and "Which parameters are important?". The
simplest approach is to make calculations for different combinations of parameters and
compare the corresponding consequences. Another approach is to calculate local
sensitivities for various parameters. The response-surface technique is an additional
method. In this technique the consequence is approximated as a simple function of the
parameters and sensitivities are obtained by differentiating the response-surface
function. One way in which to assess the relative importance of the parameters is to
calculate measures of the correlations between the parameters and the consequence. The
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use of the adjoint technique can result in considerable computational savings in
calculating local sensitivities.
Both uncertainty and sensitivity analysis require the selection of combinations of
parameter values from the parameter spate. Various approaches can be used, such as
expert choice sampling, point estimate sampling, simple random sampling, Latin
Hypercube sampling and Importance sampling.
One major source of uncertainty in groundwater flow modelling arises because the
permeability usually varies in space in an irregular, unpredictable fashion, even within a
single rock type. Whereas one accurate measurement of a homogeneous paiameter will
suffice to eliminate the uncertainty associated with a particular parameter, many
accurate measurements of a spatially varying quantity may be needed to significantly
reduce the associated uncertainty. Geostatistics is one tool for handling spatial variation.
In addition to generating realisations of a spatially varying field it is usually necessary
to estimate the value of the field at locations other than at the measurement points.
Kriging is one method for interpolating from the measured values.
The seven Test Cases selected for HYDROCOIN Level 3 illustrate four different media
which have been suggested as alternative choices for a nuclear waste repository:
argillaceous, crystalline rock, tuff and salt. Furthermore, saturated, as well as
unsaturated flow is represented.
10.2

Test Case 1
The primary purpose of Test Case 1 was to determine the most important hydrogeological attributes and parameters for near surface disposal in argillaceous media.
Saturated as well as undersaturated media scenarios were analysed. As a result of
parameter variations for the undersaturated case it was found that flux through the
vaults and minimum travel time from the vaults varied very little for head on the
left-hand boundary in the range 18 m to 25 m. For variations in saturated hydraulic
conductivity the minimum travel time measure was not significantly affected, whereas
the flux through the vaults was fairly sensitive. Both performance measures were
sensitive to the hydraulic conductivity of a "disturbed zone" around the vaults and also
sensitive to any anisotropy of the hydraulic conductivities in the formations.
For the unsaturated case, the most important sensitivity was the sensitivity to the
conceptual model. For the variant layered model, anisotropy was found to have a
marked effect on the travel times and the presence of faults had a significant effect on
the performance measures.
Results of uncertainty analyses showed that the flux through the vaults were particularly
sensitive to the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the concrete and to a lesser extent
sensitive to the conductivity of the unit surrounding the vaults. The parameter that was
considered most important for the minimum travel time performance measure depended
on whether stepwise regression or rank regression was used.
For the layered model, regression analysis for a second order model indicated that the
most important parameter for the flux was the product of the hydraulic conductivities of
layers B and D. The conductivity of the concrete was also important.
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An important conclusion was that the selected performance measure, to a high degree,
determined which of the parameters that were judged to be the most important in
uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. Several performance measures should be used in
order to obtain a full understanding of the system, as different techniques applied for
the analysis lead to different conclusions. It is highly likely that the important
parameters will vary over the position in parameter space for a realistic system with a
complicated hydrogeology. For results of sensitivity and uncertainty analyses to be
significant, calculations have to be made with sufficient accuracy, so that the resulting
sensitivities and uncertainties will not be swamped by numerical errors. It was generally
concluded that the conductivity of the concrete forming the vaults was an important
parameter which determined the flux tfuough the vaults and, furthermore, that the
inclusions of anti-intrusion shields had very little effect on any of the performance
measures considered.
10.3

Test Case 2
Test Case 2 was set up to gain insight into the types of hydrologic behaviour that could
affect the performance of a waste repository sited in unsaturated, layered, fractured
tuff. Low and high flux as well as steady-state and transient flow were considered. At
low flux the water transport was expected to be matrix dominated, whereas at high flux
it was expected to be dominated by the fractures. The non-linearities of the case were
extreme and posed a very challenging numerical problem for the Project Teams.
For one-dimensional steady-state flow, the most dramatic change in travel times was
observed at the instance of a transition from matrix to fracture flow. Such a transition
would occur when the matrix is near full saturation.
The parameters which influenced saturations the most and thus affected the calculation
of the performance measure, e.g. the minimum groundwater travel time, were input
flux, matrix hydraulic conductivity, fracture curve fitting parameters describing the
saturation versus pressure relationship, and whether one of the layered units was vitric
or zeolitic.
The transition to matrix flow resulted in a non-linear behaviour in the performance
measure. Sensitivity analysis methods are needed to handle such problems. As matrix
conductivity decreased, the minimum travel time also decreased. Furthermore, the use
of a larger recharge value resulted in a significant reduction in the median groundwater
travel time.
Analyses were conducted using sampled values, the ranks of the sampled values, and
combinations of parameters on 200 simulations, but none of the attempts gave a high
goodness-of-fit value for the regression. As an outcome of this exercise it was suggested
that a possible approach would be to separate the fracture flow travel times and their
associated sampled parameters from the matrix flow travel times and parameters and
perform separate regressions on each. The parameter-stepping technique for solving
highly non-linear steady-state problems was used by one of the Teams. In the process of
deriving the solution through the parameter-stepping technique information was also
provided on the sensitivity of the solution to the varied parameter.
One conclusion was that it was necessary to use a very fine grid in regions where the
solutions changed rapidly, which was usually at the interfaces between the different
layered units.
-
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The same conclusion as reached for steady-state flow was reached for one-dimensional
transient flow, which was that the most pronounced effect was observed when there was
a transition from matrix-dominated flow to fracture-dominated flow.
A two-dimensional steady-state flow case was defined to examine how flow diversion,
due to the slope of the layered units and the contrasts in properties between units would
affect spatial distribution of flux through the repository and groundwater travel times.
Many of the variations, i.e. saturated conductivity, shape of the pressure versus
saturation curve, and degree of anisotropy, affected the conductivity contrasts between
two of the units (B and C) and therefore the flow diversion above the repository. When
flow diversion increased, a majority of the repository was shielded from the applied
flux and, compared to base case results, travel times increased for most of the
repository. For low fluxes, anisotropy induced a significant amount of lateral diversion
as compared to the base case. The variation of residual saturation in all the units had no
significant effect on the performance measures.
It was stressed that there is a need for automated procedures for sensitivity and
uncertainty analysis for non-linear problems, that check the quality of the numerical
solutions for all sets of parameters considered. It is not sufficient to examine the
behaviour of only one or two simple performance measures. The behaviour of the
underlying fields, such as pressure, matrix saturation and fracture saturation, must also
be explored in order to fully understand a complex non-linear system.
10.4

Test Case 3
The objective of Test Case 3 was to examine sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
techniques and other steps that are important to the estimation of performance measures
for a hypothetical salt repository in a regional geological setting. In the regional model
study to demonstrate deterministic sensitivity and uncertainty analysis techniques
(REG-1) the root-mean-square (RMS) difference between computed and interpreted
freshwater heads provided the goodness-of-fit measure. All runs illustrated the extreme
interdependence between flux and hydraulic conductivity and thus the value of having
infonnation on flux as well as head. The conclusion was drawn that using only median
values of parameter distributions may lead to an incorrect impression of the flow
system. Further, model runs that do not satisfactorily reproduce observed heads should
be disregarded when performing a sensitivity and uncertainty analysis.
In the regional model (REG-2), travel time estimates to natural discharge areas,
trial-and-error calibration and calibration using inverse methods with point estunates of
equivalent freshwater heads, sensitivity to variable density driving forces, and limited
uncertainty analysis were performed. Difficulties in calculating the groundwater travel
times were encountered in all 'ariable density model runs. This was attributed to poor
grid resolution along the salt-bearing strata and basal formation interface at locations of
high-density gradients and sharp contrasts in material properties. Head or pressure
results, as judged by RMS error, were not especially sensitive to the salt unit
permeability in either the freshwater or variable density model. RMS error in both
models became less sensitive to changes in salt unit permeability as infiltration
increased and also less sensitive to changes in infiltration with an increased salt
permeability.
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The regional stochastic travel time analysis (REG-3) using statistical inverse model
calibration and kriged freshwater heads was set up to evaluate uncertainty in
groundwater travel paths and travel times. It was found that uncertainties in the
statistical parameters had a significant effect on calculated ground water travel times. It
was also demonstrated that the use of plentiful, relatively accurate, potentiometric head
data in conjunction with prior hydraulic conductivity data can be combined through a
statistical inverse approach to provide additional constraints that can reduce the
uncertainty in computed groundwater velocity and travel time.
The assessment of uncertainty in groundwater travel time due to uncertainty in material
properties (LOC-1) using a highly refined local scale model and a Monte Carlo
stochastic analysis approach was limited to five realisations of log permeability and
porosity random fields generated using a Turning bands method. It was concluded that
although the statistical model was conditional, because it incorporated available
information on the locations of various hydrologic units, it was unconditional in the
sense that the generated realisations of parameters did not correspond to, or were not
constrained by, any real data.
It was felt that future stochastic modelling should preferably incorporate conditional
simulation methods. Additionally, boundary condition information for the intermediate
scale should be based on regional hydrologic simulations performed conjunctively in
order to explicitly consider geometry and effective average parameters of the
intennediate-scale model in the regional modelling.
Questions of convergence and sensitivity to grid spacing are especially important in
stochastic spatial variability problems, because ti e grids must satisfy constraints related
to both representation of variability as well as to those related to hydraulic head
variations. Unlike deterministic problems in which spatial distributions are known and
can be addressed with grid design, there is no prior knowledge of where the maximum
changes in parameters will occur. Consequently, grid a.id code must be designed to
accommodate a wider range of conditions.
The general conclusion from the Test Case 3 was that there is a strong correlation
between recharge as an uncertain parameter and hydraulic conductivity. Some observed
flux data are required in addition to observed head to scale the problem. Furthermore,
realisations used in sensitivity and uncertainty analysis must be conditioned and
constrained to those that reproduce, within uncertainty limits, observed system
behaviour. An additional remark was that parameter estimation results must be carefully
examined for instability and insensitivity problems. If an improvement in the
goodness-of-fit measure is achieved, this can lead to the belief that a calibrated model is
a better representation of reality, while in fact it may be no closer to reality if
uniqueness and instability problems exist. A calibrated model can still suffer from errors
in parameter values if there is not enough information to accurately evaluate best
values. Conceptual model errors and implementation errors must be addressed by the
modeller through the standard trial-and-error testing.
10.5

Test Case 4
Results from HYDROCOIN Level 1 indicated that convection cells arise from the salt
source along the bottom of the system studied. Test Case 4 was developed to investigate
if the convection cells would be relevant for flow situations over salt domes. The
investigation v/as performed by carrying out a sensitivity analysis to investigate effects
of uncertainties in hydrogeological parameters, boundary conditions, and the conceptual
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model. It was thus possible to identify parameters or paranfeter combinations which had
the greatest influence on convection cell existence and development. The difficulties
that arose were mainly related to the plausibility of some of the variations studied and
also the high calculation^ costs. Very fine grids were required to obtain converged
solutions. Transient methods were used to reach steady-state and there were no good
measures for judging when a stationary solution had been reached.
All variations except two showed the presence of convection cells. Such cells appear to
be real phenomena and the cells will form in systems where brine densities can build up
to near full saturation and where relatively sharp brine-freshwater interfaces exist.
Anisotropic variations that decreased the vertical permeability decreased vertical flow
and also the rate of dispersion across the freshwater-brine interface. The influx of salt
into the domain was mainly controlled by the type of boundary condition applied to the
salt dome boundary and its length. For the full caprock boundary condition, the
transport of salt into the domain was controlled by the salt dome dissolution rate and
not by the fluid flow rate in the domain.
10.6

Test Case 5
Test Case 5 addressed the issue of uncertainty analyses of flow problems in crystalline
rocks. It was based on measurements at CRNL for a groundwater flow study and on
investigations at the Swedish Fjallveden site.
The analysis of the CRNL test site demonstrated the use of a regression analysis method
for performing a sensitivity analysis. The resulting sensitivities of the selected
performance measure with respect to the different model parameters were physically
reasonable for all cases but one. The performance measure was defined as the
groundwater travel time from a location at one borehole to a fracture zone. The slope of
the regression curve of the normalised performance measure against a normalised
parameter could then be calculated as the correlation coefficient for the parameter. The
correlation coefficient or the regression slope for the normalised system expresses the
extent to which the relation between the performance measure and a given parameter
could be described as linear. If there is a strong relation between them but this relation
is nonlinear, the linear regression would fail to detect the relationship. This was tested
in the analysis by applying the regression of the ranks of the parameters and the
performance measure instead of using the numerical values.
It was concluded that the selected performance measure was more sensitive to the
permeabilities in the topmost mesh layer than to the azimuth of the symmetry axis of
the permeability tensor in the same layer. The permeabilities in the topmost layers of
the mesh had a strong influence on the chosen travel time. There was no predominant
influence from any single parameter and the selected performance measure depended on
a set of parameters.
For the uncertainty analysis of the CRNL site, an attempt was made to utilise the
hydraulic heads measured at the site and the calculated goodness- of-fit function for the
model runs performed to a posteriori assign probabilities to the parameter sets and from
that result calculate the complementary probability distribution for the selected
performance measure (groundwater travel time from the top of a bore hole to a fracture
zone). It was possible for the Team to relate the goodness-of-fit function to a clearly
defined probability distribution and hence to calculate the probability of the value of the
-
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goodness-of-fit function being in a specified interval. From the calculation of the
probabilities of the individual runs it was seen that there was a sharp separation
between probable, rather probable and highly improbable parameter sets.
For the Fjallveden site a number of mode! calculations were performed with various
spatial distributions of the hydraulic conductivity but no systematic uncertainty analysis
was made. The analysis of the Fjallveden site consisted of extensive parameter
variations. From these it could be concluded that the selected performance measures
(the travel time along a flow path and the flow rate at the starting point of that flow
path) were not particularly sensitive to variations of the fracture properties. This lack of
sensitivity was due to the fact that the major part of the flowpath was running in the
rock mass and that once the water particle had entered a fracture zone it was
transported vertically to the surface or near the surface. The selected performance
measures seemed rather sensitive to different assumptions for the rock mass properties.
The pathline with its associated pathlength and travel time and the flow rate at the
starting point of the pathline gave different possibilities to judge the sensitivity of the
system. Although the sensitivity of the flow rate is potentially easier to quantify than
that of the pathline, it obviously contains less information. The flow-rate distribution at
the Fjallveden site proved to be relatively insensitive to variations of the permeability
distribution.
10.7

Test Case 6
The objective of Test Case 6 was to provide tests for methods of handling uncertainty
and parameter sensitivity for a three-dimensional regional groundwater flow in low
permeability rocks using the Piceance Basin. Only one team made calculations for this
test case. Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis was performed using Monte Carlo
simulations for uncertainty analysis and regression of the Monte Carlo results with the
sampled parameters for sensitivity analysis.
Predicted groundwater travel paths initially travelled downward to either layer 2 or to
layer 1 and then horizontally until they were forced upward at the edge of the model.
Only travel times produced by simulations that were in agreement with the interpolated
hydraulic-head surface were included in the final distribution of travel times. However,
none of the simulations produced hydraulic-head surfaces in agreement with the
measured surfaces which indicate J that none of the sets of sampled values, i.e. model
input, were in trie range of the Level 2 calibrated values. This error was probably due to
the range of recharge specified in the problem definition. Thus, the simulated travel
paths and times were not representative of conditions within the Piceance Basin.
Sensitivity analysis was undertaken to determine which parameters were the most
important to the prediction of groundwater travel times by regressing the sampled
values against the predicted groundwater travel times with the ranks of the sampled
values regressed against the ranks of the travel times. Both regressions showed poor fits
and only porosity could be identified with confidence as important. The inferior
regression fits resulted from the variability in the direction of predicted groundwater
flow, especially for the vertical direction.
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10.8

Test Case 7
In contrast to the other test cases Test Case 7 did not primarily address uncertainty and
sensitivity analysis, but rather the difficulties of calculating flow paths. The objective
was to provide a means of comparing methods of trajectory calculations independent of
the model employed to estimate the potential surface. The problem output called for
"elocit>" estimated from samples of the potential field and flow paths calculated from
the analytical expression for the velocity.
Of the two subcases one (Case 7a) concerned particle tracks in a medium with
homogeneous hydraulic properties containing a single well discharging at a constant
rate located in a uniform flow field. The resulting groundwater divide defines two flow
regions, one converging to the well and one bypassing the well. The other subcase
(Case 7b) treated particle tracks in a unifonn flow field with a circular region in the
middle of the domain which had hydraulic properties differing from the rest of the
domain.
The requested output from Case 7a was estimated trajectories of particles released at
specified points along with the associated path lengths and travel times. The requested
output from Case 7b was particle trajectories, as well as errors in y coordinate and error
in time.
The Project Teams showed great interest in this test case. Case 7a was analysed by
eleven Project Teams using various approaches, tracking routines and grid densities.
Case 7b was tackled by eight Project Teams using a number of different meshes. Only a
few of the results are treated in this report because of the limited space available and
the overwhelming task of systematically analysing the large amount of results. They
have been selected either because they are typical examples of the results or because
they contain some features which are particularly interesting.
For Case 7a, Base Case the SAN-team applied one routine designed for use with
finite-difference codes and one routine designed for use with finite-element codes. They
investigated the sensitivity of the tracking routines to different grid densities, different
means of calculating velocities, and slight changes of the location of the well. Using a
coarse mesh (80 m grid block-size) it was evident that the discretisation was too coarse
to provide accurate pathways. With 20 m grid block-size the results improved
substantially when compared with the analytical solution. The tracking routine used was
able to detect the water divide.
The NRC-team reported on the same case. They applied the FEM-code to solve the
flow field from the analytically calculated head values and also evaluated thr flow field
from analytically calculated velocity values. The coarse grid density (120 m) evidently
did not yield accurate pathlines. The finer grid (20 m), however, gave results well in
agreement with the analytical solution. Both the well, the stagnation point and the water
divide were detected by the tracking routine. As for velocities, applying the coarse grid
resulted in a failure to find the well, the water divide and the stagnation point. The finer
grid gave very good agreement with the analytical solution. The results for travel times
were approximately the same with only the fine grid giving results well in agreement
with the analytical solution. There was no apparent difference in the results from the
two approaches used by the Team.
As an option (Option 1) the Project Teams were requested to report profiles for the x
and y components of velocity. A second option (Option 2) requested the report of the
error vs. the cumulative path length.
-
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In Option 1 the JAE team analysed the velocities along the profiles using either
analytically calculated nodal head values or analytically calculated nodal velocity
values as input to the tracking routine. Three finite-element meshes consisting of 40,
112 and 364 elements were used. Both methods seemed to underestimate the velocities
at long distances from the well.
A second option (Option 2) concerned the error vs. the cumulative path length
evaluated at each point in the flow path for different gridding schemes. As expected the
errors decreased significantly with a refinement of the grid.
Results from all Project Teams show somewhat smaller errors when the velocity field
was prescribed. Errors seemed, however, to depend more on the tracking routine that
was applied.
Requested outputs from Case 7b were particle trajectories with their associated errors
and, as an additional option, errors in velocities along the trajectories for each grid
applied. The ETH-team performed their modelling in three dimensions with 1 metre
thick elements. They found that thier prism element used to describe the circular
inclusions did not represent the flow field as well as the surrounding brick elements.
This observation caused them to make a substantial refinement of their grid. The
tracking routine they used for the pathlines showed good agreement also for the coarsest
grid except in the vicinity of the inclusion. With a refinement of the grid, better results
were obtained. Calculations using analytical or calculated potentials for evaluating the
pathlines yielded results in good agreement with the analytical solutions.
The VTT-team found that the manner of calculating velocity field had no major impact
on the errors and results were not seemingly affected by the grid spacing. The errors
were strongly dependent on the step-length the Team used, however. The sensitivity to
the step-length appeared to be less pronounced in terms of travel time than the errors in
space.
The errors in velocities along the pathlines increased symmetrically around the
inclusion and peak values appeared at the interface between two material types, i.e. at
the points of entrance into the inclusion.
Option 1 of Case 7b concerned a situation where the concrete barrier was intact and
thus had a lower hydraulic conductivity than the bulk of the domain. The NNW-team
used subparametric quadrilateral finite elements for meshes with different grid spacings.
Also the coarse mesh made it possible to generate particle tracks well in agreement with
the analytical solution if the analytical velocity field was prescribed to the grid points.
If the velocity field was numerically calculated, large discrepancies were obtained with
the coarse grids, however.
The errors in the x-direction along the pathlines were considered to be very small. The
conclusion was also drawn that the evaluation of the velocity field itself is a source of
uncertainty.
The ETH-team found that particle tracks were in good agreement with the analytical
solutionsfr>rall the meshes used when the pathlines were calculated using the analytical
flow field. That was not the case, however, when derived velocity fields were used. The
Team also found that the generated psuucle treks w?re strongly dependent on the point
of entrance into the inclusion and, furthermore, that the results were sensitive to the
tune the particle resided within the inclusion.
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10.9

Concluding Remarks
The analyses made within the framework of the international project HYDROCOIN
Level 3 clearly shows the importance of having a good understanding of the effects of
uncertainties and sensitivities in the performance assessment of a nuclear waste
repository. It is evident that the choice of conceptual model can greatly influence the
outcome of the assessment. At Level 2, some quantitative methods for selecting among
several conceptual models were demonstrated. At Level 3, a method for assigning
probabilities a posteriori to models has been applied. This method could potentially be
used to address uncertainties caused by the conceptual model.
It has been demonstrated that various methods for sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
have different potentials to give quantitative results. It has been shown that the
conclusions drawn from simple parameter variations can be greatly affected by the
choice of performance measure. Moreover, if the properties vary strongly in the part of
the domain influencing the selected performance measure, it can be difficult to get a
good view of the sensitivities
There are a number of methods available for sensitivity analysis. It has been shown in
the present study that these methods generally are poorly suited for problems in which
the performance measure involves non-linearity or discontinuity.
The participants in the study all commented on the advantages of working ogether in
a fairly small international teamwork, which made it possible to discuss freely successes
and failures of their own calculations, as well as making interpretations of obtained
results.
HYDROCOIN Level 3 had a limited scope as it was restricted to hydrogeology.
However, the methods used in this project can have a more general application. As a
result of the exercises performed, a new international project was initiated, the
INTRAVAL study, in which the experiences of the HYDROCOIN Level 3 study were
incorporated.
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UPPERCASE ROMAN
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Goodness-of-fit function
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(Pore-water) diffusion
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Expectation operator
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Principal conductivity parallel to the
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Size of domain
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Pumping rate
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(Volumetric) flow rate
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(s)

LOWER CASE ROMAN
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Radius of circle

C

Mass fraction of brine.
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Compressibility
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Depth of water (in a pit).

(m)
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Error in calculated value
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Unit vector in the direction of the symmetry axis (of the permeability tensor)
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Joint probability distribution function
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Probability distribution function for consequences
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Probability distribution for importance sampling
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Acceleration due to gravity
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Hydraulic head/piezometric level
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m

Number of samples

n

Normal

P

(Total fluid) pressure
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Darcy flux/specific discharge

r

Radial coordinate

t

Time
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Mass-averaged Darcy velocity

V

Velocity of water
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Weights in approximation to integral
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Cartesian coordinates
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UPPER CASE GREEK
r

Semi-variogram of Z
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Increment/finite change in parameter value

A

Point in sample space of realisations

*

E

*

Kriging weights to estimate Z at a point x

LOWER CASE GREEK
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Arbitrary parameter (in discussion of sensitivity and uncertainty analysis)

P

Curve fitting parameter in Eq's 4.8-4.9
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Curve fitting parameter in Eq's 4.8-4.9
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Distance
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Kronecker delta function
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Kinematic porosity
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Lagrange multiplier in kriging equation
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Function that defines the equations for primary quantities X
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Mr
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Arbitrary position
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Exponent of depth-dependent conductivity

K

Correlation between a consequence and a parameter
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Curve fitting parameter in Eq's 4.8-4.9
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Dynamic viscosity
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Partial correlation

%

Experimental parameter in Eq. 3.14.
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Density
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Standard deviation

o'

Effective stress in the rock mass = o , o t + p

(Pas - 1 )

(kg •nr 3 )
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(Pa)

O to '

Total stress due to overburden

x

Experimental parameter in Eq. 3.15.

$

Total porosity

9

Streamfunction

V

(Total) pressure head

yco

Experimental parameter in Eq. 3.14

Q)

Coefficient of c

isolidation

Superscripts

T

Transpose operator

b

Background value

c

Conditional simulation

f

Fluid

int

Interpolated value

»d

Index

k

Kriged value/estimate

m

Sample of a parameter

mod

Model-calculated value

tot

Total numbers of

u

Unconditional simulation

a

Referring to parameter a

*

Particular value of a parameter

±

Parameter value ± standard deviation

-
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Subscript!!

C

Referring to the consequence(s)

L

Longitudinal

T

Transverse

b

Bulk value (for a unit volume)

c

Concrete

f

Fracture

i.j,k

Index

m

Rock mass (or equivalent)

n

Inclusion

pc

Capillary

r

Component in radial direction

ref

Reference value

rel

Relative

res

Residual

s

Saturated with water/saturated brine

w

Water

x,y,z

Components in the directions of the Cartesian coordinate system

1...6

Pathline number

0

Initial value

(nr1)

V
Gradient operator
K = 0.7012 • c
Overlying " - " denotes mean value
Overlying " ~ " denotes approximate value
Overlying " A " denotes unit value
Underlying " - " denotes vector entity
Underlying " » " denotes tensor entity
-
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Schematic overview of the organisation of the HYDROCOIN project
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Kemakta Consultants Co.

Co-ordinating Group:

Chairman:
V Chairman:
Secretary:

Project Secretariat:

K. Andersson, SKI
B. Grundfelt, Kemakta
B. Lindbom, Kemakta
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C. Thegerstrom, OECD/NEA
U. Tveten, NKA/IFE
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APPENDIX 2
Characteristics of the Models and Codes
used for Level 3 in the HYDROCOIN project

-
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CODE
[TEAM]

PHYSICAL MODEL

SOLUTION
METHOD

BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

CFEST
(SRPJ

Transient or steady-state
flow with coupling of
energy and solute
transport.

Finite-element.

Prescribed
2-3
pressure, flow,
temperature
and concentrationi.

Dl

DLLUVIA
[SAN]

Steady-state flow in
fractured porous media.

Implicit solution
using backward
differentiation
formula.

Prescribed
pressure or flow.

1

D2

FEGMi
ICRIJ

Transient or steady-state
saturated/unsaturated
flow; salt water
intrusion.

Finite-element;
lumping.

Prescribed
2-3
pressure;
prescribed
flux; rainfall
or seepage flow.

FEMWATER2 Transient or steady-state
saturated/unsaturated
[NRC,BGS]
flow under isothermal
conditions in porous
media.

Finite-element,
Galerkin formulation; time
derivative by
using one of
three possible
finite
difference methods»
(Crank-Nicholson,
backward and middifference
formulation).

Prescribed
pressure or
rainfall or
seepage flow.

2

FEFLOW2
[VTTJ

Steady-state saturated
flow; anisotropy.

Finite-element.

Prescribed
pressure.

2

FEM3013
[MCI£TH]

Saturated steadystate flow, anisotrcpy.

Finite-element.

Prescribed
1-3
pressure or flux,
source/sink terms<*

A3

OWHRT
IKEMJ

Transient or steady-state
saturated/unsaturated
flow; coupling of fluid
flow and neat transport.

Finite-element.

Prescribed
pressure or
flux; prescribed infiltration.

2-3

D5
D6
A4
A5

INVERT-4
(UPC]

Direct and inverse
solution of steady-state
and transient flow
equation.

Finite-elements
for direct solution,
various minimisation algorithms
for the inverse
problem.
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DIM

Prescribed
1,2,
pressure or
(quasiflux and mixed
3D)
condition. All
can be time
dependent.

REF

D3
D4
Al
A2

A6
A7

D7
A8
A9

CODE
[TEAMJ

PHYSICAL MODEL

SOLUTION
METHOD

BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

LLUVIA
[NNW]

Steady-state flow in
fractured porous media.

Implicit solution
using backward
differentiation
formula.

MAGUS
[SRP]

Steady-stale flow.

METIS*
IEDMJ

Transient or steady-state
fluid flow with coupled
heat transport.

METROPOL5 Transient or steady-state
[RIVJ
saturated flow with
solute and/or
tracer transport.

MOTIF
[AEC]

Transient or steady-state
saturated/unsaturated
flow with coupled heat
and contaminant transport.

DIM

REF

Prescribed
pressure or flow.

1

D8

Finite-difference.

Prescribed
pressure.

2

Finite-element;
temporal discretisation with
Crank-Nicholson.

Prescribed
pressure and
flux; source/
sink terms.

Finite-element;
Prescribed
time derivatives
pressure or
are discretised
flux that may
(Euler/
vary in space
trapezoidal rule
and time.
with time step
control); the
system of nonlinear equations is
linearised; system
of linearised
equations is solved
by either a preconditioned conjugate
gradient method or
a successive overrelaxation method.
Finite-element;
temporal integration using
finite difference
scheme; CrankNicholson or by
user-specified
parameters; the
equation system is
solved by direct
elimination using
the LDU-band
solver, non-linear
transient problems
are solved by
Picard iteration.

-
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1-2

3

Fluid flow: pre1-3
scribed pressure
and flux. Heat
flow: prescribed
temperature/solute
concentration and
noimal conduction/
diffusion and hydrodynamic dispersive
heat/solute mass flux,
or forced heat/solute
mass flux. All boundary
conditions may vary
in time.

D9
DIO
Dll
D12

AlO
All

D13
D14
A12
A13

CODE
PTEAM]

PHYSICAL MODEL

SOLUTION
METHOD

NAMMU*
[HARAES]

Steady-state or transient
saturated/unsaturated
flow; flow or coupled
flow and heat transport;
steady-state brine
transport; continuous
velocity field option;
stream function calculation in 2D; radionuclide
transport

Finite-element;
Specified head
transients by
or flux that
Gear's method or may vary in
Crank-Nicholson; space and time.
non-linear
problems
linearised by
Newton-Raphson or
quasi-NewtonRaphson; parameter stepping for
hard non-linear
problems; equations
solved by a very
fast direct
frontal solver.

NORIA
[NNWJ

Transient or steady-state
transport of liquid,
vapour, air, and energy in
partially saturated media.

Finite-element,
Galerkin type,
time integration
uses an AdamsBashford predictorcorrector which is
solved by NewtonRaphson iteration.

Prescribed pressure 2
pressure and flow,
constant and
varying in time.

D20

SAGUARO
INNWJ

Transient or steady-state
single-phase water and
energy flow through
saturated/unsaturated
porous medium, includes
Darcy's law, Boussinesq
approximation; Soret
effect, conduction and
convection.

Finite-element;
transient problems
are analysed using
a modified CrankNicholson procedure, matrix
solution.

Specified fluid
2
hydraulic head
or hydraulic head
gradient (fluid
discharge), specified temperature
heat fluxes, convective or conductive
"boundaries". All
boundary conditions
may vary in time.

D21

STOKES*
[OWT]

Transient and steady-state
transport of fluid and
energy; non-homogeneity
and anisotropy.

Finite-element;
pressure and
temperature fields
are solved in a
coupled manner
with a semiiterative scheme
based on a
modified Newton
matrix iteration
algorithm.

Prescribed
pressure and
temperature.

-
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BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

DIM

REF

1-3

D15
D16
D17
D18
D19
A14
A15

2

CODE
[TEAM]

PHYSICAL MODEL

SOLUTION
METHOD

BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

SUTRA
[NRC]

Transient or steady-state
fluid density dependent
flow, heat transport or
solute transport.

Hybrid finiteelement and integrated finitedifference.

Prescribed
pressure and flow.

SWIFT
[GSF]

Transient or steady-state
Finite-differences; Prescribed
1-3
flow with coupling of heat, temporal discreti- pressure,
solute and tracer transport, sation with Crank- temperature
Nicholson or fully and water influx
implicit spatial
rates; prescribed
discretisation with solute concentration.
central or backward
schemes alternatively; matrix
solution with direct
or iterative method.

D23
D24
A16

SWIFT2
[SAN]

Transient or steady-state
model which solves the
coupled transport of
fluid flow-heat-brine and
radionuclide chains;
single and double porous
media.

Finite-difference.

Prescribed
pressure,
temperature,
solute concentration and
water influx
rates.

D25

TRIO
[AND]

Transient or steady-state
flow with coupling of
energy and solute transport; anisotropy. All parameters can be timedependent (coupling with
mechanical calculations).

Finite-element

Prescribed values 2-3
for pressure, flux,
temperature and
concentration. All
boundary conditions
may vary in time.

A17
A18

UNSAT28
[SANJ

Transient or steady-state
saturated/unsaturated
flow

Finite-element;
Galerkin formulation; time derivative discretised
by the finitedifference method.

Constant
pressure head,
prescribed
flow.seepage
face, infiltration, source/
sink terms.

D26

USGS3D9
[SAN]

Single phase, constant
density flow; transient
or steady state flow.

Finite-difference;
Prescribed
matrix solution may flux and
be accomplished
pressure,
with either slicesource/sink
successive overterms,
relaxation or a
strongly implicit
procedure.
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DIM

REF
D22

1-3

2

D27

CODE
(TEAM]

PHYSICAL MODEL

SOLUTION
METHOD

BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

2DSEEP
[JAEJ

Coupled heat and water
flow;
transient or steadystate saturated/
unsaturated flow.

Finite-element.

Prescribed flux
and pressure;
prescribed
ratio velocity
to moisture
content.

3DSEEP
[JAEJ

Transient or steady-state
saturated/unsaturated
flow; simplified double
porosity model.

Finite-element.

Prescribed flex
and pressure;
prescribed
ratio velocity
to moisture
content.

DIM

The code is a FEMWATER modification.
Contaminant transport capabilities in a companion code called FEMWASTE.
The code can handle mixed dimensionality.
The code can handle mixed dimensionality.
Automatic refinement of the mesh while input data is automatically adjusted to the new
mesh. Particle tracking.
The code can handlefractureelements, line, triangle, quadrilateral, tetrahedral,
triangular prism, pyramid and cuboid elements.
2D code with 3D rotational symmetry.
The code can handle water uptake by roots of plants.
The code allows for either confined groundwater conditions or phreatic conditions
within the same calculation procedure.
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